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Errata 
p 4 para 1 first sentence: “...scanning electron microscopy (SEM),” for “...scanning TEM (STEM),” 

p 16 para 3 first sentence: “...are fundamentally limited to very thin samples (TEM) or surface studies 
(SEM).” for “...are fundamentally limited to very thin samples or surface studies.” 

p 85 para 2 of Section 5.2.1 

“This corresponds to sampling at a spacing finer than the Nyquist frequency, i.e. sufficient 
oversampling (Bates, 1982; Miao et al., 2000).” for “This corresponds to sampling at a spacing finer 
than the Nyquist frequency, or oversampling (Bates, 1982; Miao et al., 2000).” 

p 112 line 1, “inevitable decrease” for “natural decrease” 

p 132 para 3, 4th sentence: “... where we carried out a preliminary study...” for “... where we carried 
out an essential preliminary study...” 

p 187 Bibliography: 

“Robinson, I. K., Vartanyants, I. A., Williams, G. J., Pfeifer, M. A. & Pitney, J. A. Reconstruction of 
the shapes of gold nanocrystals using coherent X-ray diffraction. Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (19), 195505 
(2001). (Cited on pages 10 and 12.)” 

For 

“Robinson, I. K., Vartanyants, I. A., Williams, G. J., Pfeifer, M. A. & Pitney, J. A. Reconstruction of 
the shapes of gold nanocrystals using coherent X-ray diffraction. Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001). (Cited 
on page 10.)” 

 

Addendum 

p 12 para 2, add comment after 2nd sentence: “However, CDI does allow the measurement of 
diffraction from individual crystal particles, benefitting from the enhanced signal due to the 
crystalline nature of the sample (Robinson et al., 2001).” 

p 105 add comment to fig. 5.20 caption:  “The fluctuations seen in these figures stem from the 
numerical nature of the calculations of dynamical diffraction (described in Section 5.3.1), where their 
magnitude strongly depends on the step size of the 1D beam along the surface of the analyzer crystal 
(2nm in this case).  The arrays used for these simulations were not sufficient to adequately smooth 
the simulated diffraction profile. A finer step size along the surface of the beam does decrease these 
fluctuations but the dramatic increase in calculation time is impractical and the smoother profiles do 
not provide more information about the sample in this context.  

p114  fig. 6.3 Add to the end of caption: 

The arbitrary units are scaled intensity measurements where the maximum intensity is set to 1.0. The 
extracted line (along the monochromator pseudo streak direction) is obtained in the same way as in 
the simulated data in section 5.3.3. This extraction was used for all data in this chapter.  

p 122 eqs. 6.1 and 6.2:  “265” should read “265 nm” 

p 124 eqs. 6.3 and 6.4:  “199” should read “199 nm”  

p 117 para 2: add footnote to “boxcar”: “In this thesis we use “boxcar” avering/smoothing to refer to 
averaging over the neighbouring pixels (in two dimensions).” 

p 140 para 4 line 1 add footnote after “naturally”: “Natural ageing is ageing of the alloy at room 
temperature, as was defined in section 2.2.0 on page 21.” 

p 194 (List of Abbreviations) insert into line 3: “SEM Scanning electron microscopy” 
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Please refer to the following intensity scale bars when viewing the reciprocal space maps throughout 
this thesis. The corresponding page and figure numbers are included.  

 

p 96  fig. 5.14(a) fig. 5.14(b)   p 100 fig. 5.17(a)  fig. 5.17(b) 

       
 

p 112  fig. 6.1   and  fig. 6.1 normalised intensity for easier comparison with simulated RSMs  

   
 

p 113  fig. 6.2(a)     p 116   fig. 6.4(a) fig. 6.4(b) 
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p 118  fig. 6.6(a) fig. 6.6(b)   p 119 fig. 6.7(a) fig. 6.7(b) 

       
 
p 123 fig. 6.9(a) fig. 6.9(b)   p 126 fig. 6.11(a) fig. 6.11(b) 

       
 

p 128  fig. 6.13      

 
 

p 145  fig. 6.20(a) fig. 6.20(b) fig. 6.20(c) fig. 6.20(d)  
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p 146 fig. 6.21(a) fig. 6.21(b) fig. 6.21(c) fig. 6.21(d) 

    
 

p 160 fig. 7.1(a) fig. 7.1(b) fig. 7.1(c) fig. 7.1(d) fig. 7.1(e) fig. 7.1(f) 

      
 
p 164 fig. 7.4(a) fig. 7.4(b) fig. 7.4(c) fig. 7.4(d) 
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Abstract

A new non-destructive, high resolution X-ray di�raction technique is developed for
the characterisation of ensembles of embedded nanoparticles. �e method is based
on reciprocal space mapping using an analyser crystal, making it sensitive to very
low di�raction contrast between nanoparticles and their surrounds, and capable of
encompassing a large volume, representative of the bulk material. �e robustness
of the technique is demonstrated by its lack of dependence on the X-ray coherence
volume and optical stability. In addition, the use of a counting detector provides the
necessary high dynamic range, and avoids the restrictions imposed by the �nite pixel
size of a direct space detector and loss of information due to a beamstop.

We review the most widely used techniques for imaging on the nanometre scale
and highlight their unique capabilities. We then demonstrate that no single technique
alone is su�cient for model independent, non-destructive, nanoscale characterisa-
tion of embedded nanoparticles in a bulk material sample. In situ and real-time
investigations are imperative for the understanding, and ultimately the control of
nanoparticle nucleation and growth in technologically important alloys, colloidal
suspensions and various nanomaterial specimens. In this thesis we make signi�cant
progress in addressing this crucial omission.

We begin by presenting the particulars of scalar di�raction theory that enable us to
mathematically describe kinematic di�raction from large ensembles of nanoparticles
embedded in a matrix. �e requirements of X-ray optics are then discussed, from
the pertinent properties of synchrotron X-ray sources through high quality analysing
and monochromating crystals.

A method of simulating Fraunhofer di�raction and reciprocal space maps from
a large, sparse ensemble of weakly di�racting Al-Cu nanoparticles is deduced from
elementary coherence considerations. We then demonstrate that quantitative infor-
mation regarding the nanoparticle ensemble polydispersity can be extracted from the
reconstructions of nanoparticles from the Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of numer-
ous such ensembles. In simulated reciprocal space maps we examine the e�ects of
nanoparticle ensemble polydispersity and nanoparticle orientation with respect to
the di�raction plane. Experimentally obtained reciprocal space maps of di�racted

xi
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intensity from nanoparticles in an Al-Cu alloy are then presented, demonstrating the
sensitivity of the technique to weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles and their
orientation relative to the di�raction plane. Here we also present the results of an
iterative algorithm applied to reconstruct, with <��nm resolution, a two dimensional
nanoparticle, representative of the ensemble.

Practical considerations for an in situ, real-time X-ray di�raction investigation of
the initial growth dynamics of embedded nanoparticles in a bulk material sample are
explored in a pilot experiment. Finally, the results from an experimental demonstra-
tion of the �rst, real-time, in situ X-ray di�raction investigation of the early stages of
nanoparticle growth (in Al-Cu alloys) are then presented and analysed in the context
of clustering and dynamic strain in the sample. Simulations involving a simpli�ed
model of local strain are shown to be well correlated with the X-ray di�raction data,
and a modal, representative nanoparticle size is determined, which agrees with data
from transmission electron micrographs of the sample.

In conclusion, current ongoing nanoparticle reconstruction e�orts are discussed
alongside the future directions suggested as an extension of the nanoparticle charac-
terisation technique.
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Introduction �
�is thesis describes a non-destructive, high resolution X-ray di�raction technique
developed for the characterisation of ensembles of weakly di�racting embedded
nanoparticles. �e method combines high resolution triple axis X-ray di�ractom-
etry (TAD) and an iterative image reconstruction algorithm also used in coherent
di�racting imaging (CDI). Signi�cant advantages of the technique are its ability to
overcome the low di�raction contrast between nanoparticles and their surrounding
material, and the ability to encompass a large volume, representative of the bulk
material. �e lack of strict dependence on either a large X-ray coherence volume or
a high degree of experimental optics stability attests that such bulk material, high
resolution, systematic investigations are not restricted to high end synchrotron X-ray
sources, but can be extended to laboratory sources.

We formulate the theoretical considerations and experimental conditions neces-
sary for the observation of X-ray di�raction from static intermetallic nanostructures.
Experimentally, we focus on the problem of characterising the bulk material: age-
hardenable Al-Cu alloys that contain weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles.
�ese alloys are representative of a family of technologically important nanomaterials
that obtain their mechanical properties, such as strength, hardness and plasticity,
from the embedded precipitate morphology, composition, volume fraction and/or
spatial distribution. An in situ, real-time�method of observing the formation and
growth of nanoparticles in these kinds of samples is important because the conditions
(heat or pressure, for example) at the initial stages of nanoparticle formation, and
consequential dynamic behavior, determine the resultant microstructure, and hence
the properties of the �nal product.

�In this thesis we will use real-time to describe dynamics that occur over time scales of tens of
minutes to hours, as is appropriate for the nanomaterials we investigated and data collection time, as
detailed in chapters � and �, respectively.

�
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Outline of thesis

In the �rst chapter we review themost relevant techniques for imaging on the nanome-
tre scale, and compare their successes and limitations in relation to embedded nanopar-
ticle characterisation. We begin with electron microscopy, as it is arguably the most
common approach to nanoparticle characterisation. X-ray crystallographic and non-
crystallographic approaches are discussed next. �e second chapter describes the
samples of interest, motivation for their selection, and the relevant characteristics of
nanoparticle formation and morphology.

In chapter � the background theory regarding the interaction of X-rays withmatter
is presented, including an outline of Fraunhofer di�raction from inhomogeneous
matter, as well as kinematic and dynamical theories of di�raction from crystals. �e
experimental particulars pertinent to analyser based reciprocal space mapping of
di�raction from embedded nanoparticle ensembles are presented in chapter �. In
this chapter we discuss the ideal X-ray source characteristics and optical elements,
and then describe the geometry of reciprocal space mapping. We outline the design
of a dedicated sample holder/heater that enabled us to carry out in situ real-time
nanoparticle growth investigations. �e chapter concludes with a brief discussion
of X-ray detectors suitable for reciprocal space mapping of di�raction from weakly
di�racting nanoparticle ensembles.

Chapter � describes the most pertinent considerations for imaging large ensem-
bles of weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles, which enable us to simulate the
di�racted X-ray intensities. �ese simulations are presented in the second half of
chapter �, including Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from ensembles of nanoparticles,
and the nanoparticles reconstructed from these di�raction patterns by the iterative
hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm. In addition to clarifying our understanding
of the interactions that take place, the simulations show a quantitative relationship
between the reconstructed representative nanoparticle and the size distribution of the
di�racting nanoparticles. Simulated reciprocal space maps of the TAD instrumental
function and di�raction from various nanoparticle size distributions and orientations
are explored in an e�ort to understand the experimentally observed di�raction e�ects
presented in chapter �.

In chapter � we present the results of the experimental development of the tech-
nique. We begin with a feasibility study investigating the sensitivity of the technique
to nanoparticle size and orientation, as well as sample thickness. A demonstration of a
high resolution (less than ��nm) reconstruction of the shape and size of a nanoparticle,
representative of the ensemble, is also included. We then establish the technique’s
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ability to measure di�raction changes during in situ nanoparticle growth (sample
heating), from a variety of samples. �is experiment is a necessary predecessor to the
�rst experimental study of the initial growth dynamics of nanoprecipitates in a bulk
material Al-Cu sample using X-rays, which closes the experimental chapter.

�e thesis concludes with an overview of the main results, including technique
successes and limitations. We close with a discussion of current ongoing extensions
and suggested future work necessary to further the non-destructive, in situ, real-time,
nanoparticle characterisation technique.

1.1 Characterising nanomaterials

Novel materials are emerging whose properties are governed increasingly by their
structure on nanoscale dimensions. At such small scales, in one, two, or three di-
mensions, physical and chemical properties arise that di�er greatly from their bulk
material counterparts (Schmid, ����; Wagner, ����). Nanomaterials may be single
nanoparticles such as quantum dots or nanocrystals in colloidal suspensions, or ma-
terials containing ensembles of nanoparticles or nanoprecipitates that govern the
physical properties of the bulk material (Schmid, ����). �ese materials have new
applications in materials engineering, energy generation and storage, electronics and
biotechnology.

Any progress in the ability to create and manipulate on the nanometre scale can
only be made with detailed understanding of the physical and chemical behaviours
of the material, and the in�uence of the size of its constituents on its properties.
Consequently, progress in nanofabrication is in need of specialised non-destructive
metrology techniques, especially those that allow imaging in three dimensions (�D)
on the nanometre scale, and o�er the possibility of real-time, in situ characterisation
of the bulk material.

�ere are a number of techniques using X-rays, electrons or neutrons, dedicated
to the characterisation of nanomaterial morphology with high resolution (on the
order of nanometres). However, for an important class of nanomaterials, those
which include embedded nanoparticles, no single technique su�ces. We will now
provide a brief overview of the commonly available techniques, loosely grouped into
crystallographic and non-crystallographic methods. �e discussion will focus on the
techniques’ accomplishments and limitations in determining physical properties like
size, form, and spatial distribution of nanoparticles.
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1.1.1 Electron microscopy

Electronmicroscopymethods, in particular transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM)
and scanning TEM (STEM), are the most commonly applied tools to study nanomate-
rials at the atomic level, including embedded nanoparticles (Liu, ����; Williams and
Carter, ����). A transmission electron microscope can explore both crystallographic
or non-crystallographic samples, and can image in real-space or di�raction mode.

By virtue of the short wavelength of electrons when accelerated by high voltages
(e.g. ∼ �.��Å at ��� keV), TEM o�ers very high resolution information about samples,
for example sub–��pm resolution of atomic spacing in a Germanium crystal (Erni
et al., ����). Multiple scattering e�ects, penetration depth and possible radiation
damage restricts TEM applicability, by necessitating a sample thickness of less than
∼�.�µm. Consequently, preparation of suitable specimens is o�en time consuming,
costly, destructive and prone to the introduction of artifacts. Such thin samples
complicate the observation of nanoparticles with very high aspect ratios, and impose
an arti�cial environment for nanoprecipitate nucleation and growth, which means
real-time, in situ experiments (such as those by Alani and Pan (����) and Chen et al.
(����)) may not be representative of bulk material dynamical behavior. It is also
di�cult to obtain �D information on such materials, or on nanoparticles contained
within them, by TEM, without serial sectioning of the sample or a complicated
tomographic approach (Midgley, ����; Bárcena and Koster, ����).

However, when the necessary conditions are met, TEM and other electron mi-
croscopy techniques are complementary to X-ray imaging, as their currently available
resolution (on the nanometre scale) is an excellent reference for X-ray imaging.
Also, electron microscopy methods can be combined with X-ray coherent di�ractive
imaging (CDI, §�.�.�) to achieve sub-Ångström resolution for non-crystallographic
samples (for example Zuo et al. (����); Huang et al. (����)). Nonetheless, such single-
particle approaches are not suitable for bulk-material analysis where characterisation
requires quantitative morphological information about a very large number of nano-
precipitates. Indeed, the analysis of many TEMmicrographs, including thousands of
particles, is necessary in order to obtain su�cient statistics about the size and size
distribution of the bulk material ensemble.

Scanning probe techniques, such as atomic force microscopy or scanning tun-
nelling microscopy can image surfaces or very thin structures with sub-Ångström
resolution, but are insensitive to strain in the crystal lattice (Cowley, ����; Zhuang
et al., ����). �us these techniques are also not directly applicable to thick samples
with embedded nanoparticles, nor to the observation of strain dynamics during
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the growth of nanoparticles, which is pertinent to the �nal microstructure of the
nanoprecipitate-containing material.

1.1.2 Probing matter with X-rays

Hard X-rays (∼ � to ∼ ���keV) are also very suitable for high-resolution material
analysis, due to their short wavelengths (∼ �.� − �.��Å). However, in contrast to
transmission electron microscopy, X-ray methods are generally non-destructive, and
their high penetration allows bulk material analysis. �e ability to characterise the
internal structure of a material is a result of X-ray scattering and absorption by the
material (Bonse, ����), the theoretical details of which are presented in chapter �.
For a specimen of unknown composition, comprehensive phase-amplitude contrast
characterisation requires knowledge of both absorption and scattering phenomena
as expressed by the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index of the
material. �e desire for comprehensive characterisation of a material is a statement
of the inverse problem (Kress, ����) – the process of obtaining detailed information
about the structure of the object from the scattered and/or absorbed radiation.

In the discussion that follows we describe X-ray techniques used for nanoscale
material characterisation. We begin with the well established X-ray crystallography,
and then review non-crystallographic methods such as small angle X-ray scattering,
CDI and TAD, the last of which forms the basis of the technique developed in this
thesis.

1.1.3 Crystallographic methods

X-ray crystallography is widespread and well developed, having had a tremendous
impact on chemistry, structural biology (Helliwell, ����) and materials sciences (for
a historical review see Bragg (����)). �e di�raction pattern, arising from X-rays
elastically scattered by the electrons in the sample, is measured in order to calculate
the atomic positions in the unit cell of a crystal lattice (for example, see Zachariasen
(����); Pauling (����); Borchardt-Ott and Gould (����)).

X-ray crystallographicmethods are ideal for anything that can be forced into arrays
of periodically repeated unit cells. �is real space symmetry leads to constructive
interference of di�racted X-rays in discrete directions. An in�nite, ideal crystal would
lead to very sharp, measurable di�raction peaks, the positions of which are related to
the crystal lattice spacing by Bragg’s law (Bragg, ����a,b), discussed in §�.�. In order
to solve the phase problem of reconstructing the crystalline sample structure, given
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only the magnitude of the di�racted �eld, further sample information is o�en needed
to supplement the discretely probed di�racted X-ray intensities. Widely used in
macromolecular crystallography, for example, is a method that exploits the di�erence
in di�raction contrast near an element’s absorption edge, called multi-wavelength
anomalous dispersion (MAD) (Fourme and Hendrickson, ����; Hendrickson, ����).

Structural information, in particular the unit cell, can be reconstructed with
real space resolution on the order of ∼ �.� − ���Å. Any deviation from the ideal
crystal, whether by crystal defects, misalignment of unit cells, or small crystal sizes
(insu�cient number of unit cells) would diminish the accuracy of the reconstructed
structure.

Powder di�raction is a closely related, widely used technique where the sample
consists of thousands of randomly oriented crystals, leading to smooth, symmetric
rings in the di�raction pattern, as opposed to the discrete Laue (transmission geome-
try) di�raction points observed for single crystals (Jenkins and Snyder, ����). �is
rapid, non destructive technique can shed light on constituent materials, their phases�
and concentrations, and is also widely used for crystal structure determination.

However conventional crystallographic reconstruction approaches are not valid
for samples which cannot be crystallised, such as amorphous and disorderedmaterials
(including some inorganic nanostructures), polymers, or crystals with defects or strain.
�is limitation also extends to many important biological samples, whose crystalline
form is signi�cantly di�erent from the native state, or those where the functional
behaviour of amaterial is dependent on awet environment. Similarly, crystallographic
methods are inappropriate for obtaining quantitative morphological information
about an ensemble of embedded nanoparticles, such as their size, shape and spatial
distribution. �is is because o�en the nanoparticles are too weakly di�racting, nor
is the requirement satis�ed for a large number of identical e�ective �unit cells˝ .
Moreover, the nanoparticles are rarely identical, identically oriented and/or strictly
periodic. Crystallographic methods can be useful to explore the crystal structure
within nanoparticles though, in which case the problem becomes analogous to powder
di�raction.

�In this materials science context, the term phase refers to the chemical composition, crystal
structure (if applicable) and physical state of a material. �roughout this thesis we will mostly use the
usual de�nition of phase in wave optics, and the meaning (optical or materials) will be clear from the
context.
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1.1.4 Non-crystallographic methods

Non-crystallographic methods are those aimed at characterising non-periodic (non-
Bragg di�racting) samples, which have continuous reciprocal space representations,
i.e. their di�racted intensities are not concentrated around isolated points in reciprocal
space. In this section we will discuss two related non-crystallographic techniques
that are used in nanoscale characterisation, small angle X-ray scattering and coherent
di�ractive imaging. We should mention that there is a vast number of other X-ray
methods, which we will not be discussing in detail as they are not readily applicable
to nanoscale characterisation of ensembles of nanoparticles. �ese include in-line
holography (Gabor, ����), o�-axis holography (Leith and Upatnieks, ����, ����, ����)
and phase contrast (PC) imaging techniques, such as propagation based PC (Snigirev
et al., ����; Wilkins et al., ����; Cloetens et al., ����), analyser based PC or di�raction
enhanced imaging (Förster et al., ����; Somenkov et al., ����; Ingal and Beliaevskaya,
����; Davis et al., ����b,a; Chapman et al., ����) and interferometry (Bonse and
Hart, ����; Hart, ����). As we will argue in this thesis, the direct space, micrometre
resolution techniques just mentioned are not well suited, and the most appropriate
approach to characterisation of large ensembles of nanoparticles is via di�raction
measurements in reciprocal space.

Small angle X-ray scattering

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and small angle neutron scattering (SANS) are
the most widely used non-crystallographic approaches to nanoscale characterisation.
�eir primary advantage is the ability to characterise amorphous systems, including
in solution. Hence SAXS, in particular, has been extensively used in biological ap-
plications, such as analysing macromolecules, porous media, micelles, proteins and
polymers (see Putnam et al. (����) and references therein). An advantage of SANS
over SAXS is the ability to manipulate contrast by deuteration. When complemented
by electron microscopy, SAXS and SANS are some of the most powerful methods
to characterise nano-sized precipitates in alloys (see Preston (����a); Williams et al.
(����); Deschamps et al. (����); Fratzl (����) and references therein).

SAXS involves the measurement of small angle scattering data using X-rays with
wavelengths of several Ångströms to determine nanoscale structural information
with ∼ �−�nm resolution (Guinier et al., ����; Glatter and Kratky, ����). It is suited to
length scales of tens to thousands of nanometres, giving �ultrastructural˝ information,
i.e. secondary and tertiary order structure. SAXS is non-destructive and capable of
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investigating a relatively large volume simultaneously (∼ �� − ���µm thick samples,
and up to �mm at synchrotron sources, depending on attenuation/energy). Enhanced
elemental di�raction contrast in SAXS is achieved by using anomalous scattering near
absorption edges, similar to that used in MAD (see Goudeau et al. (����); Materlik
et al. (����); Haubold et al. (����) and references therein).

For su�ciently dilute monodisperse solutions, the di�racted intensities of the
individual particles are added incoherently, while at higher particle concentrations the
interparticle interference e�ects dominate, complicating the analysis. Average particle
dimensions and size distributions are commonly derived by �tting experimental data
to an established model (Feigin and Svergun, ����; Fratzl et al., ����; Brumberger,
����), whichmay lead to ambiguity as particles with very similar di�racting properties
are indistinguishable. Many metallic alloys are anisotropic with polydisperse embed-
ded nanoprecipitates, which SAXS cannot easily distinguish. Nanoparticles randomly
oriented in an amorphous matrix or colloidal suspension result in spherical averaging
of the scattering curve’s intensity, which makes the analysis and shape resolution of
anisotropic systems/particles much more dependent on a priori information (Ramos
et al., ����). Although SAXS data analysis techniques of increasing complexity are
being developed (Svergun, ����; Hansen and Pedersen, ����; Förster et al., ����; Saldin
et al., ����), the success of SAXS in nanoparticle shape analysis fundamentally relies
on modelling, �tting and a priori knowledge.

Grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) couples SAXS with
di�use X-ray re�ectivity (Als-Nielsen and McMorrow, ����), a quantitative surface
roughness analysis technique based on kinematic di�raction. �e approach is good
for investigating density correlations and/or the shape of nanoscopic objects (in �D
or �D) on surfaces (e.g. islands and quantum dots), at buried interfaces, or in thin
�lms. �e sensitivity of GISAXS for surface studies suggests it is not well suited to
investigating a large ensemble of nanoparticles embedded throughout a thick sample.

Notwithstanding the limitations and di�culties just described, SAXS andGISAXS
have been used in determining the morphology and dispersion of nanoscale particles
in colloidal systems, quantum dots and colloidal suspensions (�iyagarajan, ����).
�e techniques are also capable of time resolved, in situ studies of nanoparticles
(Renaud et al., ����; Shinohara et al., ����; Sakamoto et al., ����; Zickler et al., ����;
Revenant et al., ����; Odén et al., ����; Lazzari et al., ����; Eymery et al., ����) and
(Yefanov et al., ����), where it was combined with coherent di�raction tomography
to recover the �D structure of nanoislands.
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Applications of small angle scattering to characterisation of embedded

nanoparticles in an Al-Cu alloy

Wechose to focus on a particular type of sample that contains embedded nanoparticles
for the development of our technique, viz. an Al-Cu alloy. One of the reasons for
choosing these samples was the simplicity of the platelet like shape of the naturally
growing embedded nanoprecipitates and the moderate ease of sample preparation
(further details will be presented in chapter �). It behooves us to brie�y review the
use of SAXS/SANS to speci�cally characterise this and closely related materials.

SANS, combined with TEM, was used to explore in situ kinetics of the growth of
nanoprecipitates in a single crystal Al-�.�wt% Cu alloy (Czeczor et al., ����). Czeczor
et al. made use of a priori knowledge of the shape and orientation of the platelet-
like precipitates (details in §�.�), to characterise the platelet thickness from SANS
data, and used TEM to measure the platelet diameters. So while the investigation
was quantitative with high resolution for these simple shaped precipitates, it is not
generalisable to all materials containing embedded nanoparticles.

More recently SAXS has been applied to quantitative, in situ characterisation of
the state of precipitation (including their size and volume fraction) in an Al–�.�Zn–
�.�Mg–�.�Cu–�.�Zr (wt%) alloy (Deschamps et al., ����), where a priori knowledge
of the shape of the precipitates was, again, bene�cial. �e study focused on stable
phase precipitates (details in §�.�.�), and so was not designed to access the region in
reciprocal space that contained information about the initial stages of nanoparticle
formation, which o�en play a pivotal role in determining the microstructure and
properties of the �nal material (Muddle and Nie, ����).

Marlaud et al. (����) combined SAXS with di�erential scanning calorimetry
and TEM to observe the microstructural evolution of spherical precipitates in an
aluminium alloy (���� series). In the work of Marlaud et al. (����) the aluminium
alloy samples were very thin (∼��µm), risking an imprecise representation of bulk
material behavior; the precipitate sizes were evaluated using the Guinier approxima-
tion�, involving the radius of gyration (Guinier, ����), and the nanoparticle volume
fraction was evaluated from the integrated scattered intensity. Such calculations, as in
the works of Deschamps et al. (����) and Marlaud et al. (����), require assumptions
about the composition of the precipitates (Fribourg et al., ����), and for anisotropic
systems containing asymmetric nanoparticles (such as the Al-Cu alloys used in the

��e Guinier approximation expresses the SAXS intensity at very small scattering angles as a
function of the radius of gyration of the particle, where the radius of gyration is a distribution of the
mass of an object about its centre of mass (or electron density distribution). �e Guinier approximation
can generally be applied to a particle of any shape.
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development of our technique), the commonly used Guinier approximation has no
use (Sequeira et al., ����).

Coherent Diffractive Imaging

X-ray coherent di�ractive imaging (CDI) is a lensless imaging technique based on
the premise that the Fourier inversion of a specimen’s complex far-�eld di�raction
pattern can be used to reconstruct an object’s real space structure (see for example
van der Veen and Pfei�er (����); Nugent (����) and references therein).

�e experimental setup for CDI is very similar to the setup used in SAXS, as shown
in Figure �.�. �e specimen is illuminated with coherent X-rays (de�ned in §�.�.�), and
the di�raction pattern is recorded by an area detector, such as a charge coupled device
(CCD) coupled with a scintillator and/or image intensi�er. Successful phase retrieval
from periodic and non-periodic objects by oversampling�, coupled with iterative
phase retrieval based on the Gerchberg and Saxton (����) algorithm, and Fienup’s
improvements thereof (Fienup, ����) (§�.�.�), was demonstrated computationally by
Miao et al. (����); Sayre et al. (����) and Millane (����), and experimentally demon-
strated in transmission geometry by Miao et al. (����) and in re�ection geometry by
Robinson et al. (����). We have used the same kind of iterative approach to our recip-
rocal space data to reconstruct average nanoparticles as is commonly used in CDI.
Similar to the technique developed here, the resolution in CDI is only limited by the
ability to collect data over a large range in reciprocal space. �e phase-retrieval/image
reconstruction algorithm is discussed in detail in §�.�.�.

CDI is very promising, but is not yet routine. Some of the more recent successful
demonstrations of CDI include reconstructions of nanostructures in two dimensions
(�D) (Miao et al., ����; Chapman et al., ����), in �D (Larson et al., ����; Miao et al.,
����; Kohmura et al., ����; Vartanyants et al., ����; Juul Jensen et al., ����; Miao
et al., ����), with �D imaging of the internal microstructure within a gold nanocrystal
(Williams et al., ����), direct imaging of �D strain �elds and deformations within a
lead nanocrystal (Pfeifer et al., ����), and biological specimens in �D (see Kirz et al.
(����) and references therein, Miao et al. (����); Shapiro et al. (����)).

�e technique requires a very stable optical setup as the intensity is measured
in direct space and any vibration or dri� of an optical component would smear
the di�raction pattern. In other words the optical wavefront must be stable with

�Oversampling the di�raction pattern, as suggested by Sayre (����), provides su�cient information
to solve the phase problem. �e term oversampling refers to measuring the di�raction pattern at a
frequency higher than the Nyquist frequency (twice the highest spatial frequency of the smallest
feature of the sample to be characterised). �is corresponds to the isolation of the object in real space.
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F����� �.�: Coherent di�ractive imaging. �e main experimental principle of
coherent di�ractive imaging involves an isolated sample illuminated by coherent
X-rays and its Fraunhofer (far �eld) di�raction pattern is recorded in direct space,
for example with an area detector.

respect to the single area detector being used. It also requires a coherence volume
greater than the sample volume of interest (discussed in §�.�.�), which limits the
volume of material that can be explored at a given time. Restrictions imposed by
the requirement of complete isolation of the specimen in real space can be avoided
by alternative techniques currently being developed, such as the scanning aperture
approach (ptychography), originally invented for electron microscopy (Rodenburg
and Bates, ����; Nellist et al., ����; Chapman, ����; Nellist and Rodenburg, ����;
Faulkner and Rodenburg, ����; Rodenburg and Faulkner, ����; Rodenburg et al.,
����) and Fourier holography (McNulty et al., ����; Eisebitt et al., ����).

�e di�racted intensities in CDI applications have a wide dynamic range (∼�
orders of magnitude), requiring a detector system that has a linear response, or at
least a well characterised, nonlinear one-to-one response, over this wide range. In
addition, nanoscale imaging requires large detector areas and small pixel sizes in
order to resolve high spatial frequences. As CCD systems do not o�er the necessary
dynamic range nor a very large area, a high number of frames needs to be summed
(Nugent, ����). A new generation of �D hybrid pixel counting detectors, such as the
Medipix (Ballabriga et al., ����) or PILATUS (DECTRIS Ltd. (Henrich et al., ����)),
o�ers no read-out noise, single photon counting, a superior signal-to-noise ratio, and
a dynamic range spanning six orders of magnitude, compared to � − � orders for
a CCD. However, the currently available pixel sizes (e.g. ���×���µm� in PILATUS
detectors, ��×��µm� for the upcoming EIGER detector (EIGER, ����) and ��×��µm�

for the Medipix� detector (Ballabriga et al., ����)) are too large for most applications
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(Marchal et al., ����; Nugent, ����). �e necessary use of a beamstop (to protect the
detector from the extremely bright central beam that could damage it and/or result
in extended dead time) corresponds to a loss of low frequency information. �is
could result in stagnation of the reconstruction algorithm (Dilanian and Nikulin,
����), as the magnitude of the transmitted beam is determined by the total number
of electrons involved in the scattering process. �e data in this region needs to be
estimated by other experimental means (for example so� X-ray microscopy in Miao
et al. (����)), which leads to additional constraints becoming necessary (Nishino
et al., ����; Dilanian and Nikulin, ����), and requires careful modi�cation of the
iterative reconstruction algorithms (Spence, ����).

�e stringent requirements on optics quality, stability, as well as X-ray brightness
and coherence restrict the use of CDI to high end synchrotron sources. However,
for samples with low refractive index contrast (i.e. weakly scattering samples) such
as biological specimens or some nanoprecipitates embedded in host matrices, as
compared to gold (Williams et al., ����) or lead (Pfeifer et al., ����), even the most
powerful existing synchrotrons do not produce the high brilliance that would permit
detection of individual particles when using CDI.�e next generation of synchrotron
sources, i.e. the emerging X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs), will provide a more
brilliant X-ray source, which will decrease data collection time and improve the
signal to noise ratio (Chapman, ����). �e femtosecond X-ray pulses will enable
dynamics on unprecedented time scales to be probed, in addition to being bene�cial
to biological experiments where radiation damage (Coulomb explosion) typically
completely destroys the specimen shortly a�er a single exposure (Neutze et al., ����;
Chapman et al., ����; Chapman, ����; Kirian et al., ����). However, for relatively
slow time resolved studies, the shot-to-shot variation in an XFEL will need to be
averaged over time, and so will imitate a partially coherent data set (Nugent, ����).
We will see in §�.�.� that an increased coherence volume (de�ned in §�.�.�) is not
necessarily bene�cial to bulk material investigations of embedded nanoprecipitates.

In summary, the critical advantages of CDI are its ability to obtain �D and �D
nanoscale structural information about non-crystallographic samples, the potential to
work in a wet environment, and that it is relatively easily implemented, with moderate
computational demands.
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1.1.5 Triple axis diffractometry

Triple axis di�ractometry� is an extension of high resolution di�ractometry, in which
an analyser crystal is used to probe the angular distribution of di�racted X-rays
from the sample (Bowen and Tanner, ����). �e setup, shown in Figure �.�, allows
quantitative, high-resolution measurements, separately, of di�raction from di�erent
sources, such as perfect crystallinity, defects, mosaic spread and tilt (Eisenberger
et al., ����; Iida and Kohra, ����; Fewster, ����). Two dimensional, high angular
resolution reciprocal space maps (RSM) in the vicinity of a reciprocal lattice point
(Bragg re�ection of the �nd crystal) are obtained by rotation of the second and third
axes, de�ning the reciprocal space coordinate being probed (Iida and Kohra, ����;
Zaumseil and Winter, ����b). RSMs are discussed in detail in §�.�.�.

Double crystal di�ractometry (DCD) preceded TCD and o�ered faster, simpler
data acquisition, with no loss of intensity since there was no analyser crystal. However,
the lack of discrimination of the angle at which the di�racted X-rays impinge on the
detector resulted in a large loss of information that limited the quantitative use of
DCD to laterally homogeneous crystals (Aristov et al., ����). �e shi� from DCD to
TCD accompanied the availability of brilliant synchrotron radiation sources, which
meant that experiments with higher angular resolution were now practical, with the
concomitant decrease of absolute intensity, due to re�ection(s) from the crystal on
the third axis.

Some advantages of TAD are its ability to measure the radius of curvature of
crystals (Bubakova and Szmid, ����), separate the elastic Bragg and thermal di�use
scattering in studies of phonon phenomena (Eisenberger et al., ����), see clear proof
of di�use scattering (and its distribution in reciprocal space) due to crystal lattice
defects, calculate the depth pro�le of lattice strain and disorder (Zaumseil andWinter,
����; Zaumseil et al., ����), obtain two dimensional (�D) strain pro�les of crystals
with inhomogeneities (Aristov et al., ����), where the e�ects of defects acting along or
perpendicular to the scattering vector are rigorously separated (Fewster, ����), as well
as explore bent, mosaic crystals, or those with a rough surface (Iida and Kohra, ����;
Bowen and Tanner, ����). TAD is also e�ective for investigating lattice distortions in
a crystal or its subsurface layers (Larson and Schmatz, ����; Pick et al., ����; Haubold
and Martinsen, ����; Iida and Kohra, ����, ����; Larson and Schmatz, ����; Zaumseil

�Triple axis di�ractometry (TAD) is referred to in the literature as triple crystal di�ractometry
(TCD) when the three axes correspond to the beam conditioning crystal, the sample, and the analyser
crystal, as shown in Figure �.�. We will use the term TAD to mean both TAD and TCD unless the
context requires more speci�city. As TAD forms the basis of the technique discussed in this thesis, it is
explained in detail in chapter �.
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(a) �e conventional triple axis di�ractometry setup, usually called triple crystal
di�ractometry

(b) �e particular triple axis di�ractometry setup used for the technique in this
thesis

F����� �.�: Triple axis and triple crystal di�ractometry. Conventional triple axis
di�ractometry is called triple crystal di�ractometry as it involves three crystals (one
on each axis): monochromator, sample and analyser. In triple axis di�ractometry the
sample (not necessarily crystalline) is in transmission mode between the monochro-
mator and analyser, the latter of which sits on the �nd axis. �e detector sits on the
�rd axis, which is coupled to the �nd axis. Rotation of the �nd and �rd axes in either
setup probes the same area of reciprocal space about a Bragg re�ection from the
crystal on the �nd axis (further details in §�.�).
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andWinter, ����a; Afanas’ev et al., ����; Afanas’ev and Fanchenko, ����; Nikulin et al.,
����, ����a,b, ����a, ����a).

A signi�cant improvement in resolution was achieved by Nikulin et al. (����a),
where the authors demonstrated the measurement of lattice distortions perpendicular
to the sample surface with ��nm resolution. To reconstruct the strain map, the
authors used the �D phase recovery method of Petrashen’ and Chukhovskii (����),
based on a logarithmic dispersion relation (Hilbert transform) (Burge et al., ����),
which Goureev et al. (����) extended to �D distortions involving periodic superlattice
modulations in the lateral direction. Model-independent determination of lattice
strain was then demonstrated on thin SiGe/Si multilayers (Nikulin et al., ����a) with
��Å resolution, and later demonstrated on annealed, ion-implanted silicon crystals
(Nikulin et al., ����a) with ���Å resolution.

�e problem of the localisation of zeros of the complex di�raction amplitude
complicates phase retrieval based on a logarithmic dispersion relation (Burge et al.,
����; Petrashen’ and Chukhovskii, ����; Nikulin, ����b), which may lead to a non-
unique solution. �is ambiguity was overcome by Nikulin et al. (����b, ����b),
where the authors introduced a practical procedure to distinguish between real and
virtual zeros, thereby unambiguously calculating the physical dimensions ofmultilayer
structures with ��Å and ��Å resolution, respectively. Dubbed Phase Retrieval X-
ray Di�ractometry (PRXRD), this experimental-analytical TAD based technique
o�ers non-destructive, model-independent, unambiguous characterisation of Bragg
di�racting structures (Nikulin, ����a,b,c; Nikulin et al., ����, ����).

�e �rst quantitative analysis of SAXS data from a homogeneous, non-crystalline
sample, with PRXRD, was demonstrated by Siu et al. (����a,b), where a priori knowl-
edge was necessary to identify an acceptable solution. Siu et al. (����) reconstructed
the complex scattering amplitude (with submicron spatial resolution) of a weakly
di�racting amorphous sample, where the use of two X-ray energies ensured a unique
solution. Recently Darahanau et al. (����) demonstrated the possibility of nano-
resolution pro�ling of micro-structures (a series of weakly di�racting, thickness-
modulated samples) using quantitative PRXRD, demonstrating the ability to map the
thickness pro�le with a spatial resolution of ���nm. Darahanau et al. (����) followed
this work with an X-ray di�raction investigation into a metal-metal interface, with
resultant resolution of ∼��nm. In this paper, the authors suggest a practical algorithm
of experimental data collection for future detailed examination of internal interfaces,
supported by computer simulations of various con�gurations of interfaces. �ey
conclude that the PRXRD technique can be readily applied to reconstruct ��–���nm
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interface modulations in bimetals from TAD data (Darahanau et al., ����).

1.2 Imaging large ensembles of embedded

nanoparticles

Attempting to investigate and reconstruct images of nanoparticles from large ensem-
bles of embedded nanoparticles is not without its di�culties. Nanoprecipitates grown
inside their host matrix, for example, o�en have low di�raction contrast compared to
their surrounding material, so a large number of similar particles is required in order
to produce a su�ciently strong signal. A compromise must be reached between the
number of di�racting nanoparticles, proportional to sample thickness, and minimisa-
tion of loss of intensity due to attenuation through the surrounding matrix, which
favours a thinner sample. Also, it is useful if the sample has some degree of symmetry
such as crystallographic orientation of the nanoparticles, or similar nanoparticle sizes
and/or shapes that can be used as a priori knowledge to aid technique development.

In order to put the work that follows into context, we have presented the major
techniques currently used in nanoscale material characterisation. We have brie�y
reviewed electron microscopy methods, X-ray crystallography, small angle X-ray
scattering, coherent di�ractive imaging, triple axis di�ractometry and phase retrieval
X-ray di�ractometry.

We noted that the widely used electron microscopy techniques for nanoparticle
characterisation, which provide very high resolution and are capable of in situ studies,
are fundamentally limited to very thin samples or surface studies. �e use of X-ray
di�raction is thus necessitated by the requirement that an experimental technique to
characterise materials with embedded nanoparticles needs to be non-destructive, ap-
plicable to bulk material (thick) samples, and capable of high resolution nanoparticle
image reconstruction in �D. It should also be easily extendible to real-time, in situ
investigations.

We discussed that the non-Bragg di�racting nature of ensembles of embedded
nanoparticles requires a non-crystallographic X-ray di�raction technique. �e desire
for a technique capable of model independent �D or �D image reconstruction ex-
cluded SAXS, and the requirement of an isolated nanoparticle and very high intensity
source, among other restrictions, rendered CDI techniques unsuitable or impractical
for investigating large nanoparticle ensembles simultaneously.

In this thesis we provide an alternative that overcomes some of the disadvantages
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of the conventional techniques outlines here by exploiting the non-destructive, high
resolution characterisation ability of TAD (with a sample in transmission mode), akin
to the triple axis Bonse-Hart camera used in SAXS by Lambard and Zemb (����). In
chapter � we will present the pertinent experimental particulars such as X-ray beam
properties, monochromator and analyser crystals and detectors.

We determine the sensitivity of a particular optical setup to the presence and
crystallographic orientation of the nanoparticles, and extend the technique to in situ
nanoparticle formation and growth investigations (chapter �). With this technique we
are able to investigate thick samples (∼�mm), collect di�raction data with resolution
ultimately limited only by data collection time (and possibly radiation damage, for
some samples). By employing an iterative image reconstruction algorithm we recon-
structed nanoparticles representative of thousands of embedded nanoprecipitates
in the bulk-material sample. �e details of this development, including supporting
simulations, will be presented in chapters � and �.

Prior to formulating the relevant theory required to approach the forward problem
(simulation and measurement of di�raction data), we �rst present a discussion of the
samples chosen to develop this emerging technique in the following chapter.





Nanomaterials with ensembles

of embedded nanoparticles

�

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we spoke of the motivation for developing a non-destructive,
high-resolution, bulk material, nanoparticle characterisation technique, and reviewed
numerous experimental techniques that satisfy some of these criteria.

For the development of the emerging analyser based, reciprocal space mapping
technique presented in this thesis, we focussed the experimental work on light metal
alloys of the Al–xCu family, where x = �.�–�.�% by weight. As well as being techno-
logically important, the relatively simple morphology of embedded nanoprecipitates
in these samples rendered them suitable for our technique development studies. In
addition, the nucleation and growth of these nanoparticles is a good example of a
naturally slow process� that is well suited to the extension of our technique to probe
�real-time˝ nanoparticle growth dynamics (chapter �).

At this point, let us emphasise that the emergence and development of this tech-
nique based on these samples is by no means a limitation. �e technique is aimed
at any sample containing embedded nanoparticles, where the non-destructive char-
acterisation of the sample probes volumes containing thousands of nanoparticles.
�e ability to obtain ensemble characteristics of the nanoparticle population with
nanometre resolution, in two or three dimensions, coupled with time-resolved in situ
analysis, has applicability even broader than the large �eld of light metal alloys.

�is chapter is dedicated to a discussion of the morphological details of nanoparti-
cles grown embedded within the Al-Cumatrix, and the age-hardening process, which

�As speci�ed in the previous chapter, by the terms �slow process˝ and �real-time˝ we refer to
dynamics on time scale of tens of minutes to a few hours. In this chapter we discuss that nanoparticle
growth in our samples can be expedited or signi�cantly slowed, depending on the Cu concentration
and temperature. �e particulars of this dependence were used to design a real-time in situ experiment
to investigate nanoparticle growth over this experimentally measurable time scale.

��
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allows us to prepare samples with a suitable microstructure.

2.2 Age hardenable Al-Cu alloys

Aluminium is intrinsically so�, with a yield strength of �–��MPa. It can be strength-
ened by the addition of small amounts of alloying elements, on the order of ∼�–�
wt%, which have low solid solubility in the Al matrix. Aluminium alloys are an
essential part of the light metal alloys industry, accounting for the bulk of applica-
tions, from commercial aircra� (Starke Jr. and Staley, ����), to building construction
and machine components. Following the serendipitous discovery of age-hardened
aluminium by Wilm (����), Merica et al. published the fundamental understanding
and basis for the age-hardening technique (Merica et al., ����a,b,c, ����; Martin, ����),
quickly establishing it as one of the most widely used mechanisms, to this day, for
the strengthening of metal alloys (Lloyd, ����; Williams and Starke, ����). �e Al-
Cu family of age-hardenable alloys is the prototypical and most famous example of
technologically important, precipitation hardened alloys (Esmaeili et al., ����).

Age-hardenable alloys obtain their strength from an ensemble of nanoprecipitates
grown within the bulk matrix. Understanding the precipitation microstructure in
such alloys, as well as its evolution during annealing, is important when optimising
the hardness or yield strength of an alloy system. Other mechanical properties, such
as plastic behaviour, also depend strongly on the microstructure of the precipitates, i.e.
the precipitate morphology, volume fraction, and spatial distribution (Martin, ����;
Hirth et al., ����; Bastow and Celotto, ����; Muddle and Nie, ����). In particular, the
study of the initial stages of nanoprecipitate formation would signi�cantly aid in the
understanding of their nucleation and growth kinetics, leading to improved control
and design of light-metal alloys. However, despite the growing body of work on
aluminium and other precipitation hardened alloys (Hatch, ����; Müller et al., ����;
Lokker et al., ����; Alani and Pan, ����; Williams and Starke, ����; Deschamps et al.,
����; Chen et al., ����), the crucial early stages of nucleation and growth kinetics
have eluded systematic in situ study, especially in bulk material samples, as there is
no single, non-destructive technique available for this purpose.

Age-hardening is a three-step process involving solution heat treatment, quench-
ing, and ageing. Solution heat treating is a process during which the solute elements
are (re)dissolved (back) in(to) the host matrix. Rapid quenching forces the solute
elements into supersaturated solid solution, which is homogeneous in ideal, monocrys-
talline Aluminium. �e samples used here were solution heat treated for an hour
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at ���–���°C, followed by rapid quenching in water, at ∼��°C. Ageing, which can
be natural (at room temperature), or arti�cial (at higher temperatures), is the con-
trolled decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution to form a �ne dispersion
of precipitates.

�e nucleation and kinetics of the growth of Cu and Al�Cu nanoprecipitates in
an Al matrix are complex, depending non-trivially on the concentration of Cu and
annealing parameters such as temperature and pressure (Murray, ����; Konno et al.,
����). Generally, a higher Cu concentration and lower ageing temperature create a
greater driving force for precipitate nucleation. A higher temperature, however, is
more conducive to atom migration, so the precipitate growth rate is increased. Ongo-
ing annealing and the resultant growth of the nanoscale precipitates leads to further
localisation of the strain �eld in short-range regions and to depletion of Cu atoms in
the Al matrix (Zatsepin et al., ����). Numerous dedicated studies demonstrate the
complexity of interplay between nucleation and growth dynamics during the early
stages of the ageing process (Martin, ����; Matsubara and Cohen, ����; Kanadani
and Sakakibara, ����; Barlat and Liu, ����; Esmaeili and Lloyd, ����).

2.2.1 Al-Cu nanoprecipitate composition, shapes and

dimensions

Precipitation in an Al-Cu alloy takes the form of platelets that grow along the or-
thogonal <���> planes of the face-centred cubic Al lattice (Figure �.�). �e chemical
composition of the precipitation changes with continued annealing (and increase in
precipitate size), as shown in Table �.� and described below.

It is well established that the formation of the precipitate equilibrium phase (θ
phase) is preceded by a series of metastable phases of decreasing coherence� with the
Almatrix: Guinier and Preston zones (GP zones, a�erGuinier (����); Preston (����b)),
θ′′ (GP� zones) and θ′ precipitates (Kou, ����). Coherent precipitates are those with
the same underlying lattice structure as the bulk matrix and with crystallographic
planes continuous through precipitate and matrix, producing signi�cant strain �elds
around the precipitate (Wolverton, ����). �e precipitates and their surrounding
strain �elds act as obstacles for dislocation motion, hence strengthening the alloy
(Martin, ����; Wolverton, ����).

Due to their small size and their coherencewith theAlmatrix, the atomic structure
of GP zones was historically rather di�cult to determine. �is led to much discussion

�In this chapter the terms coherence and phase are used in their materials science meaning.
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F����� �.�: Model of nanoprecipitates in an Al-Cu single crystal. �e Cu, Al�Cu
and Al�Cu nanoprecipitates can be approximated by platelets with a Gaussian distri-
bution of diameters. An example of a transmission electron micrograph of θ′′ phase
surrounding much larger θ′ nanoparticles is shown in Figure �.�.

between solid state physicists and metallurgists (see for example Khachaturyan (����);
Gerold (����); Wolverton (����)), but GP zones have since been unambiguously
determined to consist of single-layer (and occasionally double layered) platelet-like
zones of copper atoms (Wang et al., ����; Konno et al., ����). GP zones are a few
Ångströms thick, about ��nm in diameter, and form in very high number densities
(up to ����/cm� for an Al-�.�wt% Cu alloy). Simulations of precipitate shapes by
Wolverton (����) place the size dependent transition between GP zones and the
θ′′ phase at about ��nm in diameter (see Figure �.�). �e θ′′ phase precipitates are
traditionally accepted to be two pure Cu layers separated by three Al atomic layers
(Al�Cu), with diameters up to ∼���nm. �e θ′ precipitates (Al�Cu particles) can have
diameters up to ∼���nm, with very high aspect ratios.

One of the primary factors controlling the strength of a precipitation-hardened
alloy is the volume fraction of the metastable precipitates. �e maximum volume
fraction is determined by the metastable phase boundaries (Figure �.�), which unfor-
tunately are very di�cult to ascertain experimentally (Murray, ����), and yet are very
important for controlling the �nal microstructure of the alloy (Zandbergen, ����;
Ravi et al., ����). A higher Cu concentration results in higher maximum hardnesses
since larger volume fractions of precipitate are possible. �e maximum hardness of an
Al-Cu alloy is usually achieved with a microstructure comprising a large number of
θ′ phase particles, so this phase is of primary interest for materials engineering appli-
cations. A sample is considered over-aged when the incoherent (θ phase) precipitates
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F����� �.�: Simulated structure of shapes anddimensions of initial precipitation
in Al-Cu alloys. �e top two are GP zones, i.e. pure Cu platelets, and the third
particle is a GP� zone, with Al�Cu composition. �is simulation image is taken from
Wolverton (����).

form and begin to dominate. �ese equilibrium phase particles can have thicknesses
of ∼��nm (Parrini and Schaller, ����), but their decreased aspect ratios compared to
preceding phases lead to a decrease in their ability to block the migration of defects
e�ectively.

2.2.2 Preparation of a suitable sample microstructure

In order to simulate and design experiments appropriately, speci�c samples must
be prepared taking into consideration the details presented above. As the hardness
is primarily determined by the size of the precipitates, in addition to their volume
fraction and spacing (Starke Jr. and Staley, ����), Al-Cu hardness curves can be used
as an estimate of the mean diameter of precipitates grown during heat treatments.
Figure �.� shows an example of hardness curves for three Al-Cu alloys with di�erent
Cu concentrations, age-hardened at various temperatures (Gable, ����a). �e gradi-
ent of increasing hardness indicates the rapidity of microstructural changes, such as
particle formation and growth. �is suggests which Cu concentration and anneal-
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F����� �.�: Solubility of nanoprecipitates in anAl-Cu alloy.�is Figure shows the
solvi, or solubility limits, of the precipitate phases described in Table �.�. Annealing
for a su�cient amount of time at a temperature higher than the solvus for a particular
precipitate phase ensures it is dissolved and a sample more closely resembling a
monodisperse ensemble of nanoparticles can be achieved. �is �gure is reproduced
from Russell and Aaronson (����), a�er Hornbogen (����).

ing temperature would show the most change in real-time in situ X-ray di�raction
experiments over a reasonable number of hours. In addition, the solid solubility of
various precipitate phases at various temperatures (Figure �.�) can also be used as a
reference for estimating the concentrations of each phase. We can ensure, for example,
a population of only θ′ phase with an insigni�cant number of θ′′ phase precipitates
in an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample at >���°C, so as to simulate the composition (Al�Cu),
and hence the refractive index, appropriately.

�e reversal of the precipitation sequence is thermodynamically impossible (Rus-
sell, ����), so cooling the sample a�er annealing it for some time, for example at
���°C, slows down precipitation growth considerably, yielding a relatively stable
microstructure. �is allowed us to carry out real-time in situ X-ray di�raction experi-
ments to observe the sample’s dynamic behaviour during annealing, with su�cient
time between annealing periods for a complete �D scan to be collected (presented in
chapter �).

As will be discussed in detail in the following chapter, X-rays are sensitive to
changes in the refractive index of a sample. Pure Cu precipitates (GP zones) embedded
in an Al crystal thus di�ract X-rays more strongly than Al�Cu precipitates embedded
therein. However, GP zones are simply too small to di�ract signi�cantly enough to
create a measurable signal, despite the high nanoparticle number densities achievable.
�e potentially lengthy transition in precipitate phase, from θ′′ to θ′, corresponds to
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F����� �.�: Hardness curves for Al-Cu alloys (Gable, ����a). Ageing temperatures
and Cu concentrations (wt%) are listed in the legend. �e samples used for these
Vickers hardness tests (Smith and Sandland, ����) were a good representation of
samples prepared for our experiments as they had similar, and in some cases identical,
composition and heat treatments. �e units of hardness are Hv (Vickers Pyramid
Number), a measure of force over area, where the yield strength, σ (in MPa), can be
obtained from σ = �.���Hv. Peak hardness is determined approximately by the size
of nanoprecipitates in the sample (Starke Jr. and Staley, ����) and the gradient of
the hardness curves serves as a good estimate for the time scale of dynamic changes
in the microstructure.

a change from X-rays being di�racted by a high number of small nanoparticles to
X-rays being di�racted by larger, but more weakly di�racting, nanoparticles, possibly
with a lower number density. �e uncertainty in this transitional stage signi�cantly
complicates simulations of real-time, in situnucleation and early stages of nanoparticle
growth in such a sample.

Indeed, as will be discussed further in chapter �, the main di�culty of seeing
individual nanoscale objects with X-rays stems from insu�cient di�racting volume,
i.e. the nanoparticle volume. Higher concentrations of Cu would lead to a higher
number density of GP zones, but a truly homogeneous, random spatial distribution
of such small particles and their surrounding strain �elds is a good approximation to
a homogeneous material with an e�ective combined refractive index of the Cu atoms
and Al matrix. In su�cient numbers, the slightly bigger precipitates, θ′′ phase, may
ameliorate the weakness of the di�racted X-rays by constructive interference, which
is increased by the preferred orientation of the nanoparticles in the Al crystal.

However, when even larger precipitates grow at the expense of smaller ones,
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in a process called coarsening, or Ostwald ripening (Martin, ����; Hatch, ����),
the precipitate number density decreases. Again, there is a compromise between a
decreased number of similarly di�racting nanoparticles, and an increase in di�racting
volume. In chapter �we will discuss in more detail how the number of particles a�ects
the visibility of the di�raction signal from the ensemble.

∼
Amonodisperse distribution of sizes and identical orientations would be ideal

for the development of the technique in this thesis, as it improves the signal to noise
ratio of the resulting di�raction pattern (details in §�.�), but this is o�en unattainable.
An annealing temperature of ���°C for an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample, as shown in the
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrograph in Figure �.�, is insu�cient to
dissolve the smaller θ′′ particles. �is results in a bimodal distribution of diameters,
which is not uncommon.

F����� �.�: Bimodal precipitation in an annealed Al-�.�wt% Cu crystal. <���>α
zone-axis TEM micrograph of θ′′ and θ′ nanoprecipitates in Al-�.�wt% Cu, as a
result of annealing for �� hours at ���°C. As the temperature is below the solvus of
the θ′′ phase, the resultant microstructure is bimodal. TEM was carried out on a
Philips CM�� instrument operated at ��� keV.

TEMmicrographs of the samples prior or subsequent to the X-ray experiments
(or TEMmicrographs of identically prepared samples) were used to validate the size
and shape of the nanoparticles. Figure �.� shows a <���>α zone-axis micrograph of
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an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample with a bimodal distribution of diameters. One should note
that the high coherence of the precipitates results in a high degree of strain contrast
(surrounding the precipitates) visible with a transmission electron microscope. �is
complicates the analysis of nanoparticle shape and size. To improve visibility of just
the precipitates we must always look slightly o� a major zone axis, rendering some
orientationswith increased visibility. Also, as discussed in §�.�.�, TEMmicrographs are
limited to very thin regions of the sample, resulting in truncation of the nanoparticles
perpendicular to the electron-optical axis. �is introduces ambiguity into the analysis
of nanoprecipitate diameters, as it is not clear if the truncation represents the diameter
or some other chord of the platelet shaped nanoparticle. Coupled with the narrow
transverse �eld of view, the TEM sample thinness also makes statistical number
density analysis a slow manual task, requiring a large number of sections to collect
su�cient statistics. TEM is also unable to give absolute �D information without
tomographic reconstruction, or serial slicing, therefore requiring some amount of a
priori information about the particles, both in order to obtain accurate, well aligned
micrographs and to interpret them correctly.

2.2.3 Preparation of a suitable sample size

As will be discussed in detail in chapter �, the experimental development of our
novel nano-characterisation technique was done in three stages. �e �rst stage was
a feasibility study investigating the sensitivity of the technique to nanoparticle sizes
and orientation, as well as thickness. �e second stage was a preliminary experiment
for the in situ real-time investigation of nanoparticle growth in various Al-Cu alloys
in order to con�rm the most suitable candidate for the third stage. �e third stage
was the �rst analyser based, reciprocal space mapping investigation of the nucleation
and growth of embedded nanoparticle ensembles.

For the �rst stage we required samples with a high degree of crystallinity to
ensure the orientation of the nanoparticles could be controlled. It is important to
reiterate, however, that we were not investigating the crystalline structure of the
aluminium matrix surrounding the nanoprecipitates, nor that of the nanoprecipitates
themselves. �e growth of almost pure Aluminium single crystals is challenging, and
thus expensive. Indeed, it took our �rst suppliers� ��months to successfully grow a
cylindrical (�.�cm diameter and <� cm in length) single-crystal Al-�.�wt% Cu, which
was used in the feasibility study that will be presented in §�.�. �is meant the number

�MaTeck GmbH, Germany.
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of samples was limited and the selection of sample sizes and heat treatments was
crucial.

For uniformity, in particular for the second stage of the experimental technique
development, all Al-Cu samples were prepared with the consideration of potentially
being heat-treated in situ. �us samples were required to be relatively small in order
to be able to be heated rapidly and uniformly (details in §�.�). As such, samples were
prepared in the shape of small discs, with �mm diameters. Sample thicknesses of �.�–
�.�mm were chosen initially, as much thinner samples may not be representative of
the bulk material when undergoing heat treatment, whereas thicker samples risk too
much beam attenuation (details in §�.�). In addition, the dimensions of the samples
made them ideal for preparation as TEM specimens following our experiments.

2.3 Summary

We have discussed the samples containing embedded nanoparticles that were used in
the development of the X-ray di�raction based, nanoparticle characterisation tech-
nique in this thesis. �e technological importance of light metal alloys and other
age-hardenable materials, containing ensembles of nanoparticles, was presented. We
described the main physical characteristics of the Al-Cu nanoprecipitates, including
their platelet shape (with very high aspect ratios), and speci�c crystallographic ori-
entation in the Al matrix. We outlined how the nanoparticle composition and sizes
di�er, depending on annealing conditions, and how this knowledge allowed us to
prepare samples with estimated microstructures, including suitable candidates for in
situ, real-time studies of nanoparticle growth.

In the following chapter we will present the theoretical background necessary to
describe the interaction of X-rays with matter, both crystalline and non-crystalline,
ultimately developing an appropriate picture of X-ray di�raction from large ensembles
of embedded nanoparticles.





X-ray diffraction theoretical

background

�
In the �rst chapter we reviewed the experimental techniques available to approach
the problem of characterising materials containing embedded nanoparticles. We
established the need to develop a single, non-destructive, nanoscale resolution, bulk
material technique, and chose the advantages of triple axis X-ray di�ractometry as an
appropriate starting point.

In this chapter we present the relevant theoretical framework of the interaction of
X-rays with matter. Firstly, we de�ne the nature of X-rays, followed by an exposition
of their interaction with weakly di�racting, non-Bragg di�racting, inorganic matter,
which forms the basis of the theoretical/computational side of this project. We begin
with the single-scattering scenario expressed by the �rst Born approximation, intro-
duce the useful geometrical concept of the Ewald sphere, and �nish with Fraunhofer
di�raction. We then move on to X-ray di�raction from crystals, as the triple axis
di�ractometry setup (§�.�) involves the use of perfect crystals for beam conditioning
and analysing. �is section involves a discussion of kinematical di�raction from
crystalline matter, and a brief sojourn to the domain of X-ray dynamical di�raction,
as well as an overview of where both theories break down in the context of studying
ensembles of embedded nanoparticles.

�e following chapter presents the experimental elements of triple axis di�ractom-
etry, including a description of analyser based reciprocal space mapping. By drawing
on the theory presented in this chapter and experimental considerations in the next
chapter, we will outline an appropriate approach for simulating di�raction from dis-
persions of embedded nanoparticles, including Fraunhofer di�raction patterns and
analyser based reciprocal space maps (chapter �).

��
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3.1 Interaction of X-rays with matter

X-rays obey Maxwell’s equations, which describe the temporal and spatial evolution
of electromagnetic waves (Born and Wolf, ����). We will not repeat the derivations
here but will cite only the most relevant results. FromMaxwell’s equations one can
derive the vacuum �eld equation for the electric �eld, the d’Alembert equation, and an
analogous one obeyed by the magnetic �eld. In vacuum the three spatial components
of each �eld are uncoupled from each other and thus obey a scalar version of the
same equation (Nieto-Vesperinas, ����).

A single monochromatic component of the electric �eld can be expressed as

ψ(r, t) = ψ(r,ω) exp (−iωt), (3.1)

where we will henceforth only consider the spatial component, ψ(r,ω). Here r =
(x, y, z), t is time andω is the angular frequency. Assuming a static, dielectric and non-
magnetic material and negligible depolarisation, the behaviour of all monochromatic
components of the electric and magnetic �eld can be summarised with a single scalar,
time-independent (Helmholtz) inhomogeneous wave equation (see for exampleNieto-
Vesperinas (����); Attwood (����); Goodman (����) or Paganin (����)):

∇�ψ + k�n�(r)ψ = �, (3.2)

where ∇ = (∂�∂x, ∂�∂y, ∂�∂z), k = �k� = ω�c = �π�λ is the wavenumber and the
magnitude of the wavevector, k, which is in the local direction of X-ray propagation,
λ is the radiation wavelength and n(r) = n(x, y, z) is the spatially dependent complex
refractive index of the material (in vacuum, n = �). �is is valid for the propagation
of a spatially coherent (see §�.�.�), monochromatic X-ray wave�eld. For X-rays with
energies � � keV interacting with metals, the refractive index di�ers only slightly from
unity (by factors directly proportional to the electron density if one is su�ciently far
from absorption edges). It can be written as

n = � − δ + iβ, (3.3)

where it is expressed in terms of δ, the refractive part, and β, the absorptive part.
For hard X-rays, δ is on the order of ��−� and β is on the order of ��−�. �e linear
absorption coe�cient, µ, in Beer’s law of absorption (Born and Wolf, ����) is related
to β via µ = �kβ.

�e measurable quantity experimentally is the wave�eld intensity, or its squared
amplitude, while the phase is not directly measurable. �e inability to measure the
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phase corresponds to a loss of half the information about the di�racted wave�eld.
It is the recovery of this lost information in order to gain further insight into the
di�racting medium that constitutes the phase problem in optics.

3.1.1 First Born approximation

When X-rays are scattered by an inhomogeneous medium, the total outgoing wave
a�er the scatterer obeys the integral eq. (�.�), which is the sum of the incident wave
and the integral of wave amplitudes elastically scattered by all points within the
scatterer,

ψ(r) = ψ�(r) + k�
�π � G(r − r′) �n�(r′) − ��ψ(r′)dr′. (3.4)

Here ψ(r) is the resultant wave, ψ�(r) is the incident wave, G(r − r′) is the outgoing
Green function and [n�(r′) − �] is the scattering potential (Born andWolf, ����). �e
Green function is a solution to eq. (�.�) in vacuum (n = �), with a three dimensional
(�D) Dirac delta function source at r′, i.e. a point scatterer. A convenient choice for
G(r − r′) is an outgoing spherical wave, i.e.

G(r − r′) = exp (ik�r − r′�)�r − r′� . (3.5)

For a weakly scattering object, i.e. �δ�, �β�� �, the amplitude of the scattered wave is
much less than that of the incident wave, so ψ(r′) in the integral of eq. (�.�) can be
well approximated by ψ�(r′), the unscattered wave,

ψ(r) = ψ�(r) + k�
�π � G(r − r′) �n�(r′) − ��ψ�(r′)dr′. (3.6)

�is single-scattering scenario is the �rst Born approximation. It is an example
of kinematical di�raction theory, and forms the basis of most of our subsequent
considerations of the interaction of X-rays with matter. �e �rst Born approximation
is most useful to us as it gives an accurate description of di�raction of hard X-rays by
materials containing weakly di�racting, embedded nanoparticles.

Higher order Born approximations can be derived recursively by the using the
previous approximation as the incident wave for the next iteration. �is describes
multiple scattering events, which we will brie�y look at in §�.�.� in the context of
dynamical di�raction of X-rays by crystals. Dynamical di�raction is necessary for
an accurate description of the strong scattering interaction of X-rays with (nearly)
perfect crystals.
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3.1.2 Fraunhofer diffraction

In this section we derive the Fraunhofer di�raction integral from the �rst Born
approximation in eq. (�.�), by applying the approximations germane to the far �eld.
We also explore the limitations of using the projection approximation, which describes
the e�ect of a weakly di�racting object on the incident wave�eld.

Ewald sphere

�e Ewald sphere is a very useful geometrical construct, closely related to the �rst
Born approximation, for both crystalline and non-crystalline di�raction. In reciprocal
space, consider an incident plane wave, ψ�(r) = exp (ik�⋅ r), whose wavevector, k�,
has its tip at the origin, as shown in Figure �.�. A sphere is then constructed centered
on (�, �, −k�), with a radius of k = �k� = �π�λ (cf. eq. (�.�)). �is sphere represents
the locus of possible directions of elastically scattered waves (kh) from (�, �, �). �e
scattering vector,Q = kh −k�, describes the momentum change of the incident X-rays
upon scattering, and can be considered as a reciprocal space probe for reasons that
will become clear shortly.

F����� �.�: Ewald sphere construct, shown simpli�ed in two dimensions. �e
incident and di�racted X-ray directions are denoted k� and kh, respectively, and
Q = kh−k� is the scattering vector. �e Ewald sphere de�nes the locus of all possible
elastically di�racted wavevectors.

First Born approximation in the far field

Suppose the outgoing wave�eld in eq. (�.�) is allowed to propagate su�ciently far
downstream such that �r′�� �r�, and the Fresnel number, NF , meets the stringent far
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�eld condition, NF � �, where NF is de�ned as (Born and Wolf, ����)

NF = b�
λrz

. (3.7)

Here b is de�ned as the largest dimension characterising the scatterer, which is the
most slowly di�racting and therefore requires the longest propagation distance, rz, to
allow for the spatial separation of di�racted waves. We will not be considering Fresnel
di�raction, or the near �eld region, for which NF � �, where the smallest dimension
is used for b (Born and Wolf, ����; Gureyev et al., ����).

�ese conditions allow the Green function in eq. (�.�) to be approximated as

exp (ik�r − r′�)�r − r′� ≈ exp �ikr√� − �r−�r⋅ r′�
r

≈ exp (ikr)
r

exp �−ikr−�r⋅ r′� , (3.8)

where r ≡ �r� is the distance from the origin of coordinates in the di�racting sample
(r′ = [�,�,�]), to the observation point r. �e binomial approximation has been used
for the second step in eq. (�.�). �us the resultant wave�eld becomes a superposition
of the incident plane wave with a modulated outgoing spherical wave,

ψ(r) = exp (ik�⋅ r) + exp (ikr)
r

f (Q), (3.9)

with scattering amplitude

f (Q) ≡ k�
�π � �n�(r′) − �� exp (−iQ ⋅ r′) dr′, (3.10)

whereQ = kr�r = kh − k� (Paganin, ����). Eq. (�.��) indicates that to calculate ψ(r)
for a particular incident plane wave, the three dimensional (�D) Fourier transform
(FT) of [n�(r′) − �] need only be evaluated on a two dimensional (�D) subset of
reciprocal space, i.e. for all the possible directions of Q. �ese points, by de�nition,
lie on the Ewald sphere (or rather, they de�ne the Ewald sphere). �is is an important
result, so let us emphasise that under the �rst Born approximation, only the values of
the �D FT of [n�(r′) − �] that intersect the Ewald sphere contribute to the detectable
intensities for a �xed object position and orientation.

Fraunhofer diffraction under the projection approximation

Consider a weakly di�racting, non-periodic object whose entrance and exit surfaces
along the optical axis, which we have chosen to be along z, are z = � and z = zES , as
shown in Figure �.�. �e exit surface wave�eld, ψ(x, y, z = zES), can be expressed as
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a product of the wave�eld at the entrance surface, ψ(x, y, z = �), and the �D complex
transmission function of the object, t(x, y) (Paganin, ����):

ψ(x, y, z = zES) = t(x, y)ψ(x, y, z = �). (3.11)

Derived from the object’s electrostatic potential and expressed in terms of accu-
mulated phase and amplitude shi�s in the propagation direction, z, (Warren, ����;
Cowley, ����; Born andWolf, ����), the complex transmission function for non-Bragg
di�racting samples under the projection approximation, is (Born and Wolf, ����):

t(x, y) = exp �ik� z=zES
z=� [n(r) − �] dz� . (3.12)

F����� �.�: Projection approximation. (a) An object with complex refractive index
n(r) that interacts weakly with hard X-rays sits between z = � and z = zES . (b)
Under the projection approximation the X-ray are considered to be di�racted at the
plane onto which the object’s refractive index has been projected.

Let us now consider the resultant wave�eld in eq. (�.�) under the projection
approximation. Firstly, by keeping in mind that the refractive index decrement for
hard X-rays is very small (cf. eq. (�.�)), we can apply the binomial approximation to
the scattering potential (Born and Wolf, ����; Attwood, ����):

n� − � = (� − δ + iβ)� − � ≈ −�(δ − iβ). (3.13)

Secondly, we can rewrite eq. (�.��) explicitly in terms of the transverse components
of the scattering vector,Q�, and object spatial coordinate vector, r′�,

f (Q) ≡ �k�
�π � [−δ(r′) + iβ(r′)] exp [−i(Q� ⋅ r′� +Qzz′)] dx′dy′dz′

= � exp [−i(Q� ⋅ r′�)] �� (−δ(r′) + iβ(r′)) exp(−iQzz′)dz′� dx′dy′.
(3.14)
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For a paraxial wave, we can set exp(−iQzz′) = �. We can also linearise the transmission
function (eq. (�.��)) for a weak object,

t(x, y) ≈ � + ik� (n(r) − �)dz
≡ � + ik� (−δ(r) + iβ(r))dz, (3.15)

and then discard the undi�racted beam. By doing this we see that the integral term
inside the square brackets in the second line of eq. (�.��) is proportional to the �D
transmission function of a weakly di�racting object, t(x, y).

Now eq. (�.�) can be rewritten in a form equivalent to the Fraunhofer di�raction
integral, in which the wave�eld in the far �eld is proportional to the �D FT of the
transmission function (see e.g. Paganin (����)):

ψ(r)→ − ik exp ikrz
�πrz

exp � ik
�rz
(x� + y�)� ψ̃ �kx = kx

rz
, ky = ky

rz
, z = zES� , (3.16)

where ψ̃ represents the �D FT of ψ(x, y, z = zES) in eq. (�.��), when NF � �.
For reference, we will use the following de�nition of the transverse FT and its

inverse (Bracewell, ����):

ψ̃(k�) = �F� {ψ(r�)} = �
�π � ψ(r�) exp (−ik�⋅ r�) dr�, (3.17)

ψ(r�) = �F�−� {ψ(k�)} = �
�π � ψ̃(k�) exp (ik�⋅ r�) dk�. (3.18)

Projection slice theorem

If the X-ray wavelength is very small compared to the object being investigated,
then the Ewald sphere can be considered planar in a small region near the origin
of reciprocal space (the small purple square in Figure �.�). In this region, the �D
slice of reciprocal space on which we probe the �D FT of [n�(r′) − �], as in eq. (�.��),
all the scattered vectors,Q, have a negligible Qz component, which is precisely the
assumption made when we set the term exp(−iQzz′) to unity in eq. (�.��).

According to the projection slice theorem (also called the Fourier slice theorem)
(Wolf, ����), this slice (purple square) is equal to the �D FT of the projection of the
object, or in other words, proportional to the �D FT of the transmission function.

It is important to know when the Ewald sphere curvature is negligible, or when
the conditions for the validity of the projection approximation are met, as the inter-
pretation of experimental data is greatly simpli�ed, especially for �D reconstruction
(Spence, ����). Exploiting the projection approximation to calculate the Fraunhofer
di�raction pattern via a �D fast FT (Press et al., ����) avoids the signi�cant computa-
tional burden of calculating the entire �D FT of the scattering potential.
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F����� �.�: Fraunhofer di�raction on the Ewald sphere. �e di�raction angles
of the emerging X-rays are exaggerated for clarity. �e small purple square at the
centre of the di�raction pattern (origin of reciprocal space) demonstrates that for
small di�raction angles the Ewald sphere can be considered �at in the vicinity of the
origin of reciprocal space

Fourier diffraction theorem

�e projection slice theorem is extended to include di�raction e�ects under the �rst
Born or Rytov approximation (Rytov, ����; Born and Wolf, ����) by the Fourier
Di�raction�eorem (FDT) (also called the generalised projection slice theorem).
�e FDT is a statement of eq. (�.��), that the FT of a di�racted projection corresponds
to the �D FT sampled on a curved Ewald sphere (Wolf, ����; Iwata and Nagata,
����; Mueller et al., ����). In Figure �.� the colored wavevectors represent elastically
(kinematically) di�racted X-rays (with tips lying on the Ewald sphere). �e di�raction
angles are exaggerated to clearly demonstrate the di�erence between a curved �D
slice through the �D FT of [n�(r) − �] (albeit shown only at discrete points of the
Ewald sphere), and the ��at region˝ near the origin of reciprocal space (the purple
square) where the projection approximation is applicable.

If a smaller wavelength is used, the Ewald sphere and its corresponding ��at
region˝ in the purple square in Figure �.� are increased in size, as shown in Figure �.�.
In other words, using harder X-rays decreases the di�raction angles so values of Q
which lay outside the purple square in the original experimental scenario (for which
the projection approximationwas inapplicable), are nowwithin the new purple square,
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thus demonstrating how the Fourier di�raction theorem approaches the Fourier slice
theorem when the wavelength is decreased.

F����� �.�: Fraunhofer di�raction on the Ewald sphere with a shorter X-ray
wavelength. �e e�ect of a decreased wavelength on the �atness of the Ewald sphere
in the region encompassing the sample (kx , ky) space as in Figure �.�. �e smaller
Ewald sphere corresponds to the original experiment, whose curvature needs to be
taken into account in the (kx , ky) region of interest.

A number of authors have analysed the e�ect of Ewald sphere curvature on elec-
tron di�raction patterns (see for example Cohen et al. (����); Bamler (����); DeRosier
(����); Wolf et al. (����)). DeRosier (����) described the corrections needed to
mitigate the failure of the projection approximation in terms of sample thickness,
tilt and wavelength, in electron microscopy. In X-ray di�raction experiments, the
projection approximation is valid when the following condition is satis�ed (Spence,
����):

LPA < d, (3.19)

where

LPA =
�

λT
�
, (3.20)

d is the desired resolution and T is the thickness of the object. If we make the
substitutions T = rz and d = b and compare this expression to the Fresnel number
in eq. (�.�), then eq. (�.��) is equivalent to the requirement NF > �

� . �is is also
analogous to the column approximation�.

��e column approximation was introduced by Hirsch et al. (����) for electron di�raction cal-
culations. In the column approximation, the structure of a column with diameter D, parallel to the
electron beam and centred on some point on the exit surface, A, determines the amplitudes of the
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We close this introduction to kinematic X-ray di�raction by emphasising that the
�D kinematical di�raction description in eq. (�.��) is accurate regardless of whether
the region explored on the Ewald sphere is curved or �at (Cowley, ����). Furthermore,
in order to probe the values of the FT of [n�(r′) − �] that do not lie on the Ewald
sphere for a particular experimental con�guration, the sample can be rotated around
an axis transverse to the optical axis, or equivalently, the radiation incidence angle,
θ, can be rotated around the sample. Another approach is to change the wavelength,
as discussed above, thereby changing the size and curvature of the Ewald sphere,
allowing a di�erent �D surface embedded within the �D FT to be probed.

We are almost ready to discuss Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of samples con-
taining embedded dispersions of nanoparticles, however in triple axis di�ractometry
the analyser crystal determines which part of the Fraunhofer di�raction pattern can
be measured, so we will brie�y digress to discuss X-ray di�raction from crystals.

3.2 Diffraction from crystals

In this section we describe di�raction from crystals as these are used to condition
and analyse the X-ray beam in high resolution X-ray di�ractometry. Crystalline
structures are well suited to a description by discrete spatial frequencies because
of their long range spatial periodicity. �eories describing X-ray di�raction from
crystals are generally either kinematical or dynamical (Zachariasen, ����; von Laue,
����; Cowley, ����; Authier, ����). For a general picture of di�raction from crystals
we will brie�y describe the former, and then present the main results of the latter as it
describes di�raction from perfect crystals very accurately in the vicinity of the Bragg
re�ection.

In a subsequent chapter, we will speci�cally consider X-ray di�raction from
nanoparticle ensembles embedded within a host matrix (§�.�.� and §�.�), as measured
in triple axis di�ractometry, by incorporating the theory presented in (§�.�), and in
this section.

waves emerging from the specimen at A (Cowley, ����). Owing to the high energy and thus very small
wavelength of the accelerated electron, it will scatter at an angle smaller than that required for it to
leave the column laterally. Naturally the column diameter depends on the thickness of the sample and
neighbouring columns do not interact.
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3.2.1 Kinematical diffraction

Kinematical theories work well for weakly di�racting objects where the X-rays can be
considered to be singly scattered. �ey do not take multiple scattering into account,
and violate the conservation of energy principle by ignoring absorption e�ects. De-
spite these omissions, this approximation is accurate for very thin crystals, surface
and di�use scattering, and as a general rule, it is valid for rather imperfect systems
and small scattering volumes.

�e kinematical approach has been successfully applied to describe, for exam-
ple, di�raction from polycrystalline materials, powder di�raction, and di�raction
from so� matter (Guinier, ����). For systems with increasing levels of perfection
(symmetry/periodicity), the kinematical scattering theory approaches its limitations
(Schmidbauer, ����).

Let us introduce a coordinate system that corresponds to the crystal of interest,
with the surface normal along the zc direction (where we use the subscript c to
di�erentiate between the optical axis z and the crystalline axis, zc), and with the
crystal surface parallel to the (xc, yc) plane. �e �D FT of the scattering potential
of a semi-in�nite crystal is embodied by its reciprocal space lattice. In the Ewald
sphere construction (Figure �.�), when the origin of reciprocal space is coincident
with the origin of the crystal reciprocal space lattice, each reciprocal lattice point that
intersects the sphere corresponds to a family of parallel planes (with Miller indices
hkl) whose interplanar spacing, dhkl , satis�es the Bragg equation (Bragg, ����a,b):

�dhkl sin θB = λ, (3.21)

where λ is the wavelength of radiation incident on the crystal at an angle of θB. �e
scattering vector for this re�ection,Qhkl is related to dhkl via

dhkl = �π�Qhkl � . (3.22)

�e above formalism assumes a plane, monochromatic incident wave on the
sample, which means the Ewald sphere is unique (one incident direction, i.e. no diver-
gence) and in�nitely thin. However, in experimental realisations, the monochromator
has a �nite bandpass and hence the Ewald sphere surface on which the �D FT of the
scattering potential of the sample is probed has a �nite thickness determined by the
energy resolution of the monochromator. For a perfect monochromator, commonly
used for monochromating hard X-rays, the energy resolution can be derived from eq.
(�.��) as:

∆E
E
= ∆λ

λ = ∆θ cot θB. (3.23)
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F����� �.�: Ewald sphere with reciprocal lattice. Each reciprocal lattice point that
intersects the Ewald sphere corresponds to a family of planes that satisfy the Bragg
condition. �e crystal truncation rods, shown here as elongated reciprocal space
points perpendicular to the surface of the analyser, are due to the abrupt change in
electron density at the surface of the crystal.

�is will be discussed in more detail later, in §�.�.
�e reciprocal space representation of a physically realisable crystal, �nite in

one or more dimensions, is the FT of the in�nite crystal lattice convolved with the
crystal shape function (Ewald, ����; Cruickshank et al., ����; Authier, ����). For the
aforementioned semi-in�nite perfect crystal, the abrupt change of electron density at
the surface results in the elongation of the reciprocal space lattice point, normal to
this direction, which is known as the crystal truncation rod (CTR) (Robinson, ����).
�e analyser’s CTR plays a prominent role in the characteristic instrumental function
of triple axis di�ractometry, which will be described in §�.�.�.

3.2.2 Dynamical diffraction

Dynamical theories do take multiple scattering into account and provide excellent
agreement with experimental intensities around Bragg peaks, for perfect or nearly
perfect, thick crystals, such as those used to monochromate and analyse the X-rays
in the triple axis technique developed here.

�e integrated re�ected intensities calculated using kinematical theory are pro-
portional to the crystal thickness, tcryst, and the square of the structure factor, Fhkl ,

I ∝ tcryst �Fhkl �� , (3.24)
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where the structure factor is the FT of the electron density. �e corresponding
expressions calculated using dynamical theory, for an in�nite perfect crystal, are
proportional to the modulus of the electron density (Authier, ����). Consequently,
the intensity around a Bragg peak is much higher, in general, when calculated using
kinematical theory, than with dynamical theory. However when the scattered intensi-
ties are su�ciently low, i.e. either the Bragg re�ection is very weak, or the crystal is
su�ciently thin, kinematical and dynamical di�raction theories give the same results
very close to the Bragg peaks.

In the framework of dynamical theory, the exact theoretical treatment of X-ray
di�use scattering frommesoscopic structures is excessively complicated and impracti-
cal (Schmidbauer, ����). When a system is too distorted to treat the scattering in the
framework of dynamical theory, but on the other hand, too perfect to be treated in
conventional kinematical scattering theory, it is possible to separate the descriptions
into a perfect, periodic part and an aperiodic part (Schmidbauer, ����). �e former
requires dynamical theory for an accurate description, while the latter, (mesoscopic
structures such as islands grown on a surface, embedded defects or nanoprecipitates),
can be described using kinematical di�raction (Schmidbauer, ����). In our case,
where nanoparticles are embedded in an amorphous matrix, the kinematical descrip-
tion presented in §�.�.� and §�.�.� su�ces, provided the approximations discussed
therein are valid for the nanoparticles in questions (which will be described in detail
in chapter �).

�e �rst dynamical X-ray di�raction theory, developed by Darwin (����a,b),
gave the correct expressions for re�ected intensities by solving recurrence equations
describing the transmittance and re�ectance at each lattice plane. An alternative dy-
namical di�raction theory introduced by Ewald (����, ����, ����), and later developed
by von Laue (����, ����), represents the exact solution of Maxwell’s equations for
electromagnetic wave�elds inside and outside the crystal, which was considered to be
a periodic distribution of dipoles (Ewald) or triply periodic continuous distribution
of dielectric susceptibility (von Laue). �is Ewald-Laue theory is regarded as the
general two-beam X-ray dynamical theory for a perfect crystal.

Over the last several decades, a great quantity of theoretical work has been carried
out on dynamical theory (see e.g. Pinsker (����); Authier (����)), among which we
shall highlight the independent work of Takagi (����, ����) and Taupin (����). �e
Takagi-Taupin equations are two coupled, second-order partial di�erential equations
expressed in terms of the forward (K�) and di�racted beam (Kh) directions (Afanas’ev
and Kohn, ����). For the two-beam case, the Takagi equations describing di�raction
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from a perfect crystal in Bragg geometry reduce to (Authier, ����),

∂D�(r)
∂x�

= −iπkCχh̄Dh(r) (3.25)

∂Dh(r)
∂xh

= −iπk [CχhD�(r) − �βhDh(r)] (3.26)

whereD(r) is the electric displacement, x� and xh are coordinates in direct space along
K� and Kh, respectively (Figure �.�), K� and Kh are the wavevectors in the crystal and
k� is the wavevector in vacuum. χh and χh̄ are the Fourier components of the dielectric
susceptibility; the polarisation factor C = � for σ polarisation (perpendicular to the
(K�,Kh) plane), and C = cos �θB for π polarisation, (parallel to that plane); and βh

is the resonance error, which represents the deviation of the incident wave from the
exact Bragg condition, where

βh = K�
h − k�(� + χ�)

�k�
= K�

h − K�
�

�k�
� Kh − K�

k
. (3.27)

�e crystal’s re�ectivity as a function of angle, also known as the rocking curve
(Figure �.�), is expressed as a function of this parameter, βh. A strict requirement,
and thus a severe limitation of the above equations, is that the deviation from the
Bragg condition is very small, i.e. �θB − βh� � �. An obvious consequence is that
this dynamical description describes re�ectivity well only in the vicinity of the Bragg
peaks.

F����� �.�: Bragg geometry explained: −π�� − �θB < ψh < −π��; −π�� < ψ� <−π�� + �θB, a�er (Authier, ����).

Figure �.� shows that in Bragg (re�ection) geometry the re�ected wave is directed
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towards the outside of the crystal, with the following angular relationships:

−π
�
< ψ� < −π� + �θB, (3.28)

−π
�
− �θB < ψh < −π� , (3.29)

−π
�
− θB < ψn < −π� + θB. (3.30)

�e rocking curve, ξ(η), of a perfect crystal is expressed as the ratio of the amplitudes
of exit wave, Ψh, to incident wave, Ψ�, (Authier, ����)

ξ(η) = Ψh

Ψ�
= S(γh)��γ�

√χh χh
χh

�η ± �η� + S(γh)� . (3.31)

Here S is the sign of γh, which is +� in transmission geometry, and −� in re�ection
geometry. �e asymmetry ratio, γ, is expressed as

γ = γh
γ�
= cos (ψn − θB)
cos (ψn + θB) , (3.32)

where ψn is the angle between the normal to the crystal surface and the incident
wavevector (cf. Figure �.�). �e deviation parameter, η is de�ned as

η = ∆θ sin �θB + χ�(� − γ)��
�C���γ�√χh χh

= (∆θ − ∆θos)δos
(3.33)

where

∆θos = − χ�(� − γ)� sin �θB
, (3.34)

δos = C
��γ� χh χh
sin �θB

, (3.35)

χh χh = �χrh�� (� − κ� + �iκ cos�), (3.36)

κ = � χihχrh
� . (3.37)

Here χrh is the real part of the Fourier coe�cient of the polarisability and � is the
di�erence between the real and imaginary components of the phase factor of the
structure factor, Fh. �e Darwin width, �δos, is the full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the rocking curve. As it determines the wavelength/energy resolution
(cf. eq. (�.��)), where ∆θ = �δos, the Darwin width is one of the key characteristics
one considers when choosing appropriate monochromator and analyser crystals. In
the Bragg case, γ < � and ∆θos is never zero, due to refraction.
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Far from the total re�ection domain (within half the Darwin width from the
perfect Bragg condition), the rocking curve can be approximated by the function
Ih ≈ ��(�η�) (Authier, ����). For n re�ections the rocking curve tails decrease as
��η�n, since the intensity of n such successive re�ections is In(∆θ), where I(∆θ) is
the intensity of a single re�ection. �e theoretical rocking curve of a symmetric
re�ection from an ideal Si(���) crystal, with λ = �.�Å, is shown in Figure �.�, where
the solid black line shows the re�ectivity of a single symmetric re�ection, while the
short-dashed red line and long-dashed blue lines shown the re�ectivities from a
symmetric double and triple re�ection, respectively. �e FWHM, however, remains
constant (Authier, ����), so the re�ection’s intrinsic energy resolution is unchanged.
�e lowering of the rocking curve tails by multiple re�ections plays an important role
in reducing the prominence of the instrumental function of triple axis di�ractometry,
which will be discussed in chapter �.

F����� �.�: Simulated, normalised rocking curves (angular re�ectivity) of a per-
fect Si(���) crystal using �.�Å X-rays. �e solid black line is the single re�ection,
the short dashed red line is two re�ections, and the long dashed blue line is three
re�ections, showing how multiple re�ections signi�cantly lower the tails but do not
a�ect the Darwin width of the crystal rocking curve. �e o�set of the peak is due to
refraction. �ese re�ectivities were simulated using IDL �.� (ITTVisual Information
Solutions).

In deriving eqs. (�.��) and (�.��), a number of approximations were made, such
as neglecting all but two beams, neglecting terms of order χ� since χ� � for X-rays,
approximating the angular parameters (as in eq. �.��) and approximating boundary
conditions. Even despite the multitude of variations on approaches to dynamical
di�raction theory, with various additional complexities and the ability to calculate
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intensities from perfect and deformed crystals (Takagi, ����; Taupin, ����; Afanas’ev
and Kohn, ����; Härtwig, ����), dynamical theories are generally based on the small
angle approximation and hence break down far from the Bragg peaks (Grundmann,
����; Podorov et al., ����). In order to simulate the di�racted intensities on the
nanometre scale we must move away from the Bragg peaks to the tails of the crystal
rocking curves, which the dynamical description presented here does not describe
accurately.

3.2.3 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the theoretical background necessary to describe the
interaction of X-rays with matter, both Bragg and non-Bragg di�racting. We began
with identifying the basic properties of an X-ray wave�eld, and its interaction with
inhomogeneous media. From the single-scattering scenario described by the �rst
Born approximation, we moved to a Fraunhofer di�raction description. Di�raction
from crystalline materials, both in the kinematical and dynamical description, was
presented next, as the interaction of the X-ray wave�eld with crystalline matter plays
a pivotal role in determining the information content of the reciprocal space maps.

We now turn to the description of the experimental setup for reciprocal space
mapping with an analyser crystal.





Experimental setup for

reciprocal space mapping with

an analyser crystal

�

�e previous chapter presented the theoretical framework necessary to describe the
interactions of X-rays with weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticle ensembles. For
the experimental development of the nano-characterisation technique described in
this thesis, we need appropriate optical components to enable reciprocal space map-
ping of X-ray di�raction from embedded nanoparticle ensembles in a bulk material,
which is the topic of this chapter. �ese experimental parameters are also important
to reconstructions as we need to understand the contributions of the various optical
components to the recorded intensities before reconstructions can be attempted.

In the discussion that follows, we start with the generation of the X-ray wave�eld
by the synchrotron X-ray sources we used, including a discussion of the source’s
pertinent properties. We then move on to discussing reciprocal space mapping with
an analyser crystal, which includes the details of the monochromating and analysing
crystals used, and the scanning geometry. �e information content of a reciprocal
space map (RSM) is presented next, which includes the triple axis di�ractometry
instrumental function and far �eld di�raction from the sample. �en we examine
the considerations for building the dedicated sample holder and heater, designed
to enable testing of the experimental technique’s sensitivity to nanoparticle size and
orientation (§�.�), as well as to enable investigations of in situ real-time embedded
nanoparticle growth (§�.� and §�.�). We close the experimental chapter with a brief
look at the X-ray detectors suitable for reciprocal space mapping.

�e three stages, X-ray generation, interaction with optical elements and sample,
and detection, constitute the forward problem in X-ray optics. �e fourth step is
the inverse problem: retrieving (the nanoparticle) structural information from the
di�raction data. Nanoparticle reconstructions from simulations are described in
chapter � and those from experimental data are presented in chapter �.

��
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4.1 Synchrotron X-ray sources

�e di�racted intensities from weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles may have a
range of six to eight orders of magnitude, so it is preferable to have a source with high
brilliance in order to maintain a high signal to noise ratio (SNR). Likewise, the loss of
intensity through optical elements such as slits and crystals, and attenuation by the
sample itself (representative of the bulk material, §�.�.�), suggests that development of
the emerging analyser based, reciprocal space mapping technique is most e�ectively
carried out at synchrotrons. �is development, the results of which are presented in
chapter �, was carried out over a series of dedicated experiments at the Australian
National Beamline Facility on beamline BL��B, at the Photon Factory, a �nd generation
synchrotron in Tsukuba, Japan, as well as on beamlines BL��XU and BL��XU at
SPring-�, a �rd generation synchrotron in Hyogo, also in Japan.

Synchrotron radiation is emitted when relativistic charged particles are accel-
erated along curved trajectories (Attwood, ����). Historically, the production of
synchrotron radiation was initially considered a nuisance, as it constituted a signi�-
cant energy loss from particle accelerators. Such sources were retrospectively named
�rst generation synchrotrons, with second generation de�ning those purpose built
as sources of tuneable electromagnetic radiation with high brilliance. �ird genera-
tion synchrotrons include insertion devices, discussed below, which are optimised
to considerably improve upon the brightness and coherence of the beam. Figure
�.� compares the brilliance of spectra emitted from the sun, a conventional X-ray
tube and synchrotron bending magnets, wigglers and undulators, showing in particu-
lar the signi�cant increase in �ux at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies of
undulators.

4.1.1 Beam characteristics from bending magnets and

insertion devices

�e relativistic speed of the electrons in a synchrotron gives rise to the intrinsic high
directionality and small transverse size of the beam, which, coupled with the long
distances from source (bending magnet or insertion device) to sample (from tens of
metres up to a kilometre at one beamline at SPring-�) result in a very highly spatially
coherent beam (cf. eq. �.�). Bending magnets are composed of a single magnetic
dipole, which forces the electrons into circular trajectories. �e continuum of light
emitted is linearly polarised in the bending plane, and elliptically polarised in the
transverse plane (Kim, ����).
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F����� �.�: Comparison of spectra from various X-ray sources used with permis-
sion from SPring-� Features (����).

Insertion devices, called wigglers and undulators, sit in the straight sections of
the storage ring between the bending magnets. �ese consist of periodic arrays of
magnetic dipoles that force the electrons into horizontal sinusoidal motion (Figure
�.�). �e maximum angular de�ection of the orbit from its tangential direction
is expressed in terms of the de�ection parameter, K (Moser, ����), a convenient
parameter for characterising the electron motion, given by

K = eB�λu
�πmec

� �.���B�λu, (4.1)

where B� is the peak magnetic �eld in Tesla, λu is the magnetic period in centimetres,
me is the electron mass and c is the speed of light (Kim, ����).

For wigglers, K > � (Moser, ����) and the total divergence of the emitted beam is
larger than the divergence of the radiation emitted by a point on the electron’s orbit
(Authier, ����). Wigglers produce a spectrum similar to bending magnets but the
beam is broader and the �ux is increased by �N , where N is the number of magnetic
poles, since the beam is the incoherent sum of beams emitted by each magnetic pole
(Authier, ����).

Radiation emitted from undulators, where K ≤ �, is in a very narrow cone in
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F����� �.�: Alternating dipole magnets in a wiggler or undulator. �e strong,
alternating magnetic �eld forces the relativistic electron beam to undergo oscillatory
motion in the plane of its orbit, whereby synchrotron radiation is emitted.

the direction of electron motion, with angular divergence of the same order as the
di�raction width of a low order re�ection from a crystal (e.g. a few arcseconds for
Si(���) at ��.� keV (Stepanov, ����), as shown in §�.�.�) (Authier, ����). �e beams
emitted by individual dipoles interfere coherently, increasing the intensity as N�. As
a result of the interference, undulator radiation is quasi-monochromatic, consisting
of the sum of the fundamental frequency (peak energy) and its harmonics (Authier,
����). �e bandwidth of the nth harmonic is

∆E
E
= ∆λ

λ ≈ �
nN

(4.2)

where E, λ, ∆E and ∆λ are the energy and wavelength, and their respective band-
widths.

In Table �.� we compare the properties of the three beamlines used, with a brief
description of each below.

Australian National Beamline Facility (BL20B) at the Photon Factory

�e Photon Factory is a �.� GeV second generation synchrotron radiation source,
completed in ���� and upgraded in ���� (Sakanaka et al., ����), at the High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), in Tsukuba, Japan. �e Australian Na-
tional Beamline Facility (ANBF) is situated at beamline BL��B, a bending magnet
source. �e principal experimental chamber at ANBF is a large vacuum two-circle
di�ractometer, the �BigDi�˝ (Figure �.�), which can be used in a variety of con�gura-
tions such as for powder di�raction in Debye-Scherrer and Weissenberg geometries,
grazing incidence di�raction and re�ectometry. It can also be used as a two-circle
di�ractometer, a triple axis di�ractometer or a Bonse-Hart small angle scattering
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Beamline
BL��B

Photon Factory
BL��XU
SPring-�

BL��XU
SPring-�

Storage ring energy �.� GeV � GeV � GeV

Source type Bending magnet Undulator Undulator

Spectral range � - �� keV � - �� keV �.� - ��.� keV
Primary
monochromator

Si(���) channel
cut

Si(���) double
crystal

Si(���) double
crystal

Max beam size H×V �� × �mm� �.� × �.�mm� �.� × �.�mm�

Source to sample
distance

��m ��m ��m (���m also
available)

T���� �.�: Beamline characteristics. �e nanoparticle characterisation technique
development in this thesis was carried out at a bending magnet source, the ANBF at
the Photon Factory, and two undulator beamlines, BL��XU and BL��XU at SPring-�.
Data was taken fromBL-��B (����); ANBF (����); BL��XUOutline (����); BL��XU
Outline (����) and SPring-� Features (����).

di�ractometer. �e beamline was chosen for its high resolution di�ractometry capa-
bilities, as well as the big advantage that experiments can be performed in vacuum (to
��−� Torr ), which greatly improves the SNR by reducing air absorption and parasitic
scattering (Barnea et al., ����; Creagh et al., ����; BL-��B, ����).

�e primary monochromator at BL��B is a water-cooled, channel-cut Si(���)
crystal that can be detuned to reject harmonics (Creagh et al., ����). A secondary
monochromator was used (particular to the experiment) to further monochromate
the beam (chapter �). �e key characteristics of ANBF (BL��B) are displayed in Table
�.�.

BL13XU and BL29XU at SPring-8

SPring-� is an �GeV, third generation synchrotron at the Harima Science Garden City,
inHyogo, Japan. It was built in ���� and is one of theworld’s brightest third-generation
synchrotrons. Our experimentswere performed on twoundulator beamlines, BL��XU
and BL��XU, the characteristics of which are shown in Table �.�. Both beamlines are
in-vacuum undulator sources with ��� × ��mmmagnetic periods, giving a natural
energy resolution of ∆E�E = �.����. �e energy resolution is greatly improved
upon by the primary monochromator (cf. eq. (�.��)), which is a liquid nitrogen-
cooled Si(���) double crystal (at both beamlines), and a secondary monochromator,
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F����� �.�: �e �BigDi�˝.�e high resolution di�ractometer at ANBF, on BL��B
of the Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan. �e entire chamber is able to be evacuated,
minimising parasitic scatter and thus increasing the SNR. A preliminary study
investigating the practicalities of performing in situ real-time X-ray di�ractometry
investigations of nanoparticle growth in Al-Cu alloys was carried out here, using X-
rays of �.� keV, with a channel-cut, double re�ection Si(���) monochromator (§�.�.�)
and single re�ection Si(���) analyser in the non-dispersive mode (§�.�.�). Also, X-
rays of �� keV were used, with the monochromator set to the Si(���) re�ection. �e
incident beam on the sample was set to �.�×�.�mm�. �e analyser was a Si(���)
single re�ection crystal, and the detector, a Radicon scintillation counter (§�.�.�).

as described for each experiment in chapter �.
�e �rst in situ real-time investigation of nanoparticle growth in an Al-Cu alloy

with analyser based reciprocal space mapping was carried out at BL��XU (§�.�).
BL��XUwas ideal for this experiment as it is equippedwith amulti-axis di�ractometer
that allows automated, high angular resolution scans to be performed (Figure �.�).

4.1.2 Brightness and coherence

�e main quantitative characteristics of an X-ray source can be summarised by its
coherence and (spectral) brightness (see e.g. Kim (����)). �e di�raction theory
presented in the previous chapter assumed perfectly planar, monochromatic X-rays,
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F����� �.�: Experimental setup at BL��XU, SPring-�. �is triple axis di�rac-
tometry setup included a channel cut Si(���) monochromator (in addition to the
primary Si(���) monochromator at the beamline), single re�ection Si(���) analyser
(in the non-dispersive setup (§�.�.�)), and silicon PIN diode detector. X-rays of ��.�
keV were used in this setup for a feasibility experiment investigating the sensitiv-
ity of the novel technique to Al-Cu embedded nanoparticles of various sizes and
crystallographic orientations (Zatsepin et al., ����).

neither of which is possible in reality. Hence the need arises to quantify the degree of
deviation from the ideal case, which is expressed by the beam coherence.

�e coherence volume, CohV , de�nes a volume within which exists a �xed re-
lationship between the phase at each point of the X-ray wave�eld. It is de�ned as
the product of transverse coherence lengths in the vertical and horizontal directions,
and the longitudinal coherence length, CohL, described below. X-rays di�racted
from within the coherence volume interfere coherently at the detector, while X-rays
di�racted from sample volumes greater than the coherence volume result in the inco-
herent addition of intensities at the detector, in direct-space intensity measurements.

Transverse coherence length, also known as the spatial coherence, depends on
beam divergence and source-to-sample distance. �e vertical coherence length is
de�ned as (Attwood, ����)

CohLv ≡ zθv = zλ
�πσv

. (4.3)
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F����� �.�: Experimental setup at BL��XU, SPring-�. �e monochromator and
analyser in this triple axis di�ractometry setup were both channel cut, double re�ec-
tion Si(���) crystals in a non-dispersive setup. �e primary Si(���) double crystal is
not shown. X-rays of ��.� keV were used for the investigation of in situ, real-time em-
bedded nanoparticle ensemble growth in an Al-Cu alloy, reported in §�.� (Zatsepin
et al., ����).

Here z is the distance from the source, θv is the root-mean-square (RMS) vertical
half-angle of the divergent beam, λ is the wavelength and σv is the RMS height of the
beam. An equivalent expression de�nes the transverse coherence length horizontally.
Evidently, an increase in the distance from the source increases spatial coherence,
or in other words, decreases the e�ective source size. �e transverse coherence area,
CohA, is the product of coherence lengths in vertical and horizontal directions, and
can be expressed as (Demtröder, ����)

CohA ≈ λ�
dΩ

, (4.4)

where dΩ = (σhσv) �z� is the solid angle subtended by the source. �e source of radia-
tion emitted by the afore described insertion devices at synchrotrons can be described
as a distribution of elementary quasi-monochromatic sources of in�nitesimal size,
which emit spherical waves. At the position of the experimental hutches, however,
Mocella et al. (����) have shown that they can be approximated locally by a plane
wave.

Longitudinal coherence length, or temporal coherence, is a measure of the degree
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of beam monochromaticity (Attwood, ����),

CohL = � �
λ − �

�∆λ
− �
λ + �

�∆λ
�−� � λ�

∆λ , (4.5)

where ∆λ is the spectral bandwidth. In reciprocal space mapping of di�racted in-
tensities, only the temporal coherence plays a signi�cant role and the requirement
of a large coherence volume is relaxed. �is is because recording the intensity as a
function of its di�raction angle does not discriminate between X-rays di�racted from
di�erent positions within the sample. Using a detector that integrates over its input
window similarly does not di�erentiate X-rays arriving at di�erent positions on the
detector window. �is is discussed in more detail with regards to di�raction from
large ensembles of nanoparticles in §�.�.

As mentioned earlier, the source brightness is important as a high photon �ux
is necessary in order to record a statistically signi�cant signal from very weakly
di�racting specimens in an acceptably short time to construct an RSM. Brightness,
or spectral brightness (Mills et al., ����) is de�ned as (Kim, ����):

B(E) = Φ(E)
�π�εhεv

, (4.6)

where Φ(E) is the X-ray �ux at energy E in photons per second within a �.�% band-
width centred at E, and the horizontal and vertical emittances, εh and εv are de�ned
as (Authier, ����)

εh = σhθh, (4.7)

εv = σvθv . (4.8)

Brightness has units of photons⋅ s−�⋅mrad−�⋅mm−�⋅ (�.�% bandwidth)−�. �e bright-
ness of various X-ray sources was compared in Figure �.�.

4.2 Triple axis diffractometry setup

In this section we discuss the experimental details of triple axis di�ractometry (TAD),
which was reviewed in §�.�.�. Following the description of crystals typically used for
monochromating and analysing the beam in §�.�.�, we discuss their role in determin-
ing the information content from the sample in the RSM in §�.�. We close the section
with a look at the geometry of various scans that are used to map reciprocal space.

�e three axes in our TAD setup correspond to the rotation axes of the monochro-
mator, analyser and detector. Both single re�ection and double re�ection analyser
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crystals were utilised in the development of the RSM technique, (Figure �.�). De-
tails of the crystals used are presented in §�.�.�. �e sample is placed between the
monochromator and analyser, oriented normal to the optical axis.

F����� �.�: Experimental setup for triple axis di�ractometry. �is schematic of
the experimental setup shows channel-cut, double re�ection monochromator and
analyser crystals in a parallel (+n, -n, +n, -n) non-dispersive setting.

4.2.1 Crystal monochromators and analysers

High quality silicon single crystals were used to achieve the extremely low angular
divergence (cf. eq. (�.�)) and energy bandwidth (cf. eq. (�.��)) necessary for our high
resolution X-ray di�raction studies (listed in Table �.�. As a result of the development
of the semiconductor industry, single crystal silicon is readily available in large sizes
and at low cost. �e only di�erence between a monochromator and analyser is its
role (and hence position) in the optical setup, as shown in Figure �.�.

Primary monochromators at synchrotron beamlines monochromate and some-
times collimate (by sagittal focussing) the X-ray beam, providing a narrow bandwidth
with high intensity. A secondary monochromator (on the �st axis in TAD) is used to
further narrow the energy spread, as determined by its rocking curve (cf. �.�), and is
not rotated during the experiment.

Using the same crystal and Bragg re�ection for both the monochromator and
analyser in the parallel setting (+n, -n) as in Fig. �.�(a), or (+n, -n, +n, -n), as in
Fig. �.�(b), for the channel cut monochromator and analyser (where n is the order
of re�ection), ensures no wavelength dispersion. In the non-dispersive setting, the
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T���� �.�: Properties of silicon crystals that were used as monochromators and
analysers. Darwin width, ∆αcr yst = �δos (eq. (�.��)), bandwidth, ∆λ�λ, tempo-
ral coherence length, CohL (eq. (�.�)), and spatial (transverse) coherence length,
CohV = λ�∆αcr yst for the silicon crystal re�ections, with corresponding energies,
used for the experimental results in this thesis (chapter �), from Stepanov (����).

energy resolution depends solely on the width of the rocking curve (see eqs. �.�� and
�.��), and is independent of the divergence of the source (Authier, ����).

(a) Single re�ection non dispersive TAD setup

(b) Double re�ection non dispersive TAD setup

F����� �.�: Monochromator and analyser crystals in the non-dispersive setting.

TAD in non-dispersive mode is very sensitive to the �nd crystal’s quality (Iida
and Kohra, ����; Afanas’ev et al., ����; Alexandropoulos and Kotsis, ����), showing
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di�use scattering from defects in the crystal, which complicates analysis by masking
the interesting information about our sample. Hence we must ideally use a perfect
analyser crystal to be able to extract information about the sample.

4.2.2 Reciprocal space mapping geometry

�e distribution of X-rays di�racted by the sample is recorded as a function of the
angular deviation from the exact Bragg positions of the �nd and �rd axes, α and ∆�θ,
indicated in Figure �.�. When the analyser is set precisely at the Bragg condition, i.e.
α = �, and the detector is at the corresponding position of �θ, i.e. ∆�θ = �, then the
scattering vectorQ = (Qx ,Qz) = �k sin θB (cf. Figure �.�). �e angular deviations are
related to reciprocal space coordinates by (Iida and Kohra, ����)

Qx = (�α − ∆�θ)sin θBλ , (4.9)

and
Qz = ∆�θ cos θBλ . (4.10)

�ere are threemain types of scans in TAD that enable one to probe the di�raction
plane of the analyser, (Qx ,Qz), (Table �.�), depending on the region of interest. A �D
intensity distribution in reciprocal space, i.e. an RSM, around the Bragg re�ection
of the analyser, can be collected by collating �D scans of one of the types described
below, with shi�s of an alternate scan type between subsequent scans (Iida and Kohra,
����). �e individual �D scan types are described and illustrated in Table �.�. Some
examples of the region of reciprocal space in the (Qx ,Qz) plane spanned by the RSMs
are shown in Figure �.�.

�e �D nature of our data collection is a limitation of our technique, making
collecting high resolution RSMs time consuming. �e total time for one �D scan is
dependent upon the di�ractometer hardware and beam intensity. For example, at
BL��XU (§�.�), a ���×��� point scan, spanning Qx = ±�.��nm−�, and Qz = ±�.�nm−�
(with ∼�.� seconds per data point) requires ∼�� hours, and even a ��×�� point scan
over Qx = ±�.��nm−� and Qz = ±�.��nm−� as shown in §�.�, requires � hours.
However, provided radiation damage, and hence data collection time, is not an
issue, the spatial resolution is limited only by the angular range of the RSM, as in
conventional Fraunhofer di�raction (Born and Wolf, ����),

∆res = λ
� sin θMAX

, (4.11)

where θMAX is the maximum angular deviation of the measured intensities.
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�e rocking curve scan, also called the transverse
or α scan, where the analyser is rotated around
its Bragg condition by α. �is scan is sensitive to
mosaicity in the �nd crystal (the sample, in conven-
tional TAD, or the analyser crystal, in our TAD
setup). For small angular deviations, this scan is
parallel to the Qx axis.

�e detector (∆�θ) scan, which probes along the
Ewald sphere, for a �xed α = α�. When the condi-
tions for a locally �at Ewald sphere are met (cf. eq.
(�.��)), this scan is along a straight line inclined by
θB anticlockwise from Qz.

�e (α��θ) scan, also called the longitudinal scan:
rotating the detector at twice the angular velocity as
the analyser probes reciprocal space parallel to Qz.
�is scan is sensitive to strain in the crystal on the
�nd axis, which, as stated in the text, is the sample
in conventional TAD, or the analyser in our TAD.

T���� �.�: Scan types in triple axis di�ractometry. A combination of one scan
type with steps of another scan type in between is used to collate a �D RSM, as
demonstrated in Figure �.�.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

F����� �.�: Constructing a �D RSM from �D scans. �e lines indicate individual
�D scans and thus the order of data acquisition in reciprocal space. (a) Detector
scans (∆�θ) at di�erent positions of the analyser (α�); (b) α��θ scans at di�erent
positions of the analyser; (c) Analyser scans at di�erent positions of the detector;
(d) Analyser scans at di�erent positions of both the analyser and detector, i.e. with
shi�s of α��θ between individual α scans.

4.3 Information content of triple axis

diffractometry reciprocal space maps

4.3.1 Triple axis diffractometry instrumental function

A key feature of RSMs obtained by triple axis di�ractometry is the instrumental func-
tion that arises from the tails of the monochromator rocking curve (Figure �.�), and a
�nite slit in front of the detector (Iida and Kohra, ����; Kotsis and Alexandropoulos,
����). �e deviations of the monochromator rocking curve and the detector slit from
delta functions manifest themselves as intensity pseudo streaks. As shown in Figure
�.�, the pseudo streaks are oriented at the Bragg angle of the monochromator, θBM ,
clockwise, and the Bragg angles of the analyser, θBA , anti-clockwise, from the Qz axis,
respectively. For the parallel, non dispersive setting previously described, θBM = −θBA

(Pietsch et al., ����).
�e elongated intensity streak normal to the surface of the analyser is its crystal

truncation rod (cf. §�.�.�) (Robinson, ����). �e �nite wavelength bandwidth ∆λ
results in a wavelength streak, which is along the di�raction vector, Q, for symmetric
re�ections. In the non-dispersive con�guration, the direction of the wavelength streak
depends on the angular divergence of the X-ray source (Gartstein et al., ����).

�e pseudo streaks in the TAD instrumental function can be suppressed by mul-
tiple re�ections at the monochromator (and analyser, in conventional triple crystal
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F����� �.�: TAD instrumental function schematic. �e analyser’s crystal trunca-
tion rod (CTR) lies along the di�raction vector Q (in red), which is along the Qz
axis for a symmetric Bragg re�ection. �e pseudo streak from the monochromator
is oriented at θB clockwise from Qz , shown in blue, while the pseudo streak from
the �nite window of the detector is oriented at θB anti-clockwise from Qz , shown in
green.

di�ractometry) (§�.�.�), in order to measure di�use di�raction or signi�cantly sim-
plify data analysis by obviating the need for a complicated deconvolution (DuMond,
����; Bonse and Hart, ����; Iida and Kohra, ����; Zaumseil and Winter, ����b). Iida
and Kohra (����) used a �ve-fold re�ection from the monochromator to achieve a
tailless, low-divergence beam, and Zaumseil and Winter (����b) demonstrated that
di�erent applications required tailored re�ection multiplicity at the monochromator
and analyser, with correspondingly brighter sources being necessary to counteract
intensity suppression.

For this reason, our synchrotron experiments involved the use of a channel cut,
double re�ection monochromator, and at times, a channel cut, double re�ection
analyser. �e streak arising from the �nite slit width of the detector can only be
decreased by narrowing the slit, which can also decrease the SNR of the weak signal
from the sample or, alternatively, increase the required scan time. Simulated and
measured instrumental functions are presented in §�.�.
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4.3.2 Fraunhofer diffraction from the sample in the

reciprocal space map

In this section we describe the information about the sample that is obtained from
the RSM. In §�.�.� we described the energy/wavelength resolution of a perfect crystal
monochromator, and brie�ymentioned its critical role in determining the information
content of our di�raction data, which we further develop here.

A consequence of the wavelength band pass of the monochromator, derived from
the �nite width of its rocking curve (cf. eq �.��), is the �nite thickness of the Ewald
sphere surface (Fewster, ����), as shown in Figure �.��. For clarity only the di�raction
plane of the analyser, (Qx ,Qz), is shown, and the angles are exaggerated. Recall that
we established in §�.�.�, that the intersection of the Ewald sphere with the �D FT of
the scattering potential of the object de�nes the available region of reciprocal space
in which the FT can be measured, which in this case is a spherical shell section.

F����� �.��: Ewald sphere shell de�ned by the �nite wavelength bandwidth of
the monochromator. �is reciprocal space schematic shows how wavelength dis-
persion from the monochromator leads to a �nite thickness of the Ewald sphere.
�e intersection of the Ewald shell and the �D Fourier transform of the scattering
potential of the sample is measured in our experiments.

Di�raction from the analyser can be represented by the addition of themomentum
transfer vector Q to each di�racted vector kd comprising the spherical shell section
of the �D FT of the scattering potential of the sample (Figure �.��). In the RSM these
intensities lie along the pseudo streak of the monochromator (Figure �.��).

Azimuthal rotation of the sample (about the optical axis) results in the identical
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F����� �.��: Reciprocal space map content. Di�raction from the analyser crystal
results in the addition of the di�raction vector,Q to the di�racted X-rays emerging
from the sample, thus translating the Fraunhofer di�raction on the thick Ewald shell
section, around (�,�,�), (Figure �.��) to Q, where it lies atop the monochromator
pseudo streak. �e crystal truncation rod from the analyser is shown in red, labelled
C.�e monochromator and detector pseudo streaks are shown in blue and green,
and labelled M and D, respectively.

rotation of its kx , ky di�raction plane. However, in reciprocal space mapping with an
analyser, a di�erent distribution of di�racted X-rays is brought into the di�raction
plane of the analyser (Nikulin et al., ����). �e e�ect of azimuthal rotation of platelet
shaped Al-Cu nanoparticles is explored in the simulations presented in the following
chapter.

4.4 Sample holder and heater

�e development of a nano-characterisation technique based on reciprocal space
mapping with an analyser crystal was carried out over three stages, the details and
results of whichwill be presented in chapter �.�ese experiments required a dedicated
sample holder and heater to be built for in situ studies of nanoparticle development,
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which forms the subject of this section.
A preliminary, qualitative study of in situ, real-time nanoparticle growth in various

Al-Cu alloys was carried out (§�.�), in order to choose an appropriate Al-Cu sample
and heat treatment, in which the heating mechanism was tested. We subsequently
carried out the �rst investigation, based on reciprocal space mapping, of in situ,
real-time growth of embedded nanoparticles in an Al-Cu alloy (§�.�), using the
heater.

F����� �.��: Specimen sandwich. �e �mm Al-Cu disc-shaped samples were
sandwiched between two square brass slices with holes (�mm diameter) for the
X-ray beam, with a Platinum foil spacer to inhabit contamination of the sample by
the brass slices when heated to high temperatures (up to ���°C).

We also needed a sample holder that would allow the orientation of the Al-Cu
alloy to be changed easily (see §�.�). As discussed in §�.�.�, the Al-Cu samples were
prepared as discs with �mm diameters, of various thicknesses (�.��–�.��±�.��mm),
with (���)Al parallel to the surface. �ese Al-Cu discs were sandwiched between two
slices of brass, each �×� cm, and ∼�mm thick, with a hole for the X-ray beam (�mm
diameter) such that the X-rays are normal to the surface (Figure �.��). �e Al-Cu
disks were aligned with (���)Al and (���)Al parallel to the sides of the square brass
slices as reference directions. Samples prepared for the second and third stages of
the experimental development were also sandwiched between square brass slices, but
with the addition of Platinum foil between the sample and the brass holder in order
to minimise potential contamination of the Al-Cu sample by the holder when held at
temperatures of ���–���°C (Figure �.��), or solution heat treated at ���–���°C.�e
latter Al-Cu discs did not require speci�c alignment with the sides of the brass holder.

�e holder/heater used for all experiments, shown in Figure �.��, was built with a
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cavity to �t the brass-sample sandwich (Figure �.��) and allow easy rotation of the
sample by ��° about the optical axis. �e main component of the heater is a brass
body, surrounded by a heating element, attached to a thermally isolating structure
with a stainless steel post that can be screwed into a post-holder on the optical bench.
�e body was made of brass because of its high thermal conductivity, to allow rapid
heating and cooling of the sample for in situ nanoparticle growth investigations. �e
sample holder was thermally isolated from the steel post by a layered structure that
allowed air to circulate for convective cooling, and ceramic spacers to isolate the bolts
and minimise heat conduction (Figure �.��), also to isolate the holder and hence
improve the e�ciency of heating, and to help maintain a temperature of ���–���°C
on the sample.

F����� �.��: In situ sample heater. Sample holder design and photograph with a
schematic showing two orientations of the Al-Cu sample (sandwiched in brass and
Platinum foil as shown in Figure �.��), with one oriented at ��° about the optical
axis with respect to the other. �e photograph of the heater as built has an extra
layer of steel with stone spacers at its base, compared to the design schematic for
improved thermal insulation.

�e heating element was a Nichrome wire, threaded through an electrically isolat-
ing �breglass and ceramic tubing and wrapped around the main holder (shown in the
schematic but not visible in the photograph in Figure �.��). �e thermocouple used
was type K (chromel-alumel), chosen for its linear response over a wide temperature
range (-���°C to +����°C) as our in situ heat treatments (including solution heat
treating) required a range of ∼�� to ∼���°C. It was inserted through a ∼�mm hole
drilled in the holder, and held in place with a bolt from above (labelled in Figure �.��).
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Wemeasured the temperature at di�erent positions on the holder and concluded that
a�er <��minutes of heating (from room temperature to ���°C), the entire sample
holder was indeed uniformly heated by conduction from the brass body. �e minute
size of the Al-Cu sample itself guaranteed that it too was uniformly heated (only
samples with thicknesses of >�mm allowed the thermocouple to be positioned in
direct contact with the Al-Cu sample).

A simple proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller (Ogata, ����) was used
to monitor the temperature and provide the necessary voltage across the Nichrome
wire. It could hold a temperature of ���°C with ±�°C �uctuations (with a period of ∼�
minutes), which is an insigni�cant �uctuation for the time scales and heat treatments
involved in the Al-Cu alloy heat treatments that were investigated (§�.�.�).

4.5 X-ray detectors for reciprocal space mapping

with an analyser crystal

Ionisation chambers were sometimes used to monitor the incident X-ray intensity
upstream of the sample, but were removed during data collection so as to maximise
incident �ux. Upon entering an ionisation chamber, X-rays ionise the medium
(usually a gas), whereby the resultant ions and electrons create a measurable current
that is proportional to the intensity of the X-rays.

For the data collection at ANBF, a Radicon scintillation counter was placed on
the �θ axis, as described in §�.�. When an X-ray or other ionising radiation interacts
with a scintillator window, the scintillator material emits visible or UV photons, the
number of which is proportional to the energy deposited by the incident radiation.
�ey o�er a wide dynamic range (�–� orders of magnitude), and crude energy dis-
crimination is possible, though the counter was used in single channel mode for all
experiments in this project. Mapping X-ray di�raction data in reciprocal space means
the resolution of the RSM is determined by the total angular aperture of the detector,
as in conventional Fraunhofer di�raction. �e motorised movement of the detector
allows very high angular resolution (arcseconds), but the data collection is relatively
slow due to the need for rotation of the analyser and/or detector for each datum point
as explained in §�.�.�.

Both beamlines BL��XU and BL��XU at SPring-� have a few X-ray detectors
available, including scintillation counters, ionisation chambers, and diode detectors.
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A silicon PIN� photodiode is available at BL��XU, and a PIN diode and an avalanche
photodiode are available at BL��XU. A PIN photodiode has an intrinsic dynamic
range exceeding � orders of magnitude, making it well suited to measuring weak
di�raction. An avalanche photodiode can e�ectively be considered as a PIN diode
and photomultiplier, combined.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we presented the particulars of the experimental setup for analyser
based reciprocal space mapping of di�raction from embedded nanoparticle ensem-
bles. We began by considering the ideal X-ray beam characteristics, in particular
high brilliance, that is necessary to be able to record the weak di�raction pattern
from such nanoparticles. We discussed the three synchrotron beamlines at which
the availability of high angular resolution di�ractometers allowed the experimental
technique development to be carried out, the results of which will be presented in
chapter �. �e setup of triple axis di�ractometry was discussed in detail, including the
ideal crystals for monochromating and analysing the beam, as well as the scanning
geometry in reciprocal space. We closed the experimental setup chapter with a brief
look at appropriate X-ray detectors for analyser based reciprocal space mapping.

In the following chapter we discuss the various stages of simulating di�raction
from weakly di�racting nanoparticles embedded in Al-Cu samples, including Fraun-
hofer di�raction (and nanoparticle reconstruction) and reciprocal space mapping.

�A PIN diode is thus named due to the intrinsic layer between the p-type and n-type semiconduc-
tors.





Simulations of X-ray diffraction

from ensembles of nanoparticles

�
In this chapterwe describe the simulation of di�raction patterns (in order of increasing
complexity) from ensembles of weakly di�racting, embedded nanoparticles in a bulk
material Al-Cu sample. We consider the optical path of the X-rays in �ve stages, as
labelled in Figure �.�.

F����� �.�: X-ray optical path from source to detector in �ve stages. �e experi-
mental setup is broken up into these �ve stages for consideration in the simulation
of X-ray di�raction from embedded nanoparticle ensembles. Stage (a) includes
the synchrotron X-ray source, and the primary monochromator of the beamline, as
well as the secondary monochromator that rotates around the �rst axis in triple axis
di�ractometry. Stage (b) is the beam de�ning slit; stage (c) is the sample, which
contains an ensemble of weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles; stage (d) is
a virtual stage representing the far �eld of the sample, and simulation stage (e) in-
volves the reciprocal space mapping, which corresponds to the roles of the analyser
and detector in our experimental setup.

��
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�e�rst stage, labelled (a) in Figure �.�, includes theX-ray source, a synchrotronX-ray
source with high brilliance as described in §�.�, the primary beamlinemonochromator
(cf. §�.�.�) and the secondary monochromator, positioned on the �rst axis of the
non-dispersive triple axis di�ractometry (TAD) setup (described in §�.�). As both
monochromators are high quality, double-re�ection Si crystals (described in §�.�.�),
for the purposes of this simulations chapter, the resultant beam was considered to be
perfectly monochromatic. In addition, the low divergence intrinsic to synchrotron
undulator X-ray sources allows us to assume the beam is planar at the entrance to the
optics hutch (Mocella et al., ����), so the beam was assumed to be ideally planar and
monochromatic, i.e. fully coherent.

�e second stage, labelled (b) in Figure �.�, is the beam de�ning slit, which
was varied in the experiments between �.�� × �.��mm� (vertical × horizontal) and
�.�� × �.��mm� (v×h), and for most of the experimental results in the following
chapter the beam was �.��× �.��mm� (v×h). �is beam size was chosen so that it was
su�ciently large to illuminate a sample volume representative of the bulk material,
and to achieve su�cient beam intensity. However, despite the relatively large beam
size involved, for any single Fraunhofer di�raction pattern simulation we need only
consider the transverse coherence lengths, which will be explained further in §�.�.�.

�e third stage, labelled (c) in Figure �.�, is the sample. A detailed description
of the embedded nanoparticle ensemble morphology and typical size distributions
in the range of samples examined in this thesis was presented in §�.�.�. In this
chapter we apply the theory presented in chapter � to a discussion of the limitations
of the �rst Born and projection approximations for particular nanoparticle sizes and
orientations with respect to the beam propagation direction. For this discussion
we only consider typical or extreme parameters, whichever is more appropriate to
illustrate the applicability of the approximation.

Stage (d) in Figure �.� is su�ciently in the far �eld to give the Fraunhofer di�rac-
tion pattern from such samples, based on the kinematical X-ray di�raction discussions
in chapter �. Stage (d) will be presented in two parts, the �rst involving a description
of how to calculate the Fraunhofer di�raction pattern from a bulk material ensemble
of embedded nanoparticles taking into consideration the relative sizes of the illumi-
nated sample volume and the much smaller coherence lengths (§�.�). In the second
part (§�.�) we will demonstrate how quantitative size information about the ensemble
is encoded in the nanoparticle reconstruction from a simulated di�raction pattern
comprised of an incoherent sum of Fraunhofer di�raction patterns. �e details of the
reconstruction method, based on the iterative hybrid input-output algorithm (HIO),
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will also be discussed (§�.�.�).
�e ��h stage, labelled (e) in Figure �.�, involves simulations of analyser based

reciprocal space mapping (RSM), wherein the roles of the �nd and �rd axes (which
are coincident but independent), the analyser and detector in our TAD setup, are
combined. Simulated and experimentally measured triple axis di�ractometry instru-
mental functions, which were introduced in §�.�.�, are herein compared. In §�.�
we present the results of simulated two dimensional (�D) RSMs of di�raction from
ensembles of embedded nanoparticles in a bulk Al-Cu alloy. In these simulations
we investigate the e�ects of nanoparticle size distributions, as well as rotation of the
anisotropic Al�Cu nanoparticles about the optical axis, so that we may interpret the
experimental investigations of these properties in chapter �. �ese simulation results
demonstrate that quantitative information about the bulk material nanoparticle en-
semble is obtainable from narrow regions in reciprocal space, or in the limiting case,
even from speci�c �D scans. Experimentally, this has implications for expediting data
collection and thus enabling, for example, the investigation of real-time dynamic
changes in the sample, in situ, at a time scale de�ned by a single scan (on the order of
�minutes). �ese implications are discussed further in the following chapter.

5.1 Simulation methodology for X-ray diffraction

from embedded nanoparticle ensembles

Our discussion of the approach to simulating di�raction from embedded nanoparticle
ensembles begins with stage (c) as described in the previous section, i.e. considera-
tions of the X-ray interactions with the sample. In the above descriptions of stages
(a) and (b) we explained that the beam is assumed to be plane and monochromatic,
and the beam size will play a minor role in the Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from
the sample, which will be discussed in §�.�.�.

In §�.� we described two widely used approximations in X-ray di�raction theory:
kinematical di�raction using the �rst Born approximation, and the projection approx-
imation. In order to develop an appropriate approach to simulating X-ray di�raction
from materials that contain embedded nanoparticles, we must ascertain when these
approximations are applicable, especially since they greatly simplify simulation and
interpretation of experimental data.

�e age-hardened Al-Cu samples contain ensembles of embedded Cu or Al�Cu
nanoparticles whose size and size distribution depend on the heat treatment tempera-
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ture and time (see chapter �). Generally, such samples held at higher temperatures for
longer periods result in larger nanoprecipitates. �e number density of the particles
depends on the Cu concentration and ageing conditions. Usually there is a very
high number density of small particles if the sample is aged at low temperatures
(details in §�.�.�), and there is a trade o� between number density and particle size
with continued sample ageing. A typical sample investigated by our technique is an
�.��±�.��mm thick Al-�.�wt% Cu single crystal containing platelet-shaped Al�Cu
nanoparticles (§�.�.�). A�er heat treatment at ���°C for �� hours, the nanoparticle
diameters qualitatively follow a Boltzmann shaped distribution. �e modal (most
commonly occurring) particle has a diameter of ∼���nm, and a thickness of ∼�nm,
with the tail of the distribution representing a low number of larger particles. �e
spatial distribution of the embedded nanoparticles was assumed to be homogeneous,
based on �� transmission electron micrographs,� covering a volume of ∼��.�µm�,
from which the number density was calculated to be ∼�� particles�µm�. One of these
micrographs, viewed along the <���>α zone axis, is shown in Figure �.�. To reiterate
from §�.�.�: the Al�Cu platelets grow along three orthogonal directions, <���>Al, so
two orientations of nanoparticles are visible edge-on in this micrograph. For the fol-
lowing discussion we presume the alignment is such that the optical axis, z, coincides
with the <���>α zone axis, and the platelet faces are oriented normal to the xs, ys, and
zs = z directions, as shown in Figure �.�.

5.1.1 Limits of the first Born approximation for embedded

Al-Cu nanoparticles

Nanoparticles that naturally form embedded in materials o�en have a refractive index
very close to that of their surrounding host matrix, which results in low di�raction
and absorption contrast. For the typical sample described above, the refractive index
decrement is

∆δ = δAl�Cu − δAl , (5.1)

∆µ = µAl�Cu − µAl . (5.2)

��e TEMmicrograph in Figure �.� was provided courtesy of Dr. Brian Gable, then employed by
the Department of Materials Engineering at Monash University. �e preparation of the samples (as
described in §�.�.� and §�.�.�) was carried out for this particular sample by Dr. Gable and the author,
and the statistical analysis of the nanoparticle TEM micrographs was carried out by the author. Other
Al-Cu samples were prepared with the help of Dr. Colleen Bettles, also at the Department of Materials
Engineering, Monash University.
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F����� �.�: <���>α zone axis TEMmicrograph of an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample aged
at ���°C for �� hours. �e diameters of the Al�Cu nanoprecipitates in this sample
qualitatively follow a Boltzmann distribution, with a modal diameter of ���nm.
�is is an example of a typical sample used in the development of the X-ray nano-
characterisation technique presented in this thesis. Details about the precipitates
seen here were presented in chapter �. TEM was carried out on a Philips CM��
instrument operated at ��� keV.

For the modal nanoparticles, the accumulated phase shi�, �, and attenuation, µ, are
(cf. eq. �.��):

� = −k� ∆δ dz ≈ �.� × ��−�, (5.3)

µ = k� ∆β dz ≈ �.� × ��−�, (5.4)

where we considered the particle orientations that have their biggest dimension (their
∼���nm diameters) aligned along z (lime, labelled (�), and dark blue, labelled (�) in
Figure �.�). Here, theX-raywavelength λ=�.�Å, �∆δ� ≈ �.��×��−� and �∆β� ≈ �.��×��−�,
based on values taken from Stepanov (����). �e use of the �rst Born approximation
is warranted here as for this typical sample ���� � and �µ�� � (§�.�.�).

5.1.2 Limits of the projection approximation for embedded

Al-Cu nanoparticles

In this section we establish the limits of the projection approximation for embedded
Al-Cu nanoparticles in various orientations. In §�.�.�we discussed that the projection
approximation may be used if

LPA < d (5.5)
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F����� �.�: Model of three orthogonal Al�Cu nanoprecipitates. �e approxi-
mately platelet–shaped precipitates that naturally grow along three orthogonal direc-
tions in an Al-Cu crystal (the <���>Al planes) are shown here modelled as idealised
platelets with dimensions identi�ed.

where d is now the dimension of the particle transverse to the X-ray beam, and

LPA =
�

λT
�
, (5.6)

where T is the thickness of the sample in the z direction and λ is the wavelength. �is
is a reiteration of eq. (�.��). �e di�raction plane of the analyser crystal, (xc, zc), is
parallel to the sample plane (xs, zs), rotated clockwise by θB. �e high aspect ratio of
the nanoparticles means that they subtend di�erent orientations when rotated about
the optical axis, and hence yield orientation-dependent di�raction contrast.

�e orientation of nanoparticles that would result in the weakest contrast in
the di�raction plane are those with their faces normal to z (and hence with the
smallest projected thickness), colored in dark aqua and labelled (�) in Figure �.�. �e
projection approximation validity condition (eq. (�.�)) is readily satis�ed for the
range of wavelengths used in the experiments discussed in this thesis, which was
λ ∈ (�.���–�.���nm). For particle labelled (�) using λ = �.���nm, T = �w� = �nm and
d = �zd � = ���nm,

LPA =
�

�.��� × �
�

≈ �.�nm (5.7)

and for λ = �.���nm,

LPA =
�

�.��� × �
�

≈ �.�nm, (5.8)
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which both readily satisfy the projection approximation validity condition.
�e highest di�raction contrast in the di�raction plane would be obtained from

those nanoparticles that are oriented with their faces normal to the x direction and
diameter parallel to z (the blue particle, labeled � in Figure �.�). Now d = �nm and rz =
���nm, so the condition in eq. (�.�) is still satis�ed for λ = �.��Å where LPA = �.�nm,
and only just satis�ed for λ = �.��Å, as LPA = �nm. �is limits the use of the projection
approximation to the projected thickness of approximately a single nanoparticle in
this orientation. �is result is very restrictive, and needs to be taken into account
when simulating di�raction from a large ensemble of embedded nanoparticles in
Al-Cu, as discussed in the next section. It also indicates that if simulations based on
the projection approximation are to be compared with experimental data then X-ray
energies greater than � keV should be used.

5.1.3 Simulating Fraunhofer diffraction patterns from large

ensembles of weakly diffracting Al-Cu nanoparticles

Having con�rmed the validity of the �rst Born approximation for di�raction from
embedded nanoparticles in anAl-Cu alloy, and determined the limits of the projection
approximation, let us now consider how that relates to Fraunhofer di�raction from a
large ensemble of embedded nanoparticles, labelled stage (d) in Figure �.�. We can
simulate the total di�racted intensity from a large illuminated volume as an incoherent
sum of di�racted intensities from individual coherence volumes (de�ned in §�.�.�),
within which the intensities are calculated using the �rst Born approximation (§�.�.�).
Given the restrictions discussed in the previous paragraph, we can either simulate
smaller volumes limited in depth by the diameter of a single nanoparticle and use the
projection approximation, or simulate the entire coherence volume without applying
the projection approximation, both of which are discussed below.

Firstly we consider using the projection approximation. In simulation we can
section the sample into slices perpendicular to the z direction, whose thickness is
limited to themaximum diameter of a single nanoparticle, i.e. ∆z � zd . �e transverse
coherence length is dependent upon the source characteristics (see eq. �.�), and for
the purpose of demonstration, we will use a value of �.�µm, which corresponds
to using a Si(���) monochromator with ��.� keV X-rays (Table �.�). Figure �.�
shows a schematic of the volume of an Al-Cu sample that is illuminated by the X-ray
beam. �e emphasised region of the sample is bounded in (xs, ys) by the transverse
coherence length and has depth limited by zd . �e Fraunhofer di�raction pattern
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from this emphasised volume is proportional to the �D Fourier transform (FT) of its
transmission function, t(xs, ys), as was de�ned in eq. (�.��).

F����� �.�: Sample volume that contributes coherently to the Fraunhofer di�rac-
tion pattern. �e entire illuminated sample volume, encompassing an ensemble
of embedded nanoparticles representative of the bulk material, is de�ned by the
beam cross section and sample thickness. �e volume de�ned by the transverse
coherence, CohL, and approximately the diameter of a single nanoparticle, ∆z � zd
is emphasised. �e total Fraunhofer di�raction pattern from the entire illuminated
sample volume is comprised of an incoherent sum of Fraunhofer di�raction patterns
from the individual regions, as expressed by eq. (�.�).

�e resultant �DFraunhofer di�raction pattern from the entire illuminated sample
volume is an incoherent sum of Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from such volumes,
independent of their relative positions in the entire illuminated sample volume:

I(kx , ky) = �
Beam
width

�
Beam
height

�
Sample
thickness

��F� {t(xs, ys)}�� ,

= �
Beam
width

�
Beam
height

m�
j=�
��F� �� z j+�

z j
� + ik(−δ(r) + iβ(r)) dz��� , (5.9)

where �F� signi�es the �D Fourier transform (eq. (�.��)), �z j+�−z j� = ∆z � zd as shown
in Figure �.�, k is the X-ray wavenumber, t(xs, ys) is the transmission function for
a weakly di�racting object (eq. (�.��)), and the summations are over the transverse
dimensions of the X-ray beam, and the thickness of the sample, i.e. �zm − z�� = sample
thickness. For such a weakly scattering sample, this is justi�ed. �e method of using
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summed volumes also proved more practical computationally and was implemented
for §�.�.

If the particles are identical and randomly distributed on a �D plane (which is
equivalent to limiting the depth in z to one nanoparticle diameter as just discussed),
the di�raction intensity, I(kx , ky), would be the product of an individual particle’s
di�raction pattern and the distribution’s statistical expectation (Lipson et al., ����),

I(kx , ky) = �N + N�δ(kx = �, ky = �)� ��F� �� zES

z�
� + ik(−δ(r) + iβ(r)) dz���

(5.10)
where N is the number of particles, δ is a delta function at the origin, and z� and zES
are the entrance and exit surfaces of a single nanoparticle, respectively (see Figure
�.�). �us the signal would be strengthened by the number of particles illuminated
(Nikulin et al., ����). However, naturally grown embedded nanoparticles may not be
monodisperse, so this exact expression is not always applicable. For Al-Cu alloys a
nearly monodisperse ensemble is achievable if the microstructure consists of very
small nanoparticles (i.e. GP zones and the θ" phase), but the ensemble tends to
become polydisperse with further ageing.

Alternatively, the entire coherence volume can be used to calculate the Fraunhofer
di�raction pattern, wherein the incoherent sumof di�raction patterns from individual
coherence volumes yields

ICohVol(kx , ky) = �
Beam
width

�
Beam
height

m�
j=�
��F� �� z j+�

z j
[� + ik(−δ(r) + iβ(r))] exp(−iQzz′)dz��

�

,

(5.11)
where zi+� − zi = ∆z � CohL. In eq. (�.��) the �D FT of the scattering potential of the
coherence volume is calculated on the surface of the curved Ewald sphere (§�.�.�), up
to the chosen angular deviation, determined from the required spatial resolution (cf.
§�.�.�).

�e assumptions made in the incoherent summation of di�raction patterns from
the individual sample volumes, whether using the projection approximation or the
longitudinal coherence length (eqs. (�.�) and (�.��), respectively), are that the X-rays
di�racted in one volume, z ∈ [zi , zi+�], do not interfere with those from another, nor
are the X-rays di�racted more than once while propagating through the thickness of
the whole sample. For such a weakly di�racting sample (see §�.�.�) this is justi�ed.

It would seem from this approach that a thicker sample, and thus a greater number
of similar nanoparticles contributing to the di�raction pattern, is advantageous over
a thinner sample. However, we have neglected absorption by the entire sample, which
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would exacerbate the low SNR from such weakly di�racting nanoparticles. A simple
relationship representing the compromise between the collective di�racting power
(i.e. the product of the number of nanoparticles and their individual di�racting
power) and the overall beam attenuation due to sample thickness, is given by

I ∝ NparticlesPdi� exp (−µtsample) (5.12)

where Nparticles is the number of di�racting particles, Pdi� is the di�racting power per
particle, µ is the linear attenuation coe�cient and tsample is the sample thickness. In an
ideal sample with a monodisperse, homogeneous nanoparticle ensemble, Nparticles ∝
tsample, and eq. (�.��) has a pro�le as shown in Figure �.�.

F����� �.�: X-ray intensity di�racted by a sample with embedded nanoparticles.
In an ideal sample with a monodisperse homogeneous nanoparticle ensemble, the
di�racted intensity is proportional to the number of nanoparticles involved in the
di�raction and the negative exponent of the sample thickness (i.e. absorption) as in
eq. (�.��).

Each Al-Cu sample with a particular microstructure thus has a certain thickness
that results in the maximum di�raction signal from the nanoparticles. We will see
evidence of this relationship in the experimental RSMs in §�.�. �is optimum thick-
ness could be experimentally estimated provided a su�cient number of statistically
identical samples (i.e. comprising the same microstructure) of various thicknesses,
with identical orientations with respect to the di�raction plane, were available.

If during sample ageing the nanoparticle number density increases (while the sam-
ple thickness is constant) then the relationship between Nparticles and tsample changes.
In this case the optimal thickness remains the same and the di�raction signal from
the nanoparticles increases. �e ageing process may continue into and beyond the
Ostwald ripening stage (see §�.�.�) wherein the number of nanoparticles eventually
decreases as the bigger ones grow at the expense of smaller particles. �e individual
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nanoparticles’ di�racting power thus increases due to their increase in volume, and
the optimal sample thickness for maximum di�raction contrast again remains un-
changed. �is means an in situ, real-time nanoparticle growth investigation could
also be optimised for maximum di�raction contrast.

5.1.4 Simulations of Al-Cu nanoparticle ensembles with

various size distributions

We previously discussed that the microstructure in an Al-Cu alloy, i.e. the shape,
density, size and spatial distribution of embedded nanoprecipitates, determines its
physical properties (§�.�). As the technique being developed in this thesis is aimed
at characterisation of such samples by investigating a bulk material sample, it is
important to understand what quantitative information about the ensemble we can
obtain from the Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of large ensembles of embedded
nanoparticles. To this end, the formalism described in the previous section (�D
Fraunhofer di�raction patterns obtained by using the projection approximation, as
described by eq. (�.�)), was used to simulate Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of large
ensembles of Al�Cu nanoparticles embedded in an Al matrix. �e weakly di�racting
nanoparticle array corresponding to a sample volume de�ned by the transverse
coherence lengths and the thickness of a single nanoparticle, as highlighted in Figure
�.�, was modelled as a binary object with corresponding refractive indices for the
nanoparticles and surrounding matrix. Each sample function was a spatially random
distribution of ��–�� orthogonally oriented platelet shaped θ′ nanoparticles (§�.� and
Fig. �.�(a)), whose range of diameters was described by a Gaussian distribution,

D = �
σ
√
�π

exp�−(dnano − Sm)�
�σ � �, (5.13)

where dnano is the nanoparticle diameter, Sm is the mean nanoparticle diameter, and
σ is the standard deviation. Samples comprised of nanoparticle ensembles with
Sm = ���nm and Sm = ���nm were simulated, separately, where σ was varied from
� to ���nm. An example of a simulated �D array of the projected thickness of em-
bedded Al�Cu nanoparticles is shown in Figure �.�, where the ensemble is normally
distributed with Sm = ��� nm and σ = ���nm.
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(a) Projected thickness view. (b) Perspective view.

F����� �.�: Simulated projected thickness of Al�Cu nanoparticles in an Al-Cu
sample. �e ensemble of randomly positioned orthogonal nanoparticles has a mean
diameter of Sm = ���nm and σ = ���nm. �e Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of ���
such statistically similar arrays were incoherently added to model the Fraunhofer
di�raction pattern of a sample volumemuch greater than a single coherence volume.

5.1.5 Practical considerations for computing Fraunhofer

diffraction patterns from large sample volumes

Simulations of the sample and its Fraunhofer di�raction patterns were carried out
using IDL �.� (ITT Visual Information Solutions). From a practical perspective, the
restrictions on array size due to limited random access memory impose a harsh com-
promise between simulated volume and spatial resolution and/or computing time.
�e �rst approach discussed above (eq. (�.�)), using the projected thickness of smaller
sample volumes, whose Fraunhofer di�raction patterns are incoherently added, is
signi�cantly simpler computationally than the approach without the projection ap-
proximation. Including the nanoparticles over the entire longitudinal coherence
volume, beyond the applicability of the projection approximation, as described by
eq. (�.��), involves the �D FT of the scattering potential of the object sampled on a
curved Ewald sphere (cf. §�.�.�). Computationally this requires �D double precision
complex arrays and nonlinear sampling considerations to account for the Ewald
sphere curvature, which is an unnecessary complication in our case since the �rst
Born and projection approximations are indeed applicable.

�e �D FT was numerically implemented using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
which is a fast implementation of the Discrete Fourier Transform (Press et al., ����).
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In order to avoid artifacts from the sharp cut-o� of the transmission function of the
object at the edge of the array, the nanoparticle arrays were simulated with periodic
boundary conditions.

We anticipated that it would not be necessary to involve the entire illuminated
sample volume in the simulation of Fraunhofer di�raction from such samples when
using the projection approximation (as expressed by eq. (�.�)). To demonstrate this,
consider an X-ray beam size of �.��×�.��mm� (v×h). For a sample with a thickness of
�.��mm this beam illuminates an approximate volume of �×���µm�, which would
involve �.� × ��� sample sections (assuming a transverse coherence length of �µm in
both x and y, and a maximum nanoparticle diameter of ���nm). In Figure �.� we
compare the simulated di�raction pattern from one realisation of a sample section
(such as that in Figure �.�), with di�raction patterns comprising of a normalised
incoherent superposition of ��, ��� and �.�×��� Fraunhofer di�raction patterns. Each
of the coherent Fraunhofer di�raction patterns was obtained by taking the FT of a �D
transmission function (§�.�.�). �e speckle that carries information about the relative
positions of the nanoparticles is clearly visible in Figure �.�(a) where a single model
sample was used (such as that shown in Figure �.�). �is speckle is still evident in
Figure �.�(b), which is comprised of an incoherent sum of �� Fraunhofer di�raction
patterns from di�erent realisations of �D arrangements of the nanoparticles. However,
the speckle �uctuations fall to <�% of the signal (see Figure �.�(c)) when ��� such
Fraunhofer di�raction patterns are incoherently added, and are completely smoothed
out when �.� × ��� patterns are summed (Figure �.�(d)).

We con�rmed that ��� simulated sample sections is su�cient by demonstrating
(in the following section) that simulating the incoherent sum of �.� × ��� Fraunhofer
di�raction patterns from small ensembles of nanoparticles provides no improvement
in the reconstructed nanoparticle pro�les nor in convergence of the reconstruction
algorithm.

5.2 Nanoparticle reconstructions from simulated

Fraunhofer diffraction patterns of

polydisperse nanoparticle ensembles

�is section describes the second part of simulation stage (d) in Figure �.�, wherein
we present the results of an investigation into the in�uence of nanoparticle size
polydispersity on the Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from large ensembles, and more
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(a) Single random arrangement (b) From �� di�raction patterns

(c) From ��� di�raction patterns (d) From �.� × ��� di�raction patterns

F����� �.�: Simulated Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from arrays of randomly
arranged Al�Cu nanoparticles. A single realisation of randomly arranged orthogo-
nal platelet nanoparticles was used for the di�raction pattern in (a), while (b), (c)
and (d) are comprised of the incoherent sum of ��, ��� and �.� × ��� Fraunhofer
di�raction patterns, with corresponding �D pro�les at ky = � shown below. �e
intensities are shown on a log scale. �e interparticle interference e�ects, manifested
as speckle in the Fraunhofer di�raction pattern, are smoothed out when a su�cient
number of di�raction patterns from random sample section arrays are incoherently
added as described by eq. (�.�).
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importantly, on the reconstructed nanoparticles. �ese nanoparticles are iteratively
reconstructed from simulated Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from a large sample
volume, obtained from the incoherent addition of Fraunhofer di�raction patterns
from small sample volumes within which the projection approximation is valid, as
was described by eq. (�.�).

5.2.1 The hybrid input-output iterative image

reconstruction algorithm

In this section we discuss an iterative image reconstruction method that forms an
integral part of the nano-characterisation technique presented in this thesis: the
hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm (Figure �.�) (Gerchberg and Saxton, ����;
Fienup, ����).

�e Gerchberg and Saxton (����) algorithm was originally invented to retrieve
the phase from two intensity measurements, by iterating between the real-space
and Fourier domains while imposing constraints (the measured intensities in each
domain). Coherent di�ractive imaging (CDI) owesmuch of its success to the principle
of iterative Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algorithm. For the most simple scenario
in iterative phase retrieval, the reciprocal space constraint is the square root of the
measured intensity. �e constraint in real space is a �nite support, or a region within
which the sample is assumed to exist (i.e. the electron density is positive), surrounded
by a zero-density region. Provided the zero-density region is at least twice the size
of the support, the phase can be retrieved (Miao et al., ����). �is corresponds to
sampling at a spacing �ner than the Nyquist frequency, or oversampling (Bates, ����;
Miao et al., ����). For two and three dimensional di�raction data sets, oversampling
need not be double the Nyquist frequency in each dimension (Millane and Stroud,
����; Miao et al., ����), as the phase problem is underdetermined by a factor of �
given the magnitude of a Fourier transform sampled at the Bragg-peak frequency.

Fienup (����, ����) generalised and improved the rate of convergence of the
original Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm in the HIO algorithm, presented in Figure �.�.
In Figure �.� the parameter ξ is a positive constant, ξ ∈ (�, �), that governs the level of
feedback in the system, and γ represents the set of points at which g′k(x, y) (the next
estimate of the object function) violates the real space constraints, either by being
outside the support, or by having a negative value within the support (Miao et al.,
����). In the simpler error reduction algorithm (ER) (Fienup, ����), the next estimate
of the object function, gk+�(x, y), in Figure �.� is replaced with
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gk+�(x, y) =
���������
g ′k(x, y), (x, y) ∉ γ
�, (x, y) ∈ γ, (5.14)

and in the input-output (IO) algorithm, the next estimate is

gk+�(x, y) =
���������
gk(x, y), (x, y) ∉ γ
gk(x, y) − ξg ′k(x, y), (x, y) ∈ γ. (5.15)

�e progress of the HIO algorithm used in this thesis was monitored through the
value of the error, which was de�ned as

Error =
�������
∑(x,y)∈γ �g′(x, y)��
∑(x,y)∉γ �g′(x, y)��

�
� (5.16)

where the numerator is the sum of the squared values of g′(x) that lie in γ, the set of
points where the object-domain constraints are violated, while the denominator is
the sum of squared values of g′(x) that do not violate the constraints. A solution was
considered to have been found if the error is relatively constant and� � × ��−�.

�e HIO algorithm, or a combination of HIO and ER (for example in Miao
et al. (����); Nakashima et al. (����); Nishino et al. (����)), applied to su�ciently
oversampled Fraunhofer di�raction data, has proven pivotal in solving the non-
crystallographic phase retrieval problem, or image reconstruction, despite being

F����� �.�: Hybrid input-output algorithm. �e HIO algorithm alternates be-
tween the real and Fourier domains, imposing constraints that the object must
satisfy. In real space, the object is isolated (within a �nite support), while in Fourier
space, the amplitudemust equal the square root of themeasured intensity (Gerchberg
and Saxton, ����; Fienup, ����).
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limited to reconstructing only real, positive functions (Fienup, ����; Fienup and
Kowalczyk, ����). In CDI this limitation, i.e. the positivity of the imaginary part of
complex valued objects, can be used as an internal constraint for image reconstruction
(Miao et al., ����). Reconstruction of a complex-valued object is considerably more
di�cult, but achievable, given a su�ciently strong support constraint (Fienup, ����;
Pfeifer et al., ����; Newton et al., ����).

For optimum algorithm e�ciency when using the HIO and related algorithms
the support function should be as close as possible to the form and size of the object
function (Fienup, ����). An appropriate initial support function can be calculated
from the autocorrelation function� of the di�raction pattern. In one dimension the
diameter of the object is half the diameter of the autocorrelation function. However in
two dimensions, the exact support can not be determined uniquely from the autocor-
relation (Fienup et al., ����), and so the diameter constraint is not as useful (Fienup,
����). Marchesini et al. (����) introduced the so-called shrinkwrap algorithm for a
dynamic support that uses a threshold value cut-o� from the previous estimate of the
object to establish the new support, thereby expediting convergence of the algorithm.
We explored the use of a shrinkwrap algorithm but our reconstructions showed that
the threshold cut-o� value (even when using < �% of the projected thickness for the
support function of the next iteration) strongly a�ected the reconstructed pro�les.
�e reconstructed diameter was decreased by an inconsistent amount between recon-
structions with di�erent threshold cut-o� values, thereby introducing ambiguity into
the reconstructed nanoparticle pro�les. For this reason, the reconstruction results
presented in this thesis were obtained using a static support.

5.2.2 Reconstruction results and discussions

We applied the HIO algorithm just described to reconstruct �D images of Al�Cu
nanoparticles from simulated Fraunhofer di�raction patterns (as shown in §�.�.�)
based on Al-Cu samples with microstructures described in §�.�.�. �e results pre-
sented in this section con�rm that it is not necessary to simulate the entire illuminated
volume involved in the di�raction, and demonstrate that we can extract quantitative
information about the size distribution of the ensemble from the reconstruction.

A comparison of the reconstruction results from Fraunhofer di�raction patterns
of �, ��, ��� and �.�×��� realisations of randomly positioned orthogonal nanoparticles
in a �×�µm array (a�er �× ��� iterations) is shown in Figure �.�. �e sample function

��e autocorrelation of a function is the inverse FT of the magnitude squared of the FT of the
function.
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(a) Reconstruction attempt from � simulated
sample model

(b) Reconstruction attempt from �� simulated
sample models

(c) Reconstruction result from ��� simulated
sample models

(d) Reconstruction result from �.� × ��� simu-
lated sample models

F����� �.�: Reconstruction of Al�Cu nanoparticles from �, ��, ��� and �.� ×
��� model function realisations, a�er � × ��� iterations. �e HIO algorithm was
applied to simulated Fraunhofer di�raction patterns comprised of an incoherent sum
of Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of sample volumes within the coherence volume
as described by (eq. �.�) and as shown in Figure �.�. �e nanoparticle ensemble was
normally distributed with Sm = ���nm and σ = ���nm. �e reconstruction from
���model functions in (c) is identical to that from �.� × ��� model functions in (d),
indicating that the investigation of the e�ect of polydispersity of the ensemble on
the reconstructed nanoparticles does not require the incoherent sum of �.� × ���
Fraunhofer di�raction patterns as was suggested in §�.�.�. �e two orthogonal
reconstructed particles in (c) and (d) were almost identical so their average was
used as the �nal reconstructed nanoparticle pro�le. �e asymmetric elongation
of the reconstructed nanoparticle pro�les was found to depend quantitatively on
the standard deviation of the simulated nanoparticle diameters, indicating that the
ensemble nanoparticle size distribution can be extracted from the reconstructed
nanoparticle.
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for this example was an ensemble with Sm = ���nm and σ = ���nm (an example of
which was shown in Figure �.�). �e reconstruction from ��� sample functions in
Figure �.�(c) is almost identical to that from �.�×��� sample functions in Figure �.�(d),
con�rming the expectation discussed in §�.�.�, that the investigation of the e�ect of
polydispersity of the ensemble on the reconstructed nanoparticles does not require
the incoherent sum of �.� × ��� Fraunhofer di�raction patterns (as was suggested by
the arguments made in §�.�.�). �e following discussion refers to simulations and
reconstructions from ��� sample functions (for each ensemble).

For each normally distributed nanoparticle ensemble (as was described in §�.�.�),
two orthogonal platelet nanoparticles were consistently reconstructed from the simu-
lated di�raction patterns. �e oversampling condition was always ful�lled (§�.�.�) by
using a support whose dimensions were approximately (Sm + �σ) in each direction
(as long as somewhere in the convex support the x and y dimensions were of this
size). �e triangular support used in the example just presented is visible in Figure �.�.
Using a larger support also led to a successful reconstruction, unless the oversampling
condition was no longer ful�lled. �e relative positions of the two reconstructed
nanoparticles varied, generally determined by the size of the support function, where
a tighter support function forced the reconstructed nanoparticles to intersect. Using
a support much smaller than this led to failure in the convergence of the algorithm as
the imposed condition in the object domain (i.e. no electron density outside the sup-
port) were no longer appropriate, or in other words, the reconstructed nanoparticle
could not �t within the support.

�e two orthogonal nanoparticles in the �D reconstructions were identical (as
expected from the simulated sample microstructure) with the exception of a low level
of noise, so their pro�les were averaged to give an average nanoparticle representative
of the ensemble. �e reconstruction pro�les from a nanoparticle ensemble with
Sm = ���nm and σ between � and ���nm are shown in Figure �.�� (Nikulin et al.,
����).

For the case Sm = ���nm, the reconstructed nanoparticles’ increasingly asymmet-
ric pro�les are related to the deviation of nanoparticle diameters in the simulated
sample via

Sr
Sm
≈ �.��� + �.�����σ �.���, (5.17)

where Sr is the width of the reconstructed nanoparticle pro�le, as shown in Figure
�.��(a). �ese simulations were also carried out for the case Sm = ���nm, where the
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resultant relationship was
Sr
Sm
≈ �.��� + �.�����σ �.���, (5.18)

as shown in Figure �.��(b).
�us we have shown how the reconstructed nanoparticle pro�les quantitatively

depend on the polydispersity of an ensemble. Two sets of normally distributed ensem-
bles of Al�Cu nanoparticles embedded in an Al matrix were compared, resulting in
very similar relationships between the standard deviation and reconstructed nanopar-
ticle size (eqs. (�.��) and (�.��)). �ese results are potentially very important for the
interpretation of reconstructed nanoparticles from experimental di�raction data be-
cause they demonstrate that a beam size much larger than a typical coherence volume
(even at a third generation synchrotron) does not completely hide size information
about a polydisperse ensemble. Indeed we showed that in order to reliably reconstruct
nanoparticles whose pro�les can be used to quantify the polydispersity we require the
incoherent superposition of Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from a su�cient number
of small coherence volumes, where su�ciency was based on the interparticle speckle
being below �% of the di�raction signal.

In addition to the presented results, di�raction patterns from a vast number of
di�erent sample models were simulated and their average nanoparticles were recon-

F����� �.��: Reconstructed nanoparticle pro�les from simulated polydisperse
Al�Cu nanoparticle ensembles. �e normally distributed ensembles had Sm =
���nm.�e reconstructed nanoparticle size, Sr , taken from the basewidth, correlates
with the standard deviation of the simulated nanoparticle diameters, σ , according
to eq. (�.��), as shown in Figure �.��(a) (Nikulin et al., ����).
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(a) Sm = ���nm. (b) Sm = ���nm
F����� �.��: Ratio of reconstructed nanoparticle diameter tail, Sr , and mean simu-
lated diameter, Sm, vs. standard deviation of diameters, σ .

structed using the same approach as presented here, wherein we explored periodicity,
nanoparticle rotation, and size variations. �e convergence of the algorithm was
unhindered provided the support function in each case ful�lled the criteria discussed
in this section, i.e. that it was su�ciently large to �t the average nanoparticle and yet
small enough so that the oversampling condition was ful�lled. When this condition
was ful�lled, we found that there was no restriction on the nanoparticle size distribu-
tions that could be reliably reconstructed. We also simulated Fraunhofer di�raction
patterns from GP zones (single or double layers of pure Cu as compared to Al�Cu as
for the results discussed in this section), wherein the di�raction contrast was greater
between the nanoparticles and their surrounding medium, enhancing the signal, but
their volume was much smaller. In these instances the average nanoparticles were
again readily reconstructed. Sample rotation (particle orientation) did not a�ect the
e�cacy of the reconstruction, resulting in correspondingly oriented reconstructed
nanoparticles, regardless of the sample model used, which was expected.

Samples with polydisperse nanoparticles that were periodically arranged along
one or both axes were also simulated. We found that nanoparticles were rarely re-
liably reconstructed and the periodicity was always present in the reconstructions
in the form of streaks (see Figure �.��). In Figure �.��(a) ��� simulated Fraunhofer
di�raction patterns were incoherently added, while for the reconstruction in Figure
�.��(b) the di�raction pattern consisted of ����� sample functions. �e increase in the
number of models used did not alter the contribution of the periodic signal present in
the reconstruction nor improve the reconstructed nanoparticle form. �is sensitivity
to periodicity may be bene�cial if the spatial distribution of the nanoparticles is of
primary interest. Conversely, the obvious limitation is that the reconstructed nanopar-
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ticle is not likely to be an accurate reconstruction in the presence of well pronounced
periodicity in the sample. Although in Al-Cu alloys the microstructure sometimes
shows periodicity in small volumes (< �µm�), the signal from these volumes would
not play a signi�cant role compared to the total large volume typically illuminated in
our experiments (i.e. ∼ �.�� × ���µm� ), so the average reconstructed nanoparticle
from experimental results is expected to be accurate.

(a) From ���models (b) From �����models

F����� �.��: Reconstructions from Fraunhofer di�raction of periodically ar-
ranged nanoparticles. In this example the normally distributed ensemble had
Sm = ���nm and σ = ���nm. �e nanoparticles were arranged periodically in both
xs and ys, with interparticle spacing of (a) ���nm and (b) various periods (��nm,
��nm, ��nm and ��nm). Streaks from the periodicity are clearly visible and the
nanoparticles are not well reconstructed.

We close this section on reconstructions of nanoparticles from simulated Fraun-
hofer di�raction patterns from large ensembles of embedded nanoparticles with a
brief summary of the main results. We discussed how to simulate, and showed an
example of, the di�raction pattern of a large sample volume containing weakly di�ract-
ing nanoparticles by incoherently superposing a number of Fraunhofer di�raction
patterns from volumes within which the projection and �rst Born approximations
are valid. We then demonstrated the consistency of nanoparticle reconstructions
from a small number (���) of model realisations involved in the di�raction pattern
sum, compared to �.� × ��� models, expediting the simulations. We also showed
that there was a quantitative relationship between ensemble polydispersity and the
reconstructed nanoparticles from such di�raction patterns. We now turn to the next
stage in the simulation process, stage (e) in Figure �.�, involving di�raction from the
sample in analyser based reciprocal space maps.
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5.3 Simulating analyser based reciprocal space

maps

�e next stage in the experimental setup (Figure �.�) is stage (e): analyser based
reciprocal space maps of Fraunhofer di�raction from ensembles of weakly di�racting
embedded nanoparticles. We described the geometry of reciprocal space mapping
in §�.�.� and in the previous two sections we covered how to model Fraunhofer
di�raction from such samples and what information about the ensemble is obtainable
from the Fraunhofer di�raction patterns. In this section we present the simulated
reciprocal space maps with Fraunhofer di�raction from the sample, wherein we
investigate the e�ects of the size distribution or rotation of the particles about the
optical axis, which will enable us to interpret the experimentally measured RSMs
presented in the next chapter (§�.�).

5.3.1 Simulating reciprocal space maps with XDC

Reciprocal space maps were simulated using XDC�, a code written for conventional
triple crystal di�ractometry. XDC calculates a �DX-ray wave�eld di�racted from two
ideal crystals in a single-re�ection, non-dispersive setting (the sample and analyser in
conventional TAD) as a function of their angular positions. �e calculation involves
solving the Takagi equations (§�.�.�) (Afanas’ev and Kohn, ����), with numerical
integration as described in the work of Epelboin and Riglet (����) and Epelboin
(����). XDC can be used to simulate various single scans in reciprocal space, obtained
by rotation of either the �nd or �rd axis (or both), as was described in Figure �.�. A �D
RSM is obtained by collating such scans, in a manner that is identical to experimental
acquisition of reciprocal space maps (§�.�.�).

�e dynamical e�ects (�nite wavelength bandwidth) of the monochromator (the
�st crystal in TAD) are not taken into account in XDC as a planar, monochromatic
incident beam is assumed. �is high degree of coherence� is not achievable exper-
imentally, nor is it desired as the monochromator wavelength bandwidth plays an

�XDC is a simulation code (written in Fortran) for conventional triple axis di�ractometry calcula-
tions. It was written by Dr. Timur Gureyev from CSIRO, Australia.

�Assuming a planar, monochromator beam in XDC does not simulate complete coherence, as
the beam is bounded by the speci�ed length across the surface of the crystals (along xc), thereby
introducing an arti�cial cut-o�. �e beam length along xc was chosen to be ���µm, corresponding to
a beam width of ��µm at an incident angle of θB = ��.���° (Si(���) with λ = �.�����Å).�e spatial
resolution in the beam was �nm.
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essential role in recording �D information about the sample, as was discussed in
§�.�.�.

F����� �.��: Geometry of reciprocal space mapping as simulated by XDC. A
�nite �D plane wave is modulated by the sample and then di�racted from two ideal,
semi-in�nite crystals in the single re�ection, non-dispersive setting. �D RSMs can
be simulated by collating �D scans as described in Figure �.�.

�e crystalline function of the monochromator is replaced by the sample function
from the ensemble of nanoparticles in the form of a �D transmission function, along
xs, as shown in Figure �.��. �e transmission function of the sample follows the
de�nition in eq. (�.��), where the projection approximation was used, but in this
case the sample information in the y direction is omitted. Along the surface of the
analyser, xc, the incident beam is

t(xc) = t(xs)
sin θB

, (5.19)

= � + ik ∫ [−δ(xs, zs) + iβ(xs, zs)]dzs
sin θB

. (5.20)

5.3.2 Simulation and measurement of the triple axis

diffractometry instrumental function

In the analyser based reciprocal space mapping technique we are developing it is
necessary to adequately characterise the e�ect of the setup before we introduce the
sample, which is achieved by simulating and measuring the TAD instrumental func-
tion (§�.�.�). In conventional TAD the �D instrumental pro�le can be calculated
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by taking into account the re�ectivity of each crystal and the e�ect of each optical
element in the beam path of the triple crystal di�ractometer (Zaumseil and Win-
ter, ����b; Kotsis and Alexandropoulos, ����; Fewster, ����; Gartstein et al., ����).
With XDC we calculate the instrumental function by using a plane wave as the input
wave instead of the transmission function of the sample. In this case the speci�ed
computing length along the surface of the �rst analyser crystal (along xc in Figure
�.��) determines the extent of the plane incident wave along xs, which is equivalent
to using an input wave�eld the value of which is (� + �i) at every point along xs. As
the role of the detector in our TAD setup is replaced by the second analyser crystal in
XDC, the detector aperture is not taken into account but is e�ectively approximated
by the angular acceptance of the second Si crystal.

�e simulated RSM of the TAD instrumental function calculated with XDC
is shown in orthogonal (Qx ,Qz) coordinates (Figure �.��(a)), which are related
to the angular deviations (from Bragg di�raction positions) of the analyser and
detector, α and ∆�θ, respectively, via eqs. (�.�) and (�.��). �e reciprocal space
region that was probed covered a parallelogram, i.e. Qx = ±�.����nm−�, and for
the �rst scan, Qz ∈ [−�.���,�.���]nm−�, and the last scan (out of ��� in this case),
Qz ∈ [−�.���, �.���]nm−�, with steps of �.�����nm−� along Qz during scans and steps
of �.�����nm−� along Qx between scans. �e crystal truncation rod is labelled C,
and the pseudo peak from crystal � in conventional TAD is labelled D. As a result
of the omission of the dynamical di�raction of the monochromator in XDC, the
monochromator pseudo streak (labelled M) is a delta function, i.e. only one pixel
thick.

For comparison with the simulated data, an experimental instrumental function
is shown in Figure �.��(b). It was measured on beamline BL��XU at SPring-� with
a double re�ection Si(���) monochromator and single re�ection Si(���) analyser
crystal. A beam size of �.��×�.�mm� (v×h) was used. �e experimental setup was
described in further detail in §�.�. In the experimental instrumental function (Figure
�.��(b)) the detector streak, inclined at θB anti-clockwise from the Qz axis, is very
thin (single pixel), making it di�cult to resolve due to large angular steps in α and/or
∆�θ (which were αstep = �.���° and ∆�θstep = �.���°). Even slight misalignment of
the optics can render this streak invisible. �e prominent crystal truncation rod
(vertical streak) shows that the RSM is slightly shi�ed on the Qx axis, which is due
to a slight misalignment of the Bragg position of the analyser. �e use of a double
re�ection monochromator su�ciently suppressed the tails of the monochromator
pseudo streak in this RSM to render it invisible (see the discussion on multiple
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(a) Simulated TAD instrumental function

(b) Experimentally measured TAD instrumental function

F����� �.��: Simulated and experimentally measured TAD instrumental func-
tions. �e X-ray energy was ��.� keV, and the analyser was a single re�ection Si(���)
crystal and the beam size was �.��×�.�mm� (v×h). In the simulations the monochro-
mator pseudo streak, labelled M, is a delta function (except for numerical artifacts
that arise from �nite steps along the analyser surface), as the simulations do not
take into account the wavelength bandwidth of the monochromator. �e measured
instrumental function shows a very thin detector pseudo streak, labelled D, a wide
crystal truncation rod from the analyser, labelled C, and di�use scattering from air
and other e�ects discussed in the main text.
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re�ections in §�.�.�). �e background intensity is due to air scattering, however its
prominence is exaggerated in this RSM due to the detector being saturated in the
central region.

As the technique being developed in this thesis is a nanoscale characterisation
technique, we are interested in measuring di�raction at high kx or kz values, which
in a non-Bragg di�racting sample is o�en a weaker signal. �us it is more important
to choose an incident intensity (beam size) and display range that favours the weaker
signals. �is choice may lead to saturation in the central region despite the relatively
high dynamic range of the detector.

5.3.3 Simulations of RSMs with various nanoparticle size

distributions and nanoparticle rotation

In this section we present simulated analyser based RSMs of Fraunhofer di�raction
from embedded Al-Cu nanoparticle ensembles. We explore the e�ect of nanoparticle
rotation about the optical axis as well as nanoparticle diameter polydispersity, in
order to interpret the experimental RSMs exploring the sensitivity of the technique
to nanoparticle presence and orientation, which will be presented in §�.�. First
we examine the e�ect of rotation of the sample about the optical axis on RSMs
from a monodisperse system of ���nm mean diameter. Second, we look at the
e�ect of increasing the standard deviation of a polydisperse ensemble for two mean
nanoparticle diameters, ���nm and ���nm.

We discussed in §�.� that the Fraunhofer di�raction from the sample lies with
the kx axis along the monochromator pseudo streak in the RSM. As XDC does not
include the e�ects of the wavelength bandwidth of the monochromator and only
considers a �D input (eq. (�.��)), the signal from the sample modulates only the
monochromator pseudo streak and does not carry �D information about the sample
into the RSM in the kz direction (perpendicular to themonochromator pseudo streak).
As a result, only the e�ective projected nanoparticle diameter along xs contributes to
the di�raction signal along the monochromator pseudo streak. �is is equivalent to
the projection or Fourier slice theoremwe discussed in §�.�.�. For the one dimensional
case, the theorem states that the �D Fourier transform of the projection of the �D
sample function onto the xs axis is equal to the �D slice along kx through the centre
of the �D Fourier transform of the �D sample function. �is is signi�cant because
even though the simulations only have a �D sample function, the di�racted intensity
along the monochromator pseudo streak (along kx) is an appropriate simulation of
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the experimental intensities along the streak for the weakly di�racting samples we
will examine in chapter �.

If the initial orientation of the platelet nanoparticles is along the xs, ys and zs
axes, as in Figure �.�, then clockwise rotation about the optical axis by θZ results in
e�ective diameters (along xs) of de�(�) = �Sm cos(θZ)� and de�(�) = �Sm sin(θZ)� for
nanoparticles (�) and (�), respectively. In Figure �.�� the lime and dark blue curves
show the e�ective nanoparticle diameters from nanoparticle (�) and (�), respectively,
which contribute simultaneously to the di�racted intensity as a function of rotation
about the optical axis.

F����� �.��: E�ective diameter (projected onto xs) as a function of the rotation
of the sample about the optical axis, zs. �is simple relationship between angle of
rotation and e�ective diameter shows the equivalence of many rotation angles due to
the intrinsic symmetry of the habitat planes of two sets of Al-Cu nanoparticles: (�)
in (xs , zs) and (�) in the (ys , zs) plane. �e solid lime and dark blue curves show the
e�ective nanoparticle diameter of ���nm particles (labelled (�) and (�) in Figure �.�
respectively), where both e�ective diameters contribute to the di�racted intensity
simultaneously (but not equally). �e dashed curves correspond to the same sample
rotated by ��° as will be explored experimentally in the technique feasibility study
presented in §�.�.

We will ignore nanoparticle (�) as its di�raction signal is much weaker than that
from particles (�) and (�) and rotation about zs doesn’t a�ect its e�ective diameter
along xs. �is simple geometrical relationship between the azimuthal rotation an-
gle and e�ective nanoparticle diameters means that many orientations about zs are
equivalent by virtue of the three orthogonal axes of four-fold rotational symmetry
of the planes along which the nanoprecipitates form in an Al-Cu alloy (along the
orthogonal <���>Al family of planes).
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�e biggest change in the e�ective nanoparticle diameter during sample rotation
leads to the biggest di�erence in the di�racted intensity along the monochromator
pseudo streak. As seen in Figure �.��, due to the symmetry of the habitat planes of
the nanoparticles, the biggest possible change in e�ective diameter is ∆de� = Sm�√�,
i.e. perfectly aligned particles with nanoparticles parallel and perpendicular to the
di�raction plane for orientation �, and then rotated by ��° about the optical axis for
orientation � (Figure �.��). �e sample holder/heater (described in §�.�) was designed
to allow rotation of the sample by ��° for this reason.

F����� �.��: Rotation of nanoparticles about the optical axis. Two orientations –
with particles parallel and perpendicular to the di�raction plane, and with both sets
of particles at ��° to the di�raction plane.

To investigate the e�ects of rotation of a sample we simulated RSMs from a
monodisperse nanoprecipitate ensemble where Sm = ���nm with rotation about zs
by θZ = �, ��, ��, ��, and �� degrees. In Figure �.�� we show two RSMs corresponding
to θZ = �° and θZ = �°. �e crystal truncation rod from the analyser and pseudo
streaks from the second analyser crystal in XDC (Figure �.��) and the di�raction
signal from the sample (along the monochromator pseudo streak) are labelled C, D
and M, respectively. �e di�racted intensity along the monochromator pseudo streak
is the incoherent sum of Airy patterns (the Fourier transform of a circular aperture
(Cowley, ����)), corresponding to the projected nanoparticle pro�les in the input
of XDC, i.e. the incident beam (eq. (�.��)). For the monodisperse case here, the
Airy patterns are identical, which leads to good visibility of di�raction minima and
maxima in Figure �.��(b). �is is clearer in Figure �.�� where the monochromator
pseudo streak pro�les from the six orientations are compared.

�e e�ective diameters in the ensemble can be found from the �rst minima in
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(a) θZ = �°

(b) θZ = �°
F����� �.��: Simulated �D RSMs from a monodisperse ensemble of Al-Cu
nanoparticles in two orientations. Both RSMs are from a sample with Sm = ���nm
where (a) has the nanoparticles aligned parallel and perpendicular to the di�raction
plane and (b) has the sample rotated by �° about the optical axis. �e �D input
function for XDC primarily a�ects the monochromator pseudo streak, labelled M,
so no �D information is obtainable from such simulations in the absence of a priori
knowledge about the nanoparticles. In this case the di�raction pro�le is an Airy
pattern from the e�ective diameter, de�, where (a) de� = ���nm and (b) de� = ��nm.
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the Airy patterns by

de� ≅ �.��λ
sin θmono

, (5.21)

where θmono is the deviation of either α or ∆�θ from the Bragg position, since α = ∆�θ
along the monochromator pseudo streak.

F����� �.��: Simulated monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from various az-
imuthal orientations of the sample. �e simulated sample had an ensemble of
nanoparticles with identical diameters of ���nm, so as to isolate the e�ects of rotation
from that of size deviation. �e purple pro�le corresponds to the monochromator
pseudo streak in Figure �.��(b).

Experimentally the di�racted intensity is proportional to the volume of the scat-
terer squared. However, in these �D simulations that are projected into a �D beam, the
intensity depends consequently on the squared projected width of the nanoparticles
only. �e e�ective projected width (≥ �nm) of the nanoparticles follows the comple-
mentary relationship to the projected diameter, i.e. when the e�ective diameter is
scaled by the sine, it is scaled by the cosine. �is means that as the e�ective nanoparti-
cle diameter decreases, the projected width increases and the contribution from those
particular nanoparticles grows signi�cantly with the projected width. �is explains
why in the simulated monochromator pro�les shown in Figure �.��we clearly observe
only the Airy patterns corresponding to the smaller e�ective diameters. For example,
when θZ = �° (the purple pro�le) the e�ective diameters along xs of nanoparticles (�)
and (�) are ���nm and ��nm, respectively, and we clearly observe the signal from
the latter. Interestingly, the intensities in Figure �.�� are very similar in the central
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region (−�.��° < θ < �.��°) and although there are two sets of orthogonal particles
contributing identically to the ��° case (as they have the same e�ective diameter, de�),
the di�racted intensity does not increase, since the projected nanoparticle width
along zs is at a minimum.

We also investigated the e�ect of ensemble polydispersity on the monochromator
pseudo streak by simulating reciprocal space maps from normally distributed Al-Cu
nanoparticle ensembles. Here we present the results from four sets of simulations,
where Sm = ���, ��� and ���nm with corresponding thicknesses of �, �, � and ��nm
and standard deviations of up to ��% of Sm for each ensembles. To approximate the
true form of Al-Cu nanoparticles, the widths of the nanoparticles in each ensemble
were normally distributed with the same fractional standard deviation as the diameter.

�e simulated monochromator pseudo streaks for the Sm = ���nm ensembles are
shown in Figure �.��(a) where they have been o�set from one another by powers of
�� for clarity. Very similar results were obtained for the Sm = ���nm case, to which
the exact arguments that follow can also be applied. Without loss of generality in our
demonstration we include the Sm = ��� and ���nm cases.

As the number of nanoparticles in the beam remained relatively constant (∼ ���
nanoparticles in a ��µm beam along xs), the intensity of the central region was the
same for the various polydisperse ensembles. �e intensity pro�les are very similar
in the simulated angular range, with an increasingly noticeable decline in intensity as
σ is increased. �is was expected from the sample’s idealised orientation whereby the
dominant contributor to the di�raction pattern was the width of the nanoparticles.
While the �rst minima (centred at ∼ ±�.�°, from eq. (�.��)) are outside the simulated
range, it is nevertheless clear that the intensity decrease in the tails of the red pro�le
(σ = ���nm) is due to the contribution of the larger nanoparticles in the polydisperse
ensemble since their Airy patterns’ �rst minima is at a smaller di�raction angle. �e
�rst minima from the mean diameter in the ensemble are at ∼ ±�.��°, which is visible
in Figure �.��(a) but is not a reliable signal with the chosen angular step size and, more
signi�cantly, the level of noise, which is due to rounding errors. In comparison, the
simulated monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from the Sm = ���nm ensembles
are shown in Figure �.��(b). �e �rst minima of the monodisperse ensemble (black
line) are at ∼ ±�.��°, corresponding to the thickness (��nm) as expected. �ese results
show that di�raction pro�les from such ensembles with a standard deviation of >��%
(���nm) inhibit direct evidence of the Airy patterns.

A simple way to overcome the limitation of an insu�cient angular range, while
keeping the same angular step sizes and experimental data collection times (approxi-
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(a) Sm = ���nm with mean nanoparticle width = �nm

(b) Sm = ���nm with mean nanoparticle width = ��nm

F����� �.��: Simulated monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from various
nanoparticle diameter distributions, o�set from one another for clarity. �e simu-
lated samples had ensembles of Al-Cu nanoparticles with (a) Sm=���nm and (b)
Sm=���nm. �e nanoparticle widths were normally distributed with the same frac-
tional standard deviation as the diameters. �e nanoparticles in all samples were
aligned parallel and perpendicular to the di�raction plane, i.e. θZ = �°, whereby the
dominant contributor to the di�raction pattern was the width of the nanoparticles.
�e �rst minima in (a) are outside the simulated range (at ∼ ±�.�°), hiding the e�ects
of polydispersity. However, the pro�les in (b) demonstrate that provided the angular
range is su�cient for the �rst minima to be visible, perfectly aligned samples lend
themselves to analysis of polydispersity. In this case the Airy pattern minima are no
longer discernible for ensembles with a standard deviation of >��%.
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mately �minutes per scan) is to introduce a small rotation of the ensemble about the
optical axis. �is was done for the ensembles with Sm = ���, ��� and Sm = ���nm,
whose monochromator pseudo streaks are shown in Figure �.��, where θZ = �°. From
these simulations we see the limitation of visibility of Airy pattern minima at standard
deviations in the nanoparticle size of approximately ��%.

Figure �.��(c) shows pro�les that di�er from simple Airy patterns and the minima
and maxima are less clear. �e FT of the �D projected nanoparticle thickness in this
case is no longer an Airy pattern so eq. (�.��) is no longer valid. Hence in order
to quantitatively analyse the di�raction pro�le for ensemble size and polydispersity
we need to know the form of the nanoparticles and then simulate their di�raction
pro�les as presented here. In the case of a completely unknown nanoparticle form, a
�D di�raction pro�le can provide limited quantitative information about at least one
dimension of the nanoparticle.

An important observation from these simulation results is that even a very small
deviation in alignment of the Al crystallographic axes with the di�raction plane results
in a signi�cant change in the di�racted intensity from such anisotropic nanoparticles.
Without knowledge of the sample’s exact crystallographic orientation it will be di�cult
to retrieve accurate nanoparticle dimensions from a single di�raction pro�le. If,
however, we record di�raction pro�les from two sample orientations with a known
relative angle (e.g. ��°), then the problem reduces to solving the following equations
for the mean nanoparticle size in the sample, S, and θZ ,

S� cos θZ � = �.��λ
sin∆α�

, (5.22)

S� cos[θZ + ��]� = �.��λ
sin∆α�

, (5.23)

where S is in nm and θZ is the angle between the di�raction plane and the (���)Al
plane (particle (�) in Figure �.��), λ is the wavelength in nm, and ∆α� and ∆α� are the
angles of the �rst minima in the di�raction pro�les from the sample in orientation �
and �, respectively. For the orthogonally oriented nanoparticles, particle (�) in Figure
�.��, we need to replace the cosine with sine.

As mentioned brie�y in the discussion of Figure �.��(a), for a monodisperse
nanoparticle ensemble with [���]Al parallel to the optical axis, the di�raction pro-
�le consists of contributions from two Airy patterns, arising from the diameter of
nanoparticle (�) and width of nanoparticle (�). However, in most cases we can only
observe one Airy pattern clearly, as measuring the contributions from large diameters
requires very high angular resolution. It is experimentally impractical to measure
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(a) Sm = ���nm with mean nanoparticle width = �nm

(b) Sm = ���nm with mean nanoparticle width = �nm

(c) Sm = ���nm with mean nanoparticle width = ��nm

F����� �.��: Simulated monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from various
diameter distributions where θZ = �°. �e simulated samples had ensembles of
Al-Cu nanoparticles with (a) Sm=���nm, (b) Sm=���nm and (c) Sm=���nm. (a)
and (b) show that a slightly rotated sample lends itself well to analysis of nanoparticle
ensemble polydispersity without the need for very large angular scans, provided Sm
and θZ are known. However, the (c) pro�les are no longer simply Airy patterns as the
projected nanoparticle thickness into a �D function is not a simple form anymore.
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both the signal from a large diameter, with high resolution, and the signal from
the small width, simultaneously. One could, for example, use a di�erent analyser
for di�erent angular resolution, but one would have to prioritise one or the other
nanoparticle dimension. In this case when the sample is in orientation � (θZ = ��°)
the Airy patterns from nanoparticles (�) and (�) overlap. However, for any other
initial orientation of the sample it may be unclear which nanoparticle’s Airy pattern
is more clearly visible. Equations (�.��) and (�.��) can only be applied if the Airy
patterns observed in both orientations of the sample arise from nanoparticles in the
same set of crystallographic planes. In this case the complementary version of eq.
(�.��) or eq. (�.��) (where cosine is replaced by sine) would yield a more plausible
solution for θZ and S.

�ese simulations demonstrate that for a polydisperse ensemble with a narrow
diameter spread, once S and θZ are found, the size distribution of the ensemble may
be recovered from the visibility of di�raction minima and maxima, as compared
in Figure �.��(b). We also showed that perfectly aligned samples can also lend
themselves to analysis of polydispersity provided the angular range of the di�raction
data is su�cient for the �rst minimum (from the nanoparticle width) to be visible.

Another signi�cant outcome from these simulations is that although they are not a
comprehensive simulation of the exact setup used in the experimental data collection
presented in the next chapter, they do demonstrate that quantitative information
about the microstructure (in a bulk material sample containing weakly di�racting
embedded nanoparticles) is available from �D scans in reciprocal space, i.e. along the
monochromator pseudo streaks. �e bene�t of scanning smaller regions in reciprocal
space is that time resolved studies with improved time resolution may be carried out,
and it would also mean a higher number of samples could be explored given the same
experimental beam time.

However, it is still necessary to obtain a complete �D RSM with a high signal
to noise ratio, as well as high angular resolution and range, in order to be able to
reconstruct average nanoparticles in the ensemble. An example of where this is
required will be shown in §�.�.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we narrowed the discussion of Fraunhofer di�raction from chapter �
to the particular case of large ensembles of embedded Al-Cu nanoparticles in a bulk
material sized sample. We showed that the �rst Born approximation is satis�ed for
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the coherence volumes involved. We also showed that the validity of the projection
approximation, which greatly simpli�es simulations of di�raction patterns, is limited
to very thin sample sections and X-ray energies of >� keV for the nanoparticle size
scales typically used in our experiments. We then presented results of nanoparticle
reconstructions from Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of various nanoparticle size dis-
tributions, demonstrating that quantitative �D information regarding the nanoparticle
ensemble polydispersity can be extracted from the reconstructions. �ese simulations
demonstrated that a large beam can be used to analyse weakly di�racting embedded
nanoparticles.

�e last part of this chapter was dedicated to describing simulations of reciprocal
spacemapping with an analyser crystal. We compared a simulated and experimentally
measured instrumental function, highlighting the capabilities and limitations of the
idealised simulation approach. Finally, we presented the results of simulations of
reciprocal space maps of di�raction from ensembles of Al-Cu nanoparticles in an Al
alloy for various size distributions and orientations of the particles with respect to
the di�raction plane of the analyser. We showed that it is quite simple to determine
the average nanoparticle size in the ensemble and the orientation of the sample
with respect to the di�raction plane from the monochromator pseudo streaks in
RSMs of two orientations of the sample with a known relative rotation about the
optical axis. However, this particular analysis is limited to systems with relatively low
polydispersity (a deviation of � ��% in normally distributed nanoparticle diameters),
as greater deviations concealed the Airy pattern in the di�raction pro�le. �ese
results emphasise that quantitative information about the ensemble can be extracted
directly from small regions in the RSM, which would expedite both static and in situ
real-time sample investigations.

In the following chapter we present the nano-characterisation technique develop-
ment as experimentally implemented in three stages. We explore the feasibility of the
technique, including its sensitivity to nanoparticle orientation about the optical axis
and its ability to study in situ real-time nanoparticle growth. We also report on the
�rst experiment to characterise Al-Cu alloys using the techniques simulated here.





Experimental development of

an X-ray nanoparticle

characterisation technique

�

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we combined X-ray di�raction theory from chapter � and
the experimental particulars presented in chapter � to describe di�raction from
ensembles of embedded nanoparticles. We simulated Fraunhofer di�raction patterns
from bulk material sized samples as well as analyser based reciprocal space maps, in
which we explored polydispersity and sample rotation.

In this chapter we present the results of a series of experiments, in three stages, in
which we implement the reciprocal space mapping technique for the characterisation
of embedded nanoparticles. In §�.� we validate the sensitivity of the new triple
axis di�ractometry (TAD) technique to the presence and orientation of various size
distributions of weakly di�racting nanoparticles in an Al-Cu alloy. �e experiment
also served to explore a suitable sample thickness for further investigations. �e
second experiment, presented in §�.�, is an observation of the real-time changes
in the di�raction from a variety of Al-Cu alloys during nanoparticle growth, i.e.
during in situ sample heating. Mono- and polycrystalline samples were used, with
di�erent concentrations of copper and ageing temperatures. �ese results aided the
selection of an appropriate sample and heat treatment for the �rst in-depth, real-time,
reciprocal space mapping investigation of in situ nanoparticle growth in an Al-Cu
alloy. �e experiment also led to important improvements in the custom made in situ
sample heater that were necessary to ensure an accurately controlled, stable sample
temperature over the duration of the in situ heat treatment. Section �.� presents the
results from the �rst in situ, real-time X-ray di�raction investigation of the early
stages of nanoparticle growth in a bulk material Al-Cu sample containing embedded
nanoparticles, using reciprocal space mapping. �e time-dependent changes in

���
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one dimensional (�D) di�raction pro�les extracted from the reciprocal space maps
are shown to be in excellent agreement with simulated pro�les based on a semi-
quantitative model of local interparticle strain.

6.2 Establishing the sensitivity of the reciprocal

space mapping technique to nanoparticle

size and orientation: a feasibility study

6.2.1 Introduction

In this section we describe an experiment designed to investigate the sensitivity of
the TAD setup to various size distributions of nanoparticles, and to changes in the
orientation of the embedded nanoparticles with respect to the di�raction plane of
the analyser crystal, as explored in the simulations in §�.�.�. Some results from this
section are featured in the publication Early detection of nanoparticle growth from
X-ray reciprocal space mapping, N. A. Zatsepin, R. A. Dilanian, A. Y. Nikulin, B. M.
Gable, B. C.Muddle andO. Sakata,Appl. Phys. Lett., �� ����� (����). �is publication
is included in the Appendix (Zatsepin et al., ����).

6.2.2 Experimental setup and sample details

�e experiment was carried out on BL��XU, SPring-�, details of which were presented
in §�.�. �e TAD setup, as shown in Figure �.� and described in §�.�, involved a
double re�ection, channel-cut Si(���) monochromator, used to select ��.� keV X-
rays, with slits limiting the beam size to �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for most samples, and
�.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for the TAD instrumental function measurements. �e analyser
was a single re�ection Si(���) crystal (refer to §�.�.�) and the detector was a silicon
PIN diode (§�.�) with a �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) slit.

�e samples were thin discs with diameters of �mm and thicknesses along the
beam propagation direction from �.�� ± �.��mm to �.�� ± �.��mm, cut from an
Al-�.�wt% Cu single-crystal, with the surface parallel to (���)Al. �e size of the
sample discs was chosen so that samples could easily be prepared for transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) subsequently to the X-ray experiments. All samples
were subjected to solution heat treating for an hour at ���°C and water quenched, as
described in §�.�.
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We prepared six samples to explore four di�erent size distributions of embedded
nanoparticles, and di�erent sample thicknesses, as listed in Table �.�. �e estimated
modal particle diameter was based on heat treatments and previous experience with
related samples (Gable, ����b). �ese size distributions were chosen to represent four
relatively early stages of nanoparticle growth, as understanding the details of these
stages are most important for controlling the �nal microstructure (cf. §�.�). Starting
with such small, potentially polydisperse, weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles
presents a challenge as it was unknown whether they would result in any measurable
signal.

�
Sample
thickness
(mm)

Ageing
temp.
(°C)

Ageing
time

(hours)

Estimated mean
particle diameter, Sm
(nm) (Gable, ����b)

Sample � �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� � ���
Sample �a �.�� ± �.�� ��� ��� ∼���
Sample �b �.�� ± �.�� ��� ��� ∼���
Sample �a �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� ∼���
Sample �b �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� ∼���
Sample �a �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� ∼���
Sample �b �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� ∼���
T���� �.�: List ofAl-�.�wt%Cusamples prepared for the feasibility study. Details
of various samples prepared for testing the sensitivity of the reciprocal spacemapping
technique to nanoparticle size, rotation and sample thickness. �ese samples were
cut from a Al-�.�wt% Cu single crystal, with (���)Al parallel to the surface.

6.2.3 Results

�e results will be presented by starting with the TAD instrumental function RSM,
followed by the sample RSMs and their respective monochromator pseudo streak
pro�les, each with some discussion. Finally, we discuss the comparison of scaled,
symmetrisedmonochromator pseudo streaks from all samples, and close with general
conclusions obtained from this feasibility study.

TAD instrumental function

�e TAD instrumental function measured for this particular setup is shown in
(Qx ,Qz) coordinates in Figure �.�, obtained from (α,∆�θ) via eqs. (�.�) and (�.��).
As with all experimental RSMs presented in this thesis, the intensity has been scaled
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against the natural decrease of the current over time, and is displayed on a log scale.
�is instrumental function has a lower signal to noise ratio (SNR) than that shown in
Figure �.��(b), where we introduced the TAD instrumental function characteristics,
since the beam used here was smaller. Qualitatively it is identical, with a thin detector
streak and analyser crystal truncation rod, labelled D and C respectively, on a di�use
background. Analyser crystals are never truly perfect, so there is always a di�use
background signal from thermal and point defect di�use scattering, and dissolved O�.
�ere are also parasitic scattering phenomena such as air scattering and contributions
from the Beryllium window at the entrance to the synchrotron optics hutch.

F����� �.�: Experimental TAD instrumental function, displayed on a log scale.
Reciprocal space map around the Si(���) re�ection, showing the analyser’s crystal
truncation rod (labelled C), monochromator and detector pseudo streaks, labelled
M and D, respectively. �e beam size at the position of the (absent) sample was
�.��×�.��mm� (v×h).

�e limited experimental time at synchrotrons and the sensitivity of the detector
meant that the RSMs of the TAD instrumental function were generally measured
with shorter exposure times than RSMs with the sample in place, and o�en with
lower resolution, and/or smaller angular range. Qualitatively, this is su�cient in
order to ascertain the e�ects of the instrumental function. However, there is no
obvious manner in which to calibrate the RSMs to an identical intensity scale, for a
number of reasons. Firstly, in the vicinity of the reciprocal lattice point, i.e. the central
region of the RSM, the beam either saturated the detector or its intensity was outside
the detector’s linear dynamic range (above approximately � × ��� photon/sec), even
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despite considerable attenuation from the thickest Al-Cu samples (e.g. the thickness
of sample �b was �.�� ± �.��mm). Secondly, normalising to the tails of the di�raction
peaks, or a region of di�use scattering away from any particular di�raction streak,
may also not be appropriate as the overall scattering and absorption of the sample,
which a�ects entire RSM, is not accurately known.

Sample 0

Sample �was an �.��±�.��mm thick Al-�.�wt%Cu crystal aged for �� hours at ���°C.
In Figure �.� the hardness curve for an Al-�.�wt%Cu crystal arti�cially aged at ���°C
remained relatively �at for over ��� hours. �is indicates that precipitation growth
a�er �� hours is still in the very early stages with a microstructure composed entirely
of GP zones that have diameters much smaller than ���nm (see §�.�.�). Since sample
� was aged at ���°C, its hardness would increase even more slowly than that aged at
���°C, implying that the microstructure in sample � was as described, i.e. composed
of a large number of GP zones.

F����� �.�: Experimental RSM from sample � (�.�� ± �.��mm thick, Sm �
���nm), displayed on a log scale. �e angular ranges were α = ±�.���°, ∆�θ =±�.���°, with steps of �.���° and �.���° respectively.�e beam sizewas �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).

As discussed in §�.�.�, Fraunhofer di�raction from the sample is expected to
be most prominent along the monochromator pseudo streak, where α = ∆�θ. �e
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monochromator pseudo streaks from the instrumental function and from the RSM of
sample �, with the intensity of the latter scaled by ��, are compared in Figure �.�. �e
intensity of the di�raction pro�le from sample � is lower than without the sample due
to absorption, but the central regions (α = (−�.�,�.�)) can not be reliably compared
as the instrumental function’s pro�le extends beyond the linear dynamic range of the
detector, as mentioned earlier. �e agreement between the scaled monochromator
pseudo streak pro�le from sample � (dashed blue line) and the instrumental function
pro�le indicates the lack of a signi�cant di�raction signal from the nanoparticles in
the sample. �e GP zones are simply too small and too weakly di�racting to result in
a measurable di�raction signal.

F����� �.�: Experimental monochromator pseudo streaks from the TAD instru-
mental function (solid black line) and sample � (dashed blue line). Sample � was
�.��±�.��mm thick, with Sm ����nm, and the beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h).
�e sample’s monochromator pseudo streak’s intensity was scaled by �� to facilitate
comparison with the instrumental function, showing that they are almost identi-
cal. �e central point of the TAD instrumental function indicates saturation of the
detector.

Samples 1a and 1b

Samples �a and �b were �.��±�.��mm and �.��±�.��mm thick Al-�.�wt%Cu crystals,
respectively, aged for ��� hours at ���°C, yielding an estimated mean nanoparticle
diameter of ∼���nm. �e RSM collected from sample �a (�.��±�.��mm)was obtained
with a beam size of �.��×�.��mm� (v×h), shown in Figure �.�(a), while for the RSM
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from sample �b (�.��±�.��mm), in Figure �.�(b), a beam size of �.��×�.��mm� (v×h)
was used. All other experimental parameters were identical.

Despite an improved SNR due to the increase in beam cross section by a factor of
�.�� and decrease in sample thickness by �.�� ± �.��mm for sample �b, no signi�cant
di�raction signal from the sample was evident in either RSM, as evident in Figure �.�.
Again, we attribute this to insu�cient di�racting volume, as the estimated average
nanoparticle diameter was ���nm.

Sample 2a

Sample �a was an �.�� ± �.��mm thick Al-�.�wt% Cu crystal, aged for �� hours at
���°C, yielding an estimated Sm ≈ ���nm. RSMs were collected for two orientations
of sample �a as shown in Figure �.�. �e measurements were then repeated with a
smaller beam to test for consistency, with results shown in Figure �.�. One orientation
of the sample was with (���)Al and (���)Al planes (§�.�) parallel and perpendicular
to the di�raction plane of the analyser, in order to maximise the di�raction contrast
due to the high aspect ratio (diameter to thickness) of the nanoplatelets. For the
second orientation the sample was rotated by ��° about the optical axis. �e e�ective
diameter of platelets in both planes in orientation � was then, ideally, Sm�√� (where
Sm is the mean diameter as in Figure �.��), and the equivalent contribution from both
crystallographic planes at ��° to the di�raction plane was expected to enhance the
total di�raction signal (§�.�.�).

�e repeated measurements used a smaller beam, i.e. �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for
Figure �.� compared to �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for Figure �.�. �e detector pseudo
streak ismostly unresolvable in Figure �.�(b), due to the streak’s characteristic thinness
and possible dri� in the setup during the overall scan duration. It is di�cult to make
a qualitative comparison between the two beam sizes directly from the RSMs due to
the decrease in the SNR, so the four monochromator pseudo streaks, measured with
two beam sizes for each sample orientation, are compared in Figure �.�.

�e Fraunhofer di�raction pattern from a real electron density distribution has
twofold rotational symmetry (Bracewell, ����). As a result, we expected to see a
symmetric di�raction pro�le representing the Fourier transform (FT) of the e�ective
nanoparticle diameters along the xs axis akin to our simulations in §�.�.�.

In Figure �.�(a) it is evident that sample �a in orientation � has given rise to a
streak along the monochromator pseudo streak direction. In orientation �, where the
nanoprecipitates were at ±��° to the di�raction plane, the monochromator pseudo
streak (Figure �.�(b))was shortened in the positiveQx direction, while beingmarkedly
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(a) Sample �a. �e beam size was �.�� × �.��mm� (v×h).

(b) Sample �b. �e beam size was �.�� × �.��mm� (v×h).
F����� �.�: Experimental RSMs of sample �a (�.��±�.��mm thick, Sm ≈ ���nm)
and sample �b (�.�� ± �.��mm thick, Sm ≈ ���nm) using di�erent beam sizes,
displayed on a log scale. �e angular ranges were α = ±�.���°, ∆�θ = ±�.���°, with
steps of �.���° and �.���° respectively.
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F����� �.�: Experimental monochromator pseudo streaks from the TAD instru-
mental function (solid black line), sample �a (dashed blue line) and sample �b
(dashed cyan line). Sample �a was �.�� ± �.��mm thick, with Sm ≈ ���nm, and the
beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h), while sample �b was �.��± �.��mm thick, with
Sm ≈ ���nm, and the beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h). �e dashed blue and
cyan pro�les, from sample �a and �b, have been scaled by ��.� and �, respectively, to
facilitate comparison with the instrumental function pro�le.

diminished in intensity in the negative Qx direction. �is is more clearly shown in
Figure �.� where the monochromator pseudo streaks from the instrumental function
and both orientations of sample �a are compared.

In Figure �.� we compare the scans from each orientation, separately, where the
intensity of the monochromator pseudo streaks measured with the smaller beam has
been scaled (×��) and boxcar averaged (over � pixels), while those measured with
the bigger beam were scaled by �. �e excellent agreement between the pro�les for
orientation �, in particular, demonstrate the reproducibility of the results (Figure
�.�(b)). �e weak asymmetry between scans from orientation � (Figure �.�(a)) may
be due to a number of reasons, which will be discussed in §�.�.�.

Recall that the simulated monochromator pseudo streak di�raction pro�les from
azimuthal rotation of sample �a (in §�.�.�, where a monodisperse diameter distri-
bution was assumed) showed that given a perfect initial alignment of the (���)Al
plane with the Qz axis, the greatest di�erence in the di�raction pro�le was visible
for a ��° rotation about the optical axis. Even slight rotation of the sample forces
the monochromator pseudo streak tail’s intensity to decrease signi�cantly (see Fig-
ure �.��). If orientation � was with (���)Al at �° from the Qz axis, and orientation �
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(a) Sample �a in orientation �. Beam size = �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).

(b) Sample �a in orientation �. Beam size = �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).
F����� �.�: Experimental RSMs of sample �a (�.��±�.��mm thick, Sm ≈ ���nm)
in two orientations, displayed on a log scale. �e angular ranges were α = ±�.���°
and ∆�θ = ±�.���°, with steps of �.���° and �.���° respectively. �e second orienta-
tion (b) is at ��° relative to the �rst (a).
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(a) Sample �a in orientation �. Beam size = �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).

(b) Sample �a in orientation �. Beam size = �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).
F����� �.�: Experimental RSMs of sample �a (�.��±�.��mm thick, Sm ≈ ���nm)
in two orientations, using a smaller beam than in Figure �.�, displayed on a log
scale. �e angular ranges were α = ±�.���°, ∆�θ = ±�.���°, with steps of �.���° and
�.���° respectively. �e second orientation is at ��° relative to the �rst.
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(a) Sample �a in orientation �.

(b) Sample �a in orientation �.

F����� �.�: Experimental monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from sample
�a (�.�� ± �.��mm thick, with Sm ≈ ���nm) in two orientations and with two
di�erent beam sizes. �e dashed blue line in (a) and solid red line in (b) were
scaled by � for comparison with the monochromator pseudo streak from the TAD
instrumental function (solid black line). �e dashed cyan line in (a) and the solid
orange line in (b) are from the RSMs obtained with a smaller beam (�.��×�.��mm�

(v×h)) than the blue and red pro�les (�.��×�.��mm� (v×h)), so for this comparison
the intensities have been scaled by �� and a boxcar smoothing function has been
applied. �e second orientation is at ��° relative to the �rst. �e excellent agree-
ment between the monochromator pseudo streaks from the sample in the second
orientation, i.e. the solid red and orange lines in (b), in particular, demonstrates the
reproducibility of the experimental results obtained with this technique.
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had (���)Al at ��° from the Qz axis, the di�erence between the two would not be as
signi�cant. We previously discussed (and showed in Figure �.��) that the three-axis
symmetry of the nanoparticle habitat planes results in a high degree of redundancy
in the rotation about the optical axis. Suppose the misorientation in this experiment
was precisely θZ = ±��.�°, then a rotation of the sample about the optical axis by
��° into orientation � (θZ = ±��.�°) would result in identical e�ective diameters
from the complementary orthogonal nanoparticle orientation (see Figure �.��), since
��� sin ��.�° = ��� cos��.�°, and no change would be observed along the monochro-
mator pseudo streak. Any other initial misorientation of θZ would result in some
intermediate visibility of the changes in the di�raction pro�le when the sample is
rotated by ��°.

It is most likely that the alignment of the nano-platelets in this experiment was
not exactly parallel and perpendicular to the analyser crystal’s di�raction plane as
initially assumed, for the following reasons. Firstly, it is probable that the surface of
the sample was not ideally parallel to (���)Al, despite being cut with an accuracy of
<�° (§�.�.�). �e careful mechanical grinding/thinning of samples �, �, and � for this
experiment was performed manually with extra �ne grade sandpaper (P����), which
may have easily exacerbated this misalignment. Secondly, retaining ideal alignment of
the thin specimens (�mmwide discs) in the mini sample holder, sandwiched between
the platinum foil separating the �at brass layers (Figure �.��) is very di�cult when
manually inserting the sample. �irdly, the sample itself may not have perfectly paral-
lel surfaces, the platinum foil may be curved, and the brass mini sample holder may
also have sightly unparallel surfaces. Also, when the sample-sandwich is positioned
in the heater it too may not be perfectly aligned with its face normal to the beam. �e
unavoidable, unquanti�able, compounded e�ect of the possible causes of nanoparticle
misalignment ambiguates quantitative analysis of monochromator pseudo streaks,
especially since the nanoparticle distribution may be polydisperse.

Sample 2b

RSMs collected from sample �b, a thicker version of sample �a, are shown in Figure �.�.
�e increased thickness of the sample (�.��±�.��mm compared to �.��±�.��mm for
sample �a) meant the number of nanoparticles involved in the di�raction was more
than doubled, but the attenuation by the Al matrix also increased. �eoretically, the
�.�� ± �.��mm thick Al-�.�wt% Cu discs resulted in ∼�.��% transmission of incident
intensity, while the �.�� ± �.��mm Al-�.�wt% Cu resulted in only ∼�.���% intensity
transmission. Hence despite using an X-ray source of extremely high brilliance (§�.�)
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the low number of particles (which ideally increases linearly with sample thickness)
was insu�cient to yield a high SNR.

�e small beam size (�.��×�.��mm� (v×h)) used to measure the RSM of sample
�b in orientation �, as shown in Figure �.�(a), rendered the detector pseudo streak
unresolvable, due to both the low intensity and the streak’s characteristic thinness (cf.
§�.�). For the RSM of sample �b in orientation � (Figure �.�(b)), the beam size was
enlarged to �.��×�.��mm� (v×h), so the detector streak is more evident, and the SNR
is higher so the noise �uctuations are less signi�cant.

�emonochromator pseudo streak pro�les from sample �b are compared with the
instrumental function monochromator streak in Figure �.��. For easier comparison
with the instrumental function, both pro�les have been scaled (by �.� × ���) and
boxcar smoothed (� pixels), and displayed in the same �gure. �e peak intensity from
sample �b in orientation � (solid red line) is higher than for orientation � (dashed
blue line) due to the increase in beam size by a factor of �.��.

Both di�raction pro�les (dashed blue and solid red) manifest approximately
symmetric intensity modulations in the region (α = ∆�θ) ∈ (−�.�°, �.�°), manifesting
a similar shape to an Airy pattern. Ignoring di�raction from those particles with
their �at faces normal to the optical axis (as they are too thin to cause a measurable
signal), there should ideally be a contribution from each of the two nanoparticle
orientations (�) and (�) in Figure �.�, as was discussed at the end of §�.�.�. In that
section we also discussed how to obtain the mean nanoparticle diameter, S, and the
angle between (���)Al and the di�raction plane, θZ , from the di�raction pro�les of
two sample orientations with a known relative angle (eqs. (�.��) and (�.��)).

For orientation � (dashed blue line), where the nanoparticles were perpendicular
and parallel to the di�raction plane, the �rst minima are at ∼ ±�.��°, which accord-
ing to eq. (�.��) correspond to an e�ective nanoparticle diameter of ∼���nm. For
orientation � (solid red line), rotated by ��° about the optical axis relative to the �rst
orientation, the �rst minima are at ∼ ±�.��°, yielding an e�ective diameter of ∼���nm.
In measuring only one Airy pattern for each sample orientation, ambiguity arises
from the lack of knowledge about which particle, (�) or (�) in Figure �.�, the pattern
corresponds to. Hence from orientation � of the sample, eq. (�.��) could take the
form of either

S� cos θZ � ≈ ���, (6.1)

or

S� sin θZ � ≈ ���, (6.2)
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(a) Sample �b, orientation �. �e beam size was �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).

(b) Sample �b, orientation �. �e beam size was �.��×�.��mm�

(v×h).
F����� �.�: Experimental RSMs from sample �b (�.�� ± �.��mm thick, Sm ≈
���nm) in two orientations, displayed on a log scale. �e angular ranges were
α = ±�.���°, ∆�θ = ±�.��°, with steps of �.��° and �.��° respectively, and half the
range for the instrumental function. �e second orientation is at ��° relative to the
�rst.
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F����� �.��: Experimental monochromator pseudo streaks from the TAD in-
strumental function (solid black line), sample �b in orientation � (dashed blue
line) and orientation � (solid red line). Sample �b was �.�� ± �.��mm thick, with
Sm ≈ ���nm, and the beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for orientation � and
�.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for orientation �. �e long-dashed blue pro�le and dotted red
pro�le have been scaled by �.� × ��� from the correspondingly colored pro�les from
sample �b, and smoothed by boxcar averaging over � pixels to facilitate comparison
with the instrumental function pro�le.

while from orientation � of the sample, eq. (�.��) could take the form

S� cos[θZ + ��]� ≈ ���, (6.3)

or
S� sin[θZ + ��]� ≈ ���, (6.4)

leading to four possible combinations of eqs. (�.��) and (�.��). �ree of these combi-
nations result in S ≈ ���.�nm, with θZ ≈ ±�.�°, while the combination of eq. (�.�) and
eq. (�.�) leads to S ≈ ���.�nm and θZ ≈ ��.�°. Based on this, and our initial estimate
that sample �b was prepared with an average nanoparticle diameter of ∼���nm, we
choose S ≈ ���.�nm and θZ ≈ ±�.�° as the most reasonable solution.

It is important to note, however, that the intensity minima on which these values
depend were single points in the measured di�raction pro�le, at very small angular
deviations from the Bragg conditions, so they are not very accurate. In addition,
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care must be taken with such noisy data to not misinterpret the noise �uctuations
as a di�raction signal from the nanoparticles. If the intention was to base the char-
acterisation solely on the monochromator pseudo streak, then the analysis would
obviously bene�t from a much more accurate measurement of the intensity at very
small angular deviations, which are readily obtainable with the TAD setup. However,
it would be impractical to measure the entire two dimensional (�D) RSM with such
angular precision.

Sample 3a

Sample �a was an �.�� ± �.��mm thick Al-�.�wt% Cu crystal, aged for �� hours
at ���°C, yielding an estimated Sm ≈ ���nm. RSMs from sample �a (Figure �.��)
were measured with slightly higher angular precision (and hence a higher sampling
frequency) than that for samples � and �, i.e. αstep = �.���°, compared to αstep =
�.���°and the beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h).

For clarity, themonochromator pseudo streak pro�les are compared in Figure �.��.
We observe the same qualitative e�ect as for the rotation of sample �a (Figure �.�(b)),
i.e. the di�racted intensity pro�le from the second orientation decreased overall, and
was shortened in the negative Qx direction, again manifesting weak asymmetry. �is
is easier to see in the comparison of the instrumental function (solid black line) and
the scaled (by �.�) di�raction pro�le from sample �a in orientation � (solid red line).
�e shoulder drops o� at ∼ −�.��°, while for sample �a it was at ∼ −�.��°. It is not
certain exactly what is causing this particular pro�le, but possible reasons for such
asymmetry will be discussed below, in §�.�.�.

Sample 3b

Sample �b was �.��± �.��mm thick with an estimated Sm ≈ ���nm, aged at ���°C for
�� hours. �e RSM for sample �b in Figure �.�� was collected with the same beam
size as for sample �a (�.��×�.��mm� (v×h)). We expected the increased number of
nanoparticles in the beam to provide su�cient di�racting volume for a stronger signal
to be seen than for sample �a or �a.

In Figure �.�� the monochromator pseudo streak pro�le from sample �b in orien-
tation � is compared to the pro�le from sample �b (since they have a similar thickness
but di�erent nanoparticle size distributions), and to the pro�le from sample �a (as
they have the same nanoparticle size distribution but di�erent sample thicknesses).

An Al-�.�wt% Cu specimen that underwent the same heat treatment as samples
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(a) Sample �a, orientation �.

(b) Sample �a, orientation �.

F����� �.��: Experimental RSMs from sample �a (�.�� ± �.��mm thick, Sm ≈
���nm) in two orientations, displayed on a log scale. �e angular ranges were
α = ±�.���°, ∆�θ = ±�.���°, with steps of �.���° and �.���°, respectively. �e beam
size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h).
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F����� �.��: Experimental monochromator pseudo streaks from the TAD in-
strumental function (solid black line), sample �a in orientation � (dashed blue
line) and orientation � (solid red line). Sample �a was �.�� ± �.��mm thick, with
Sm ≈ ���nm, and the beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h). �e monochromator
pseudo streak intensities from the sample have been scaled by �.� and smoothed
by boxcar averaging over � pixels to facilitate comparison with the instrumental
function pro�le. �e asymmetry in the red pro�le is very similar to that seen from
sample �a in the same orientation (i.e. the solid red and orange pro�les in Figure
�.�(b)).

�a and �b was analysed by TEM (carried out on a Philips CM�� instrument oper-
ated at ��� keV) for nanoparticle number density and size distribution. From ��
micrographs, the nanoparticle number density was estimated to be ∼�� particles/µm�.
�e nanoparticle diameter distribution calculated from these TEMmicrographs indi-
cated a distribution of nanoparticle diameters that qualitatively followed a Boltzmann
distribution, with a modal nanoparticle diameter of ∼���nm.

It appears that in this case, since the thickness of the sample theoretically results in
∼�.���% intensity transmission, once again the SNR was too low, despite the increase
in nanoparticle size (compared to sample �b, which at �.�� ± �.��mm was similar in
thickness, with an estimated nanoparticle mean diameter of ���nm).

We will compare the symmetrised and scaled monochromator pseudo streaks
from all the samples in the discussion following the reconstruction section below.
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F����� �.��: Experimental RSM from sample �b (�.�� ± �.��mm thick, Sm ≈ ���
nm), displayed on a log scale. �e angular ranges were α = ±�.���°, ∆�θ = ±�.���°,
with steps of �.���° and �.���° respectively. �e beam size was �.��×�.��mm� (v×h).

6.2.4 Nanoparticle reconstruction

As proof of concept, we present the reconstruction of an average nanoparticle, rep-
resentative of the illuminated ensemble, from an experimentally measured RSM
presented in the above section. �is particular nanoparticle reconstruction was
carried out by Dr. Ruben Dilanian, then at the School of Physics, Monash University.

�e phase retrieval or image reconstruction algorithm used here was the hybrid
input-output (HIO) algorithm presented in §�.�.�. �is algorithm has previously
been shown to successfully reconstruct a �D image of a modal Al�O� nanoparticle
in an amorphous matrix, from experimental Fraunhofer di�raction data (Dilanian
and Nikulin, ����), where the authors employed a triple axis di�ractometry setup
identical to that used in this thesis. In this earlier work a priori knowledge about the
spherical symmetry of the particle lead to a pseudo-�D reconstruction (Dilanian and
Nikulin, ����).

�e measured RSM from sample �a (�.��±�.��mm thick) in orientation � (Figure
�.�(a)) was best suited to enable a reconstruction due to several factors: the sam-
ple contained a su�cient number of nanoparticles of suitably large size (estimated
Sm ≈ ���nm), to yield a signi�cant SNR despite absorption, wherein the beam was
large enough to encompass a su�cient number of said nanoparticles (�.��×�.��mm�
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F����� �.��: Experimental RSMs from �b (dashed green line), �a (dashed purple
line with higher intensity) and sample �b (dashed blue line) in orientation �. All
three samples were in orientation �, i.e. they were assumed to be oriented with
(���)Al and (���)Al at ����° to the di�raction plane. Samples �b, �a and �b were
�.�� ± �.��mm, �.�� ± �.��mm and �.�� ± �.��mm thick Al-�.�wt% Cu, respectively.
�e beam sizes were �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) for sample �b and �.��×�.��mm� (v×h)
for samples �a and �b.

(v×h)). However, the reconstruction attempts from measured RSMs of sample �a in
orientation � and in both orientations but with a smaller beam (Figures �.�(b) and �.�)
were not successful as the algorithm could not converge on a solution. We believe the
unsuccessful reconstruction attempts are due to a very low SNR, strong contributions
from the instrumental function which were di�cult to remove and from the saturated
pixels and/or non linear response of the detector in the low momentum transfer
(central regions) of the di�raction patterns.

A modal nanoparticle, representative of the ensemble is shown in Figure �.��(b).
Using the conventional Fraunhofer di�raction relationship to obtain the spatial reso-
lution (eq. (�.��)) (Nikulin et al., ����; Dilanian and Nikulin, ����)

∆x ≈ λ
∆Θ

, (6.5)

where ∆Θ is the total angular range of the experimental data, yields ∆x = �.�nm.
�is gives the reconstructed nanoparticle a diameter of ∼���nm, and thickness of
∼�nm (Zatsepin et al., ����). Based on a priori knowledge about the symmetry of
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(a) <���>α zone axis TEMmicrograph of two typi-
cal nanoparticles, seen edge on, from sample �a.
TEM was carried out on a Philips CM�� instru-
ment operated at ��� keV.

(b) �D image of the projected thickness of an experi-
mentally reconstructed modal nanoparticle.

(c) �D rendering of an experimentally reconstructed
modal nanoparticle based on a priori knowledge
of its symmetry.

F����� �.��: Reconstruction of a modal nanoparticle from an RSM of sample �a
in orientation � compared to a TEM micrograph. Sample �a was an �.�� ± �.��
thick Al-�.�wt% Cu specimen, heat treated at ���°C for �� hours. An HIO iterative
image reconstruction algorithm (described in §�.�.�) was used to reconstruct the
modal nanoparticle from the RSM shown in Figure �.�. A transmission electron
micrograph of two typical nanoparticles in the sample is shown for comparison.
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the nanoparticles, a �D realisation of the reconstruction is shown in Figure �.��(c). A
TEM micrograph of two random particles in sample �a is shown in Figure �.��(a) for
comparison.

6.2.5 Further discussions and conclusions

Consider now the symmetrised monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from all
the presented RSMs, scaled to facilitate comparison with the instrumental function
(Figure �.��). To symmetrise the pro�les, each one was averaged with a copy of itself
reversed in the angular deviation (i.e. α or ∆�θ).

F����� �.��: Comparisonof symmetrised experimentalmonochromator pseudo
streaks from the TAD instrumental function and Al-�.�wt% Cu samples of vari-
ous thickness andwith di�erentmicrostructures.�e instrumental function RSM
was shown in Figure �.�, and the sample RSMs were shown throughout §�.�. �ese
di�raction pro�les have been symmetrised and scaled to facilitate comparison. �e
similarity of the symmetrised pro�les emphasises that the di�raction signal from the
di�erent nanoparticle ensembles is very weak, and that asymmetry in the di�racted
intensity plays a very important role.

To reiterate, the monochromator pseudo streak pro�les from such weakly di�ract-
ing nanoparticles were expected to be symmetric because the Fraunhofer di�raction
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pattern from a real electron density distribution has twofold rotational symmetry
(Bracewell, ����). However, the pro�les from sample �a in orientation �, and both
orientations of samples �b, �a and �b all show slight asymmetry, as seen in Figures
�.�(b), �.��, �.�� and �.��, respectively. �e pro�les from sample �a in orientation �
with two di�erent beam sizes show the same asymmetry, which is also very similar to
that of sample �b in orientation �, i.e. a shoulder-like pro�le that drops o� at ∼ −�.��°
(sample �a) and ∼ −�.��° (sample �a). �e other asymmetric pro�les have tails with
slightly di�erent inclination and/or various small peaks, all of which are e�ects that
have not been seen in simulations.

�e agreement between the symmetrised monochromator pseudo streak pro�les
from the samples and that from the instrumental function in Figure �.�� emphasises
that most of the signal from the samples was contained in the asymmetry. �is can
not be said of the pro�les from sample �b in orientation � (dashed blue line), �b in
orientation � (solid red line) and �b in orientation � (dotted blue line), which have
been scaled slightly higher than the rest of the pro�les for clarity. �ese particular
pro�les have already been discussed above, in their respective sections.

�e presence of asymmetry in the di�raction pro�le may indicate the presence of
strain in the sample (Vartanyants et al., ����; Robinson andMiao, ����; Newton et al.,
����) and can be modelled as an imaginary electron density component. In §�.�.�
we discussed that coherent nanoprecipitates (the GP zones, comprised of pure Cu)
and semi-coherent Al�Cu and Al�Cu nanoprecipitates are surrounded by strain �elds
in the host Al matrix, which may be the source of this asymmetry in the di�raction
pro�les. Since the strain �elds are dynamic during nanoparticle growth, one would
expect the asymmetry to change in real time, during in situ sample ageing. �is
e�ect was made use of in the second stage of the experimental development of our
technique, where we carried out an essential preliminary study of di�raction changes
during the in situ ageing of various Al-Cu alloys. Also, it is from this perspective
of strain dynamics in the sample that we will analyse the data from the in situ, real-
time nanoparticle growth experiment presented in §�.�. However, since strain �elds
surrounding the nanoparticles were not considered for the static case presented in
this section nor in the simulations presented in the previous chapter, they would
make an interesting direction for further work.

In the idealised, normally distributed platelet nanoparticle ensembles simulated
in §�.�.� we showed that the Airy pattern minima were no longer visible when the
standard deviation of the nanoparticle diameters was � ��%. We presume that
most of the samples investigated in this experiment had a wide nanoparticle diameter
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distribution and thus did not result in intensityminima in themonochromator pseudo
streaks. From TEMmicrographs of Al-Cu alloys (such as in Figure �.�) it appears that
the polydispersity may surpass this limitation for ensembles of θ′ phase particles that
have diameters of ∼ ��� to ∼ ���nm (§�.�.�). However, we must reiterate from §�.�.�
and §�.�.� that due to the nature of destructive sample preparation for TEM analysis,
requiring <∼�.�µm thick sample sections, the platelet-shaped nanoparticle diameters
measured from TEMmicrographs are o�en chords and not actual diameters. �us it
is di�cult to calculate the standard deviation of the nanoparticle ensemble in one
of our samples from TEMmicrographs. However, polydispersity does not a�ect the
ability of the iterative algorithm to reconstruct an average nanoparticle, as was shown
in §�.� and §�.�.�.

Let us consider the signi�cance of observing di�raction pattern changes from
rotation of the sample about the optical axis. When measuring di�raction patterns
from the entire illuminated sample volume in direct space (with a pixel array detector,
for example), the incoherent addition of di�racted X-ray distributions produces a
continuous, di�use intensity distribution, akin to that seen in small angle X-ray
scattering (refer to §�.�.�). �e mean size of the particles can be estimated, but the
particle shape can not be readily and uniquely reconstructed as the phases of waves
di�racted from di�erent parts of the object cannot be retrieved from the intensity
pattern in this case (van der Veen and Pfei�er, ����; Nikulin et al., ����; Nikulin, A.Y.
and Dilanian, R.A. and Gable, B.M. andMuddle, B.C. and Hester, J.R. and Ishikawa, T.
and Yang, P. andMoser, H.O., ����). To invert the di�raction pattern, as is performed
in CDI, the nanoparticles of interest need to be isolated and ensured to be within a
volume smaller than the coherence volume, thus avoiding this incoherent addition of
di�racted intensities from uncorrelated sample sections (see §�.�.�). We reiterate that
weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticles such as the Cu and Al�Cu nanoparticles
in Al-Cu alloys are too small in volume and too similar to the surrounding matrix to
di�ract a detectable amount, to be measured by current CDI type methods. More
importantly, as we are seeking a bulk material characterisation, the necessary volume
for statistical analysis is far beyond current coherence volumes.

�is brings us to one of the main advantages of the TAD based technique we
are developing for characterising nanoparticles. Since the FT is insensitive to object
shi�, the distribution of di�racted X-rays from identical nanoparticles is identical
regardless of their position in thematrix. �us despite the low di�raction contrast and
the small size of individual nanoparticles resulting a low di�raction power, detectable
intensities result from the superposition of di�raction from a large ensemble of similar
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particles, which increases the SNR by approximately the number of nanoparticles
illuminated by the beam, as in eq. (�.��) (Nikulin et al., ����).

In order to attempt a more quantitative analysis of such data in comparison to the
idealised simulated results in §�.�.�, the experimental RSM from each sample needs
to be measured with identical parameters such as sample thickness and beam size.
�e beam size and attenuators (if present) must ensure that the detector response is
linear over the entire dynamic range of the X-ray intensities in the RSM (or has a
calibrated one-to-one response over the necessary dynamic range), so as to enable
meaningful normalisation between the samples and avoid saturation e�ects as seen
in our results.

Analysis based on �tting would involve four contributions: the direct, transmitted
beam, a di�use background, the monochromator pseudo streak and Fraunhofer
di�raction from the sample itself. �e direct, transmitted beam’s intensity depends
on absorption by the sample and air absorption and scatter, which is constant for
both cases, with and without the sample. However, the thickness of the sample is not
precisely known at the position illuminated by the X-rays and as mentioned earlier,
the detector was o�en saturated in the central region of the RSM, which further
complicates the �t. �e di�use background and monochromator pseudo streak
would ideally be obtained from the TAD instrumental function RSM. Parameters
that a�ect the contribution to the RSM of the Fraunhofer di�raction from the sample
include the number, size, exact composition and orientation of particles. It was not
the purpose of the technique being developed to attempt to �t the monochromator
pseudo streaks with this multitude of parameters, but rather to demonstrate the
sensitivity of the technique to ensembles of weakly di�racting nanoparticles and the
ability to reconstruct a nanoparticle representative of the ensemble directly from the
RSM.

We have shown that although a �DRSM is necessary for reconstructions, it may be
possible to obtain quantitative information about the ensemble from the monochro-
mator pseudo streak. It may not be ideal to scan solely along the monochromator
pseudo streak as the RSMmay be misaligned even a little, but a small �D region, such
as a thin parallelogram along the monochromator pseudo streak, could be recorded
with a longer exposure time. �e longer exposure time would increase the SNR of
the di�raction from the nanoparticles, which proved critical to the attainability of
reconstructions from experimental RSMs (cf. §�.�.�), and to identifying intensity
minima (in the Airy patterns, for example) along the monochromator pseudo streaks.
Measuring di�raction data with higher angular resolution along the monochroma-
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tor pseudo streak than those obtained here would also provide optimal sampling
for obtaining size information about the ensemble, especially for larger diameters
(cf. §�.�). In addition, probing a smaller region in reciprocal space would allow the
investigation of di�raction changes over time scales on the order of a single �D scan,
i.e. ∼�minutes. In comparison, an entire �D scan o�en requires �–�� hours (less for
instrumental function measurements, taken with shorter exposure time per datum
point) (cf. §�.�.�). One could, in theory, optimise the setup to observe even faster
nanoparticle growth dynamics in a particular sample by only measuring the intensity
changes at one particular point in reciprocal space, once the setup was calibrated.

6.2.6 Summary

In this feasibility study we explored the sensitivity of reciprocal space mapping with
an analyser to samples of varying thickness and containing di�erent nanoparticle
size distributions. We con�rmed that ��.� keV X-rays are su�ciently penetrative to
observe a di�raction signal from a very sparse ensemble of weakly di�racting Al-Cu
nanoparticles in their natural state (e.g. ∼ �� particles�µm�), embedded in an Al
matrix. �e samples were su�ciently thick to represent the bulk material nanoplatelet
distribution (�.��–�.�� ± �.��mm), and results did not disagree with the expected
compromise between the total di�racting volume and beam attenuation, as expressed
by eq. (�.��). Indeed, despite the limited particle density and scale, and the sparseness
of the distribution, the present X-ray optics and beam dimensions allowed di�raction
data to be collected from a very large total population of dispersed nanoparticles.

Of the four size distributions with average nanoplatelet diameters of� ���nm,
∼���nm, ∼���nm and ∼���nm, we were able to observe di�raction e�ects from the
two latter diameter distributions. For those samples containing nanoplatelets with
diameters of ���nm and ���nm, a sample thickness of �.��–�.��±�.��mm (samples
�b and �b) showed too much attenuation and a low SNR, so quantitative analysis of
the pro�les was inconclusive. However, RSMs recorded from two orientations about
the optical axis for thin versions of these two samples (i.e. samples �a and �a) showed
consistent qualitative e�ects along the monochromator pseudo streak, demonstrating
the sensitivity of the technique to the orientation of the nanoparticles with respect to
the di�raction plane. We then showed that nanoparticle reconstruction is possible
from a �D RSM obtained with our setup, provided the instrumental function does
not dominate the RSM. We also discussed how quantitative information about the
ensemble can be obtained from themonochromator pseudo streak alone, enabling the
measurement of di�raction changes (such as asymmetry in the di�raction pro�les)
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from nanoparticle growth on the order of minutes. �is dynamic e�ect is discussed
in the following two experimental stages.

6.3 A phenomenological study of diffraction

changes during in situ nanoparticle growth

using triple axis diffractometry

6.3.1 Introduction

In age hardenablematerials, such as Al-Cu alloys, the nucleation and the initial growth
stages of nanoparticles strongly in�uence the resultant microstructure, which in turn
determines the material’s physical properties such as strength and plastic behaviour
(for more details see §�.�). In this experiment we investigated the practicalities of
probing these early stages of nanoparticle growth with our TAD based technique.

We sought to determine appropriate experimental parameters for performing
a real-time, in situ nanoparticle growth investigation by determining the in�uence
of the concentration of Cu in Al, which signi�cantly a�ects the growth patterns of
ensembles of Al-Cu particles (§�.�), and the corresponding ageing temperatures that
displaymeasurable changes on a time scale suitable for real-time, in situ investigations.

Although the physical origin of the asymmetry observed in the monochromator
pseudo streak pro�les in the previous section is not certain, it is expected that strain
�elds in the alloy during the early nano-precipitation stages would a�ect the observed
asymmetry. Based on this premise, we measured changes in the di�racted intensities
during the in situ growth of nanoparticles in various mono- and polycrystalline Al-Cu
alloy samples, at di�erent arti�cial ageing temperatures. As mentioned in §�.�.�, the
data collection time of this technique is currently a limitation to exploring processes
faster than a few minutes, however a large number of standard heat treatments for
such nanomaterials involves slow nanoparticle formation and growth, making it quite
suitable for such investigations. �e in situ, real-time experiment carried out as a
result of outcomes made in this and the previous study (that will be presented in §�.�)
was performed at a brighter source to minimise RSM collection time.

6.3.2 Experimental setup and sample details

�is experiment was carried out at the ANBF, BL��B of the Photon Factory, the details
of which were presented in §�.�. We examined the use of two X-ray energies. First,
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we tested an X-ray energy of �.� keV, which is close to the Cu Kα� transition energy
of �.�� keV, to see if potential future in situ real-time investigations on such samples
could be carried out with an in-house rotating anode X-ray source. At this energy
the advantageous vacuum capability of the �BigDi�˝ was used to avoid signi�cant air
scatter and hence increase the SNR.�e secondary monochromator was a symmetric,
double re�ection Si(���) crystal (§�.�.�). �is lower order re�ection was chosen over
Si(���) in the previous experiments (carried out with a brighter X-ray source) so as
to increase the �ux on the sample.

�e X-ray energy was later increased to �� keV with the expectation that it would
improve the di�raction contrast between the embedded nanoparticles and the Al
matrix since the di�erence of the absorptive part of their refractive indices, i.e. �βAl
-βAl�Cu� (cf. eq. (�.�)), increases by a factor of ∼� compared to �.� keV. �e higher
energy beam also reduced parasitic air scattering to a level that did not require
vacuum conditions. In this case the secondary monochromator was set to the Si(���)
re�ection.

�e beam size was set to �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) by a pair of crossed slits upstream
of the sample, for both X-rays energies and all samples. �e analyser was a Si(���)
single re�ection crystal, and the detector was a Radicon scintillation counter (§�.�.�).

�e samples examined are listed in Table �.�. Having noted from results in §�.�
that samples with thicknesses greater than ∼�.��mm were too highly absorbing, the
samples in this experiment were prepared with thicknesses of �.��–�.�� ± �.��mm.
Sample S� underwent arti�cial ageing for � hours at ���°C in an air oven, prior to in
situ heating in the �BigDi�˝ for �� hours.

♯ Al-x
Cu

(% wt)

Al
surface
plane

Mono/poly
crystalline

Sample
thickness
(mm)

Ageing
Temp
(°C)

Ageing
time

(Hours)

X-ray
Energy
(keV)

♯ S� �.� (���)Al mono �.�� ± �.�� ��� � �.�♯ S� �.� N/A poly �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� �.�♯ S� �.� (���)Al mono �.�� ± �.�� ∼�� �.� �.�♯ S� �.� N/A poly �.�� ± �.�� ��� �� ��.�♯ S� �.� (���)Al mono �.�� ± �.�� ��� �+�� ��.�

T���� �.�: Sample details and their respective heating treatments. With limited
experimental time it was necessary to explore as many possible microstructural and
heating scenarios as possible, to �nd suitable candidates for in situ, real-time X-ray
studies. Sample S� underwent arti�cial ageing for � hours at ���°C prior to in situ
heating during the experiment for �� hours. All other times correspond to in situ
heating only.
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While the samples underwent in situ arti�cial ageing, as detailed in Table �.�, we
measured a series of �D θ��θ scans centred on the points (α�,∆�θ) = (±�.��,�)°
where α and ∆�θ are deviations of the analyser and detector from their respective
Bragg conditions, which corresponds to (Qx ,Qz) = (±�.����,�.����)nm−� for both
energies (see Figure �.��). �e angular range of the scans was α = ±�.�°, ∆�θ =
±�.�°, with step sizes �.���° and �.���° respectively, which corresponds to Qz ∈(−�.���,�.���)nm−� for the �.� keV case and Qz ∈ (−�.���,�.���)nm−� for the �� keV
case.

F����� �.��: Reciprocal space geometry of �D scans recorded during in situ
nanoparticle growth investigations in variousAl-Cu alloys. �e �D experimental
RSM is provided solely as a guide. Scan A corresponds to a θ��θ scan over α = ±�.�°,
∆�θ = ±�.�°, with the analyser o�set at α� = −�.��° (Qx = �.����nm−�). Scan B
covers the same θ��θ range as scan A, but with the analyser o�set at α� = +�.��°
(Qx = �.����nm−�). �e range of the �D scans in Qz was ±�.���nm−� as shown here
for the �.� keV case, and Qz ± �.���nm−� for the �� keV case.

�e intensities at the points along the scans (labelled A and B in Figure �.��) that
intersected the monochromator pseudo streak were compared, i.e. their ratio was
used as a measure of asymmetry in the di�raction pattern due to in situ nanoparticle
growth. As we were interested in the qualitative nature of the asymmetry of the
maxima of scan A and scan B, the di�erent Qz ranges for the two X-ray energies were
inconsequential. We anticipated that the position α = ±�.��° would show similar
asymmetries to those observed in the monochromator pseudo peaks presented in
§�.�. A secondary reason for choosing this position was that it is su�ciently close
to the central part of the di�raction pattern to have a high intensity without being
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saturated. �irdly, to minimise the time between scans so as to form an accurate
picture of in situ heating induced changes, the relatively slow movement of the high
precision α goniometer necessitated small movements of the analyser.

6.3.3 Results and discussions

We found that the ratio of the maxima of the Ascan at α� = −�.��° and Bscan at α� =+�.��° (Figure �.��) changed as a function of ageing time. As we were interested in
the qualitative nature of the curves over time, the general gradients of the relative
intensity curves were made positive and arbitrarily set to zero at t = �, for easier
qualitative comparison of their gradients (Figure �.��).

F����� �.��: Experimental results of a preliminary in situ nanoparticle growth
X-ray di�raction investigation of Al-Cu samples. �e samples investigated were
listed in Table �.�. �e relative intensities of the maxima of �D θ��θ scans at α =±�.��° are shown on a linear scale, for various heating temperatures. Interestingly,
the asymmetric behaviour of the intensity maxima qualitatively correlated with
hardness curves for similar heat treatments and Cu concentrations. In addition
to demonstrating the ability to measure in situ, real-time changes in the X-ray
di�raction from the nucleating and growing nanoparticles, this experiment aided in
the design of a rigorous in situ, real-time investigation.

�e obvious trend in Figure �.�� is that higher Cu concentrations and higher
ageing temperatures result in a greatermagnitude of the change in the relative intensity
gradient with time, or in other words more rapid changes in the di�racted intensities.
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Qualitatively, these results are well correlated to hardness curves for Al-Cu alloys of
similar Cu concentrations and similar ageing temperatures, repeated from Figure �.�
but with a linear time scale in Figure �.��.

As expected from our understanding of the driving forces for nanoparticle growth
in arti�cially aged Al-Cu alloys, the most rapid di�raction changes were observed for
sample S�, which contained the highest concentration of Cu investigated (�.�wt%)
and was aged at a relatively high temperature of ���°C. In Figure �.�� the light blue
line shows the hardness of an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample aged at ���°C, so the slightly
higher concentration of Cu in S� would result in an even more steep rise in hardness,
i.e. even more rapid dynamics. By the end of the � hour in situ heat treatment of S�
there was some loss of vacuum in the �BigDi�˝ (which is not actively pumped during
data acquisition to avoid vibration) and so it is possible that the increased parasitic air
scatter may have a�ected the results towards the latter half of the heat treatment, but
the overall rapid increase in asymmetry in comparison to other samples was assumed
to be una�ected.

Interestingly, sample S� and S� showed similar relative intensity gradients despite
their di�erent Cu concentrations and ageing temperatures. Sample S�, a polycrys-
talline Al-�.�wt% Cu alloy, was aged at ���°C, while sample S� was a polycrystalline
Al-�.�wt% Cu alloy aged at ���°C. It appears that although the higher concentration
of Cu in S� leads to a faster increase in alloy hardness (Figure �.��), the higher ageing
temperature for S� compensates for its lower Cu concentration. We can interpolate
the hardness curves in Figure �.�� for an Al-�.�wt% Cu alloy treated at ���°C (dark
red line) and that treated at ���°C (dark blue line) to estimate the hardness curve for
an ageing temperature of ���°C for a sample with the same Cu concentration.

Sample S� (black line in Figure �.��) was aged naturally, i.e. the intensities were
measured without intentional heating of the sample. �e temperature of the sample
during the scans was slightly higher than ambient room temperature, i.e. �� ± �°C,
due to heating by the incident X-ray beam. �e unvarying relative intensities were
expected from the knowledge that nanoparticle growth during natural ageing is very
slow. It is possible that some di�raction changes could be observed from natural
ageing promptly following the solution heat treatment and quenching, but in this
case the sample was kept at room temperature for weeks so no rapid dynamics were
expected.

Sample S�, which was pre-aged at ���°C for � hours in an air oven, also did not
show signi�cant changes in the relative intensities (lime line in Figure �.��). It appears
that since the sample was kept at room temperature for a few hours following the
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pre-ageing treatment, further arti�cial ageing in situ did not a�ect the monochroma-
tor pseudo streak intensities in the same way as those samples without pre-ageing.
�is too implies that the most dynamic changes in an Al-Cu alloy would be in the
period closely following solution heat treatment and quenching, when the Cu is in
supersaturated solid solution.

F����� �.��: Al-Cu hardness curves for Cu concentrations and heat treatments
similar to samples S�-S� (Gable, ����a).

We can not rule out the possibility that samples S� and S�may have resulted in
interesting dynamic changes in �D scans as our scans were only one dimensional.
However, we can say with certainty that higher Cu concentrations and ageing tem-
peratures do result in faster dynamics and easily measurable intensity asymmetry.
Such treatments and samples (e.g. S�, S� or S�) would thus lend themselves well
to in situ real-time investigation with our setup without further experimental tech-
nique development. Indeed, we can infer that for similar materials that depend on
embedded nanoparticle ensembles for their physical properties, hardness curves are
a simple qualitative, albeit crude, way of predicting the suitability of samples for
real-time nanoparticle growth investigations with our technique, provided they have
not undergone previous arti�cial ageing.

It is possible that in the �� keV case, the use of a secondary monochromator
with a di�erent re�ection to the primary beamline monochromator (in a wavelength
dispersive setup), resulted in an asymmetric rocking curve, which could also lead
to asymmetry in the di�raction pattern. �is asymmetry was not simulated as it is
not expected from the Fraunhofer di�raction pattern of a symmetric particle, nor
were di�use scattering and dispersive monochromators incorporated. However, the
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relative intensities at A and B would still be a qualitative measure of dynamic changes
in the sample.

�e results of the feasibility study presented in §�.� regarding a suitable sample
thickness for Al-Cu alloys were also con�rmed in this study as we saw a signi�cant
di�raction signal from all samples using sample thicknesses of �.��–�.�� ± �.��mm,
despite the lower brilliance of the bending magnet source compared to the third
generation synchrotron undulator source used in the previous experimental stage
(refer to §�.�.� and Table �.�).

As a secondary outcome of this study, we improved the custom made sample
heater’s temperature stability and enabled its remote control. During this experiment,
the heater was incapable of maintaining a temperature of ���°C throughout multiple
long scans, seemingly due to deterioration of the Nichrome heating element. We
modi�ed the design to electronically (automatically) supply a constant current and
potential to the wire, regardless of its resistance changing with heat and/or further
deterioration. �ese signi�cant changes were made prior to the following experiment,
in which we carried out the �rst rigorous in situ real-time investigation of the dynamic
changes in RSM of di�raction from embedded nanoparticles in an Al-Cu alloy during
nanoparticle formation and early stages of growth.

In conclusion, this preliminary investigation of real-timeX-ray di�raction changes
during in situ Al-Cu nanoparticle growth con�rmed our expectations that higher Cu
concentration and ageing temperature a�ects the dynamics in the di�racted intensities
faster. �e results led to a deeper, qualitative understanding of suitable samples and
heat treatments for more thorough future real-time, in situ studies, such as the one
presented in the following section.

6.4 In situ reciprocal space mapping of the

initial stages of nanoparticle growth in an

Al-Cu alloy

6.4.1 Introduction

We present an experimental demonstration of analyser based, reciprocal space map-
ping of real-time, in situ nanoparticle growth in an Al-Cu alloy. A phenomenological
analysis of the data is presented, involving simulations of the e�ects of clustering
and dynamic strain in early stages of nanoparticle growth, which are very well corre-
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lated with the measured di�raction pro�les during the heating of the sample. �is
section embodies an important step towards non-destructive, in situ, bulk material
investigations of large ensembles of weakly di�racting nanoparticles.

Such investigations are imperative for the understanding, and ultimately the con-
trol, of nanomaterial properties governed by the ensemble of embedded nanoparticles.

�e work presented in this section has been published in Real-time in situ nan-
oclustering during initial stages of arti�cial ageing of Al–Cu alloys, N. A. Zatsepin, R. A.
Dilanian, A. Y. Nikulin, X. Gao, B. C. Muddle, V. N. Matveev and O. Sakata, J. Appl.
Phys., ��� ����� (����), included in the Appendix (Zatsepin et al., ����).

In §�.� we showed that with an X-ray energy of ��.� keV, di�raction e�ects from
weakly di�racting Al�Cu nanoparticles with � ���nm diameters, were visible for
samples with thicknesses of ∼�.��mm. We then showed in §�.� that in situ, real-time
nanoparticle growth investigations on similar samples could be carried out with
our technique. Sample thicknesses of (�.��–�.��)±�.��mm were explored but the
main parameters a�ecting changes in the di�raction pattern during in situ ageing
of the sample were the temperature and Cu concentration. �e X-ray energy, Cu
concentration, arti�cial ageing temperature and sample thickness for the experiment
presented in this section, discussed in §�.�.�, were chosen based on these results.

6.4.2 Experimental setup and sample details

�e experiment was carried out on beamline BL��XU, at SPring-� (§�.�). An energy
of ��.� keV was used, selected by double-crystal Si ��� monochromator and then
spatially collimated by a crossed pair of �.��×�.��mm� (v×h) slits (§�.�). �e analyser
was a double-re�ection Si(���) crystal (§�.�.�) to ensure high angular resolution and
decrease artifacts that may result from high analyser tails (§�.�.�). �e vertical slit
in front of the scintillation counter was ���µm in width, chosen as a compromise
between su�cient intensity to lower data collection time and high angular resolution.

Based on the outcomes of the previous two sections, a �.�� ± �.��mm thick Al-
�.�wt% Cu single crystal, grown with the Al(���) parallel to the surface, was chosen
as the sample for this experiment. �e thickness was thinner than the approximate
�.��mm visibility threshold found in §�.� to lessen the absorption from the extra Cu
present in this sample (� wt% compared to � wt%).

In preparation, the sample was solution treated in order to dissolve any nano-
precipitates contained in the Al-Cu sample prior to carrying out the in situ heat
treatment (as described in §�.�). However, the sample was unavoidably kept at room
temperature for a week prior to the in situ heat treatment, which allowed the earliest
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stage of nano-precipitation (GP zones) to nucleate naturally (as discussed in §�.�). An
annealing temperature of ���°C was chosen based on the results of the experiments
in §�.�, supported by the high gradient of the hardness curve for an Al-�.�wt% Cu
sample heated at ���°C, implying that microstructural changes will occur at a rate
that suits our time scale of real-time studies.

�e growth process of the embedded nanoparticles was monitored during a series
of ageing treatments at ���°C. In order to measure the �D RSM with the sample in a
relatively static state, it was rapidly cooled to room temperature by an attached copper
heat sink a�er each ageing period. �e in situ arti�cial ageing was then continued and
RSM collection was repeated a�er a total of ��, ��, ��, ��, ��, ���, and ���minutes.

During the in situ sample heating, single α�∆�θ scans were collected at analyser
positions of α = ±�.��°, in order to keep track of any rapid changes in the di�racted
intensity. �e angular range of these �D scans was α = ±�.���°, with step sizes of �.��°
in α and �.��° in ∆�θ. �e RSM was comprised of α�∆�θ scans with shi�s of α in
between, over the range of α = ±�.���° and ∆�θ = ±�.���°, with �.��° and �.��° step
sizes, respectively, probing a rectangle in (Qx ,Qz) coordinates (§�.�.�) that covers the
range Qx ∈ (−�.����,�.����)nm−� and Qz ∈ (−�.����,�.����)nm−�. �e measured
RSMs are shown in Figures �.�� and �.��.

As discussed in §�.�.�, perfect alignment of the main optical axis with [���]Al
is virtually impossible due to the di�culties of maintaining the alignment during
handling of the small specimens. However since there are three orthogonal axes of
four-fold rotational symmetry of the planes along which the nanoprecipitates form,
X-rays incident along the [���]Al direction ensures at least one of the directions of
strain, and the FT of at least one of the orthogonal sets of nanoprecipitates, intercepts
the Ewald Sphere. Hence the sample was aligned with [���]Al perpendicular to the
beam, and its orientation was constant throughout the experiment.

6.4.3 Results and analysis

Two dimensional RSMs of di�raction from various stages of in situ nanoparticle
nucleation and growth in the Al-Cu sample are shown in Figures �.��, which includes
the RSM collected prior to in situ heating, and the RSMs collected a�er ��, ��, and ��
minutes of sample heating. Figure �.�� shows RSMs collected a�er ��, ��, ��� and ���
minutes of in situ sample heating.

From the results of the preliminary in situ experiment presented in §�.�, we
expected the real-time, in situ changes in the di�raction pattern to be most prominent
along themonochromator pseudo streak. However, the asymmetric di�raction pro�le
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(a) Prior to annealing. (b) A�er ��minutes.

(c) A�er ��minutes. (d) A�er ��minutes.

F����� �.��: Experimental RSMs collected during the in situ, real-time nanopar-
ticle growth in an Al���-�.�wt% Cu single crystal. �-� of � �e intensities are
displayed on a log scale. �e thermodynamically irreversible nature of carefully
controlled microstructure growth (see chapter � for details) allowed in situ heat
treatments to be paused while the �D RSMs were collected. Results �-� of �.

in the direction of the detector pseudo streak is instead clearly visible in the �D
reciprocal space map shown in Figure �.��. In this �gure we de�ne the parameter
ε(t), which we will show to be directly dependent on the gradient of electron density
along the optical axis in the analysis that follows.

Figure �.�� shows the variation of this intensity pro�le during the ageing treat-
ment at ���°C, as a function of angular deviation of the detector, ∆�θ. Of note is
the well-pronounced asymmetric form of the intensity pro�le at the initial stage and
throughout the ageing treatment. During the heat treatment the ∆�θ < � side tail of
the intensity pro�le started to rise and form a shoulder-like shape. �e length ε of this
�shoulder˝ (cf. Figure �.��) increased with ageing time, reaching a maximum value of
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(a) A�er ��minutes. (b) A�er ��minutes.

(c) A�er ���minutes. (d) A�er ���minutes.

F����� �.��: Experimental RSMs collected during the in situ, real-time nanopar-
ticle growth in an Al���-�.�wt% Cu single crystal. Part � of �. �e intensities are
displayed on a log scale. �e thermodynamically irreversible nature of carefully
controlled microstructure growth (see chapter � for details) allowed in situ heat
treatments to be paused while the �D RSMs were collected. Results �-� of �.

εmax ∼ �.��° a�er around ��minutes of arti�cial ageing, and then decreased slightly
(Figure �.��). However, further ageing resulted in the intensity pro�le abruptly chang-
ing into an almost symmetrical shape apart from the addition of a single di�raction
peak at an angular deviation of ∆θ ∼ �.��°.

In order to understand these interesting e�ects, we propose the following phe-
nomenological interpretation. Let us consider the di�racted intensity pro�le using
the conventional concept of a form-factor function (Guinier, ����). �e intensity
di�racted from a sample containing nanoscale particles or clusters can be represented
as a product of the di�racted amplitude of the analyser and the form-factor function
of the sample (Aristov et al., ����). Generally, the intensity detected through the
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F����� �.��: Experimental RSM from an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample annealed at
���°C for �� minutes. �e asymmetric intensity pro�le (diagonally) is empha-
sised in this view (displayed on a log scale), with the order parameter of strain �eld
modulation, ε(t), labelled. �e Qx and Qz axes have been inverted in this Figure
compared to Figures �.�� and �.��.

(a) Experimental results (b) Simulations

F����� �.��: Time dependent variation of the intensity pro�le along the (α = �,
∆�θ) direction of the �D X-ray di�raction data, as shown in Figure �.�� during
the ageing treatment of an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample at ���°C.
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presented experimental technique can be expressed by the following convolution
integral:

I (Q) ∼ �� ∞
−∞ G̃ (Q) ⋅ R (Q +W) dW�� , (6.6)

where Q is the scattering vector, and G̃ (Q) and R(Q) are the FTs of the transmission
functions of the object (§�.�.�) and the analyser, respectively (Afanas’ev and Kohn,
����; Dilanian and Nikulin, ����; Zatsepin et al., ����).

�e intensity pro�le along the (α = �, ∆�θ) direction of the �D di�raction pattern
in Figure �.�� can be well approximated by a product of �D scattering amplitude
of the analyser, R(Q), and the �D form-factor function, G(Q), the shape of which
depends on the structure heterogeneity of the sample, and characterises variables
such as strain, defect clusters and nanoparticles:

I�D (Q, t) ≈ �R� (Q, t)�� ∼ �G (Q, t) ⋅ R (Q)�� , (6.7)

where R�(Q, t) is the resultant di�raction amplitude. Approximating the analyser
as a perfect semi-in�nite, non absorbing crystal, its complex di�raction amplitude
R(Q) can be expressed as

R(Q) = �
�
�δ(Q) − �

iπQ � , (6.8)

where δ is the Dirac delta function (Nikulin and Steinfeld, ����). Note that eq. (�.�)
is simply the FT of a Heaviside step function.

In the �rst Born approximation (§�.�.�, (Born and Wolf, ����)) the function
G (Q, t) can be written as

G (Q) ∼ � ∞
−∞ ρ ′ (r, t) exp (iQz) dz, (6.9)

where
ρ ′ (r, t) = �

ρ� (r)
∂ρP (r, t)

∂z , (6.10)

ρ is the electron density, and z is the direction normal to the surface of the object
(Bataillou et al., ����). �e electron density can be expressed as a sum of the electron
density of the Al matrix, ρ�, which is constant, and the electron density of the Al-Cu
clusters, ρP, i.e.

ρ (r, t) = ρ� (r) + ρP (r, t) , (6.11)

with normalised electron density ρ̃ de�ned as

ρ̃ (r, t) = ρ (r, t)
ρ� (r) = � +

ρP (r, t)
ρ� (r) . (6.12)
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According to Aristov et al. (����), eq. (�.�) can be expressed as:

� ∞
−∞ ρ ′ (r, t) exp (iQz) dz ∼ � + �

π arctan ( f (Q, t)) , (6.13)

where
f (Q, t) = b� ⋅ (Q + ε (t)) , (6.14)

so as a result, the aforementioned angular �shoulder˝ length ε is directly dependent
on ∂ρP (r, t) �∂z. �us the intensity pro�le can be expressed as a function of Q and t
(for Q ≠ �):

I�D (Q) ∼ �G (Q) ⋅ R (Q)��
∼ �b�

Q
+ b�
Q
⋅ arctan [b� (Q + ε (t))]��

= �R� (Q, t) + R� (Q, t)�� , (6.15)

with parameters b� = �.�× ���, b� = �.�, and b� = �.�× ���. Simulated intensity pro�les
based on eq. (�.��) shown in Figure �.��(b) are in good agreement with experimental
intensity pro�les, shown in Figure �.��.�

�e �rst term in eq. (�.��), R� (Q, t), represents the shape of the scattering am-
plitude of the crystal analyser, while the second term, R� (Q, t), carries information
about the microstructure transformations in the sample during the ageing treatment.
We suggest that the shape of R� (Q, t) can be explained by the speci�c nature of point
defect distribution, such as vacancies, Cu atoms, etc., throughout the crystal lattice
of the Al matrix. �e lack of long-range spatial correlation, in the case of an almost
random distribution of defects at the initial stage of the ageing treatment, leads to
formation of a broad di�usion peak, which can be anisotropic in reciprocal space
(Krivoglaz, ����). At the microscopic level, this can be expressed as long-period
modulation of the lattice strain �eld. It is evident from the experimental results that
further treatment leads to the redistribution of point defects and the formation of
nanoscale clusters (precipitates). �e grouping of point defects into clusters, coherent
precipitates, or other organised structures, changes the strain �eld (by decreasing
the period of strain �eld modulation) and results in a redistribution of scattering
intensity pro�le (i.e. the appearance and elongation of the �shoulder˝, ε) (Krivoglaz,
����). From this perspective, the ε(t) function (Figure �.��) can be used as an order
parameter of the �eld modulation.

We hypothesise that further growth and clustering of nanoprecipitates leads
to further localization of the strain �eld in short-range regions and to depletion

��ese di�raction pro�les were simulated by the author.
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F����� �.��: Strain �eld modulation parameter, ε, as a function of time, t.

of Cu atoms in the Al matrix, as discussed in chapter �. We conjecture that the
intermittent annealing resulted in a higher number density of precipitates, with a
resultant smaller size (and narrow spread of sizes) than would otherwise be reached
if arti�cial ageing was continuous for the equivalent period. In an earlier study on a
similar alloy (Nikulin et al., ����; Nikulin, A.Y. and Dilanian, R.A. and Gable, B.M.
and Muddle, B.C. and Hester, J.R. and Ishikawa, T. and Yang, P. and Moser, H.O.,
����), simulations and �D nanoparticle reconstructions indicated that the modal
nanoparticles are the most signi�cant contributor to the di�raction pattern collected
with a similar experimental setup. �us the angular position of the additional peak,
which becomes visible at ���minutes of ageing (Figure �.��(a)), corresponds to the
modal size of the precipitates (Nikulin et al., ����; Zatsepin et al., ����). Considering
that the X-ray propagation direction is parallel to [���]Al, while the precipitates grow
along the {���}Al planes (chapter �), the e�ective mean precipitate size (calculated
from λ�ε�nal ∼ ��.�nm, where l is the X-ray wavelength), multiplied by the interplanar
spacing

√
h� + k� + l� = √�, results in an actual mean precipitate size of ��nm.

Figure �.�� shows transmission electron micrographs of the sample subsequent to
the �nal stage of annealing. Amid the myriad of smaller nanoparticles, clusters of
coarser Al�Cu precipitates are starting to form (Figure �.��(a)). Figure �.��(b) shows
the modal size of the locally homogeneous Cu nanoparticle phase precipitates (§�.�)
to be just under ��nm in diameter, with very low variation, which is comparable to
the size determined from our di�raction data.

From amaterials engineering perspective, it is still too early to assert consummate
knowledge of the entire clustering mechanism, despite extensive interdisciplinary
studies on precipitation behavior in Al-Cu alloys (Kanadani and Sakakibara, ����;
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(a) (b)

F����� �.��: <���>α zone axis TEM micrographs of an Al-�.�wt% Cu sample,
a�er � periods of ageing at ���°C for a total of ���minutes. (a) Shows an isolated
cluster of coarser θ′ precipitates among hundreds of smaller θ′′ precipitates. (b)
Shows the modal θ′′ precipitate size to be just under ��nm. TEM was carried out
on a Philips CM�� instrument operated at ��� keV.

Barlat and Liu, ����; Son et al., ����; Esmaeili and Lloyd, ����). A more thorough
exposition would require absolute understanding of the interaction of the strain
�elds across the whole volume subjected to experimental investigation (an incredibly
complex problem). �ere is no known method that can directly observe the migra-
tion of individual Cu atoms within their host matrix or quantitatively distinguish
strain �elds in bulk materials. Investigations of the redistribution of individual solute
atoms in order to assemble into clusters and precipitates can only be theoretical or
a numerical simulation, as performed by Wolverton (����) and Wang et al. (����),
for example. However, such precise, localised simulations, which focus on individual
atoms, require one to make the fallible assumption that the results are representative
of the bulk material. �e analysis presented here illustrates that bulk-material studies
on the nanometer scale do not necessitate distinguishing individual Cu atoms in order
to investigate nucleation and strain dynamics. �e sample used herein was a very
high quality aluminium single crystal, which, due to the absence of defects, justi�es
the assumption of an initially homogeneous solid solution across the large volume
of sample illuminated by the X-rays (∼�.��×�.��×�.��mm�). �us our analysis, in-
volving a strain order parameter to model ensemble averaged strain dynamics, is an
appropriate approach for a bulk material investigation. �e widespread homogeneity
in particle dimensions was also supported by the transmission electron micrograph
obtained subsequent to the in situ annealing (Figure �.��).

It has been shown that HIO-like algorithms are capable of reconstructing a com-
plex object, including strain in a nanocrystal, (Fienup, ����; Pfeifer et al., ����;
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Newton et al., ����), provided su�ciently strong support constraints are applied.
However, it is di�cult to establish an appropriate support size for iterative reconstruc-
tions as the strains are not con�ned to a nanoparticle but rather, they extend far into
the Al matrix, beyond the dimensions of the early precipitates. �e reciprocal space
resolution of the ��×�� step RSMs measured in this experiment de�ned a real space
range of ���nm along x and ���nm along z. In the best case scenario, oversampling
would be su�cient for a reconstruction if the area of the support was at most half
the entire area, and the reconstructed average strain distributions would have to �t
within the support. �e purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate the possibility
of investigating in situ di�raction e�ects from the very early stages of the growth of
weakly di�racting nanoparticles, so it was not expected that the relatively low angular
resolution RSMs would serve as a basis for nanoparticle reconstruction.

6.4.4 Conclusions

In summary, this experiment represents the �rst in situ, real-time X-ray investigation
of the nanoparticle growth in an Al-Cu sample representative of the bulk material.
We developed a semi-quantitative analysis of dynamic local strain transformations
surrounding the precipitates at the earliest stages of their formation. A simple but
justi�able interpretation of the di�raction data identi�ed dynamic changes in the
strain �eld that can be characterized by an order parameter, allowing one to qualita-
tively explain the unusual behavior of intensity pro�les during the ageing treatment
of Al-Cu alloys. �is innovative work warrants further study in order to establish
a more quantitative characterisation method for in situ precipitate nucleation and
kinetics, and suggestion for such work are presented in the next chapter. Nonetheless,
the experimental technique presented here had been demonstrated to allow real-time,
in situ, non-destructive analysis of a large �D volume of material, with su�cient
resolution to resolve nanoparticles.

Combined with the ability to record high angular and spatial resolution reciprocal
space maps from weakly di�racting embedded nanoparticle ensembles (as shown
in §�.�) we have demonstrated that the TAD technique developed in this thesis is
capable of static and real-time characterisation of bulk material samples.
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6.5 Summary

�is chapter presented three stages in the experimental development of our analyser
based, reciprocal space mapping technique for the characterisation of samples con-
taining ensembles of weakly di�racting, embedded nanoparticles. In the feasibility
study we explored various nanoparticle size distributions and sample thicknesses.
We con�rmed predictions from simulations in the previous chapter, that the sample
information is concentrated on the monochromator pseudo streaks. Although the
polydispersity and imprecisely known sample alignment complicated the analysis of
the experimental monochromator streaks directly, a successful nanoparticle recon-
struction from a �D reciprocal space map demonstrated that quantitative information
about the weakly di�racting ensemble is obtainable with our technique. We then
examined the practicalities of recording real-time di�raction data from Al-Cu alloys
at early stages of nanoparticle growth, enabling the �rst TAD based X-ray di�raction
study of in situ, real-time nanoparticle formation in an Al-Cu alloy to be carried
out. �e interesting results obtained in the �nal experiment, made possible by the
sample and experimental parameters tested by the preliminary investigations, were
analysed in the context of a semi-quantitative model of local interparticle strain, with
excellent agreement between simulation and experiment. Limitations and suggested
future development of our nanoparticle characterisation technique are included in
the following chapter.





Conclusions �

7.1 Overview

We have presented the �rst stages in the development of a novel technique for the
non-destructive, bulk material characterisation of nanomaterials that contain weakly
di�racting, embedded nanoparticles. Current widespread and emerging techniques
for nanoscale material imaging and characterisation were critically reviewed with
respect to the potential of embedded nanoparticle characterisation in Chapter �. We
asserted that a non-crystallographic X-ray characterisation method, such as analyser
based, reciprocal space mapping, has distinct bene�ts due to the high penetration of,
and resolution attainable with, hard X-rays in the �–�� keV range.

�e primary advantages of the analyser based, reciprocal spacemapping technique
are its sensitivity to low di�raction contrast, ability to encompass a large volume (up
to several cubic millimetres) and deliver high resolution reconstructions of modal
nanoprecipitates, representative of the ensemble, without the need for a tomographic
approach. �emeasurement of di�racted intensity in reciprocal space with a counting
detector provides the necessary high dynamic range and very high resolution (we
showed a reconstruction in chapter � with � nm resolution), provided the sample
remains unchanged over exposure times on the order of a few hours or more. �is
also allows us to use a large beam (e.g. up to �.��×�.��mm� (v×h)) to explore sample
volumes representative of the bulk material (∼�.��mm�). �e technique’s robustness
is highlighted by its lack of strong dependence on the X-ray coherence volume and
experimental optics stability.

�e technique has been demonstrated for in situ characterisation of the nanopar-
ticle formation and growth in Al-Cu alloys, a typical example of a material class
that draws its physical properties from the size, shape and distribution of naturally
forming embedded nanoparticles. �e morphology of these nanoparticles, along with

���
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particulars of nanoparticle nucleation and growth kinetics were presented in chapter
�. A thorough understanding of the microstructure in this technologically important
family of samples was necessary for the development and validation of such a novel
technique.

We established an appropriate description of kinematic di�raction from large
ensembles of weakly di�racting nanoparticles embedded in amatrix, as well as the nec-
essary aspects of X-ray dynamical di�raction theory to encompass the pertinent role
of high quality monochromator and analyser crystals (chapter �). We then devised a
corresponding simulationmethodology by considering the limits of the �rst Born and
projection approximations for the Al-Cu nanoparticles in particular. We simulated
Fraunhofer di�raction and reciprocal space maps from nanoparticle ensembles in
di�erent orientations and with varying degrees of polydispersity (chapter �). In these
simulations we quanti�ed the correlation between the size distribution of an ensemble
of nanoparticles and the average nanoparticle size iteratively reconstructed from the
Fraunhofer di�raction patterns of numerous such ensembles. We also demonstrated
that using a beam with dimensions on the order of typical coherence volumes (even
at third generation synchrotrons) is insu�cient for a successful nanoparticle recon-
struction from a spatially random distribution of such nanoparticles. We also showed
how the average nanoparticle size and orientation can be determined directly from
the �Dmonochromator pseudo streaks in the reciprocal space maps from two sample
orientations (with a known relative angle).

Exploiting the high brilliance of synchrotron X-rays, we validated the sensitivity
of the technique to embedded nanoparticles and their crystallographic orientation in
chapter �. Despite the very low number density of the weakly di�racting nanoparticles
in those particular samples, we successfully reconstructed, in three dimensions, a
nanoparticle representative of the ensemble, using limited a priori knowledge about
the symmetry of the particle.

Practical considerations for the design of an in situ, real time X-ray di�raction
investigation of the initial growth dynamics of embedded nanoparticles in a bulk
material sample were explored in a demonstration experiment. Finally, we presented
the �rst, real-time, in situ X-ray di�raction investigation of the nanoscale precipitates
during the early stages of arti�cial ageing of Al-Cu alloys. Amodel of speci�c, dynamic
local strain transformations in the host Al matrix was used to semi-quantitatively
explain the unusual behavior of experimental di�racted intensity pro�les, supported
by very well correlated simulations.
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7.2 Limitations of this study and suggested

future work

7.2.1 Extensions of the technique to laboratory X-ray

sources

�e success of the presented technique in addressing the problem of bulk material
nanoparticle ensemble characterisation suggests further development is warranted.
In order to generalise and make practicable its promised capabilities, the technique
would be preferred on laboratory sources. Indeed, in terms of convenience, general
accessibility and the cost of synchrotron beamline use, laboratory X-ray sources are
preferable to synchrotrons for such investigations. We can infer that the technique
does not require modi�cation to be adapted to an incoherent X-ray source such as a
rotating anode as the technique does not require a high degree of experimental optics
stability nor coherence volume. Such investigations have begun with a rotating anode
X-ray source at the School of Physics at Monash University.

A signi�cant limitation of reciprocal space mapping with an analyser crystal is the
data collection time, limited by available photon �ux. A single reciprocal space map
(RSM) on a ���×��� grid required �–�� hours at a high-brilliance undulator beamline
at SPring-�, and would require even longer at the Photon Factory. Fortunately the
technique does not su�er from the e�ects of mechanical instabilities on the micron
scale, even lateral or vertical vibrations of the analyser are tolerated provided the beam
is di�racted entirely into the detector aperture. However, the thermal stability of the
analyser may start to play a role for longer scans. Extended experimental time would
require a reliable method of monitoring the incident �ux in order to meaningfully
normalise the RSM.

�e increased beam divergence of a laboratory X-ray source, in comparison to
a synchrotron X-ray source, would decrease the achievable angular resolution in
experimental data. To retain the same high angular resolution in the RSMs measured
in a laboratory as that in the RSMs presented in this thesis, a second analyser crys-
tal would be needed downstream of the �rst analyser. �e signi�cant loss of �ux
concomitant with the use of the second analyser crystal could be overcome with a
larger beam or thorough elimination of parasitic scattering. Fortunately, the statistical
homogeneity of the samples allows us to illuminate a much larger region with the
expected signal magni�cation approximately proportional to the number of particles
illuminated. �is setup would be more accurately simulated by XDC, the dynamical
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di�raction code for conventional triple crystal di�ractometry that was used in the
simulations presented in chapters �. �e X-ray di�ractometer at the School of Physics
at Monash University is also currently being developed to include a double analyser
setup for further development of this work.

7.2.2 Suggested further development of the method for

simulating two dimensional RSMs

�ere are a number of sample and experimental aspects that have signi�cant e�ects
on the measured data. In this thesis we have made progress in understanding some
of these well, but for a fully comprehensive picture of experimentally measured
di�raction data we need to further develop the simulation methods.

We need to establish a more comprehensive method for simulating the two di-
mensional (�D) RSMs than the one presented in this thesis as it only involved one
dimensional (�D) sample data in the RSMs. �is �D approach was shown to be suitable
for samples and experimental conditions where the �rst Born and projection approxi-
mations are valid. However, quantitative information about the sample could only be
obtained from the �D data with su�cient a priori knowledge, e.g. the alignment of at
least one sample axis. However, for randomly orientation embedded nanoparticle
systems we would like to be able to simulate the true three dimensional (�D) nature
of the di�raction process, including both the elastic scattering in the sample and the
dynamical di�raction in the analyser. Here we suggest an approach to simulating
�D RSMs containing �D Fraunhofer di�raction from the sample and discuss the
implications of the �nite acceptance of the analyser in two dimensions.

Under the �rst Born approximation we can consider the instrumental function
and the sample’s Fraunhofer di�raction as independent (incoherent) contributions
to the RSM.�e steps for the suggested approach to �D RSMs are as follows: �. Cal-
culate the �D Fraunhofer di�raction pattern (in the (xs, zs) plane) of a �D sample
containing an embedded ensemble of nanoparticles, with intensities weighted by the
re�ectivity of the monochromator; �. Rotate this by θB anticlockwise to align (kx)
with the monochromator pseudo streak in the (Qx ,Qz) coordinates of the analyser
crystal; �. Calculate the resultant X-ray wave�eld, which is an incoherent sum of the
incident wave (in this case the instrumental function) and the di�racted component
(the monochromator-re�ectivity-weighted Fraunhofer di�raction pattern). �e in-
strumental function can again be calculated using XDC. In addition, nanoparticle
reconstruction methods should be developed from such simulated data, including a
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deconvolution of the instrumental function if the sample’s di�raction signal is too
weak.

For the purpose of demonstration we present a number of examples of such
simulations exploring �D aspects in Figure �.�. �e second orientation in each set is
at ��° about the optical axis relative to the �rst orientation. �e simulated sample
contained an ensemble of Al�Cu nanoplatelets (in Al) with normally distributed
diameters where the mean diameter, Sm = ���nm, and the standard deviation, σ =
��nm.

�e strong di�raction signal along themonochromator pseudo streak, particularly
in Figures �.�(a) and �.�(b), is expected from the idealised alignment. �e much
weaker signal parallel to kz remains the same in both RSMs since the nanoparticles
that give rise to it do not change their orientation with respect to the di�raction
plane of the analyser. In Figure �.�(c) and �.�(d) the sample is slightly misaligned with
respect to the beam, i.e. θX = �°, θY = −�°, θZ = �° and for orientation �, θZ = ��°,
which represents a plausible experimental scenario. �e obvious di�erence between
these RSMs and those from the perfectly aligned sample once again emphasises the
technique’s high sensitivity to sample orientation, which we discussed at length in
the previous two chapters. In Figure �.�(e) and �.�(f), the sample orientation was
chosen at random, where the realisation shown has θX = ��°, θY = �°, θZ = ��°
and θZ = ��° for orientation �. While these �D RSMs show signi�cant di�erences,
their monochromator pseudo streaks (compared in Figure �.�) are generally very
similar. �us some a priori knowledge about sample orientation is necessary in order
to analyse �D di�raction results in the manner discussed in §�.�.�, and to optimise
the data collection.

In such simulations it would be necessary to quantitatively justify the strength of
the contribution to the RSM made by the sample’s Fraunhofer di�raction pattern by
considering the total di�racting volume, which depends on the nanoparticle number
density, sample thickness and beam size.

7.2.3 Implications of the 2D diffraction plane of the

analyser

In relation to step � from the previous discussion, we need to also consider the
following. Since the analyser is sensitive to di�raction only in the (kx , kz) plane of
the sample, we need to consider how di�racted X-rays with a non-zero ky component
a�ect themeasured intensity. In the experiments undertaken, the detector collimating
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(a) Orientation �: perfect alignment;
θX = �°, θY = �°, θZ = �° (b) Orientation �: perfect alignment with

∆θZ = ��°; θX = �°, θY = �°, θZ = ��°.

(c) Orientation �: slightly misaligned;
θX = �°, θY = −�°, θZ = �° (d) Orientation �: slightly misaligned with

∆θZ = ��°; θX = �°, θY = −�°, θZ = ��°

(e) Orientation �: random orientation;
θX = ��°, θY = �°, θZ = ��° (f) Orientation �: random orientation with

∆θZ = ��°; θX = ��°, θY = �°, θZ = ��°
F����� �.�: Simulated RSMs with �D sample functions from nanoparticle en-
sembles in various orientations, shown on a log scale. �e sample was an array of
platelet Al�Cu nanoparticles with Sm = ���nm and σ = ��nm. Orientation � was at
��° about the optical axis relative to orientation � for comparison with RSMs in pre-
vious chapters. �e strongest sample signal is expectedly along the monochromator
pseudo streak but substantial di�raction e�ects are visible in the kz direction. �e
monochromator pseudo streaks from (e) and ( f ) are compared in Figure �.�.
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F����� �.�: Simulated monochromator pseudo streaks from Figure �.�(e) and
�.�(f) compared. �e platelet nanoparticles were rotated by ��°, �° and ��° about
the xs, ys and zs axes, respectively. Orientation � (dashed blue line) and �, with the
sample oriented at θZ = ��° relative to orientation � (solid black line) are generally
very similar while substantial di�erences are evident in the simulated �D RSMs
(Figures �.�(e) and �.�(f)) demonstrating the bene�ts of a �D simulation method to
explore all possible sample orientations.

slit perpendicular to the di�raction plane was either very wide (∼�mm) or omitted
altogether, such that the acceptance window greatly exceeded the scattered wave�eld.
�e ±ky range imposed by the re�ectivity of the analyser crystal thus served as the
only limitation.

�e schematic in Figure �.�(a) shows the diverging beam (di�racted X-rays)
emerging from the sample (exaggerated for clarity), incident on the analyser crystal.
Consider the magni�cation of the surface of the analyser crystal for �gure �.�(a),
in Figure �.�(b). �e coordinates (xs, ys) correspond to the vertical and horizontal
directions in the sample, (xc , yc) correspond to the coordinate system parallel to the
surface of the analyser crystal (we only consider symmetric Bragg re�ections), and
the analyser is rotated about the yc axis, rendering it insensitive to di�raction in that
direction.

X-rays di�racted in the ys (ky) direction, labeled kd in Figure �.�(b), have a smaller
incident angle, θkd , compared to the direct beam, θk� , i.e. θkd = θk� − ω. �e angular
decrement ω is related to the di�raction angle in the ky direction, β, by

ω = θk� − arctan �cos�� arcsin � ��β sec (θk�)�� tan(θk�)�. (7.1)

Incidentally, for β < π��, eq. (�.�) gives the same result as eq. � in Nesterets et al.
(����), where the deviation from θk� of incident angle of the y-diverted beam, ω, is
related to the divergence in the y direction, β, by (Pinsker, ����)

ω = β�
�
tan(θk�). (7.2)
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(a) Schematic of X-ray beam di�racted by the sample, incident on the analyser
crystal. �e colors of the intersection of the beamwith the analyser surface
correspond to their x di�racted components.

(b) Magni�cation of �.�(a) with angles labelled as discussed in the section on the
resolution function.

F����� �.�: Incident X-ray beam on the analyser. X-rays di�raction by the sample
with a non-zero ky component are incident on the analyser at slightly smaller angles
than the direct beam, k�, limiting the amount of y deviated X-ray beam that reaches
the detector with appreciable intensity.
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For a perfectly aligned high quality analyser crystal, these X-rays will contribute
signi�cantly to the measured intensity if their incident angle is within ±δos of θB,
where δos is half the Darwin width of the analyser’s rocking curve de�ned in eq. (�.��),
with typical values shown in Table �.�.

Using �.�����Å X-rays incident on a Si(���) analyser crystal results in ω = δos =
�.��′′�� (Stepanov, ����), which limits β to ±����′′ according to eq. (�.�). A simulated
�DFourier transform of anN� array of nanoparticles, whereN = ��� sampled at ∆y =
��nm increments, renders the step size ∆ky as � × ��−�nm−�, which corresponds to a
di�raction angle of ∼�� µrad or ��.�′′. For this particular array size and sampling rate,
the incoherent superposition of ky-di�racted X-rays would thus involve ��� pixels, i.e.
�������.� ≈ �� pixels about (kx , kz) = (�,�), covering the range ky ∈ (±�.���nm−�).

In Figure �.� we compare the Fraunhofer di�raction pattern in the (kx , kz) plane
at ky = � with that comprised of a projection in reciprocal space of the Fraunhofer
di�raction patterns where ky ∈ (±�.���nm−�). �ese simulations are comprised of
incoherent di�raction patterns from ��� realisations of spatially randomly distributed
Al�Cu nanoparticles in a � × � × �µm� volume. �e nanoparticles in this example
were aligned perfectly with the di�raction plane for orientation � and with θZ = ��°
for orientation �.

For orientation � there was a slight decrease of interference fringes and an increase
in overall intensity, as expected (compared Figure �.�(c) to �.�(a)). However, the
signi�cance of the contribution from y-di�racted X-rays is particularly well pro-
nounced in comparing the (ky = �) di�raction pattern in Figure �.�(b) with that from
ky ∈ (±�.���nm−�) in Figure �.�(d), both from the sample in orientation �. In the
latter, the di�raction signal along kx arising from the rotated nanoparticles’ facets is
dominant, while it is relatively weak in the single di�raction pattern at ky = �. It is thus
clear that �D e�ects play a signi�cant role in the di�raction pattern obtained by our
technique and so should be incorporated into future simulations and reconstructions.

�e cumulative e�ect of the aspects we have discussed, including sample align-
ment, polydispersity, the need for considering the �D nature of di�raction and, as
discussed in §�.�.�, an insu�cient signal-to-noise ratio in real data, appears to be
stagnation of the reconstruction algorithm. Attempts at reconstructing nanoparti-
cles from either set of simulations (Figures �.� and �.�) using the iterative method
described in §�.�.� have not been successful, thus warranting further reconstruction
technique development for simulations. However, reconstructions from experimental
data have shown good agreement with expected nanoparticle microstructures (e.g.
in §�.�.�). Improvements in the reconstruction approach for future simulated and
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(a) ky = �, θZ = �° (b) ky = �, θZ = ��°

(c) ky ∈ ±�.���nm−�, θZ = �° (d) ky ∈ ±�.���nm−�, θZ = ��°
F����� �.�: Fraunhofer di�raction patterns from �D nanoparticle ensembles,
shown on a log scale. �e �D di�raction pattern in the (kx , kz) plane at ky = �
is compared with the incoherent sum of ��� (kx , kz) di�raction patterns covering
the range ky ∈ (±�.���nm−�). �e signi�cance of considering the �D nature of the
interaction of the di�racted beam and the analyser’s re�ectivity is emphasised by
the di�erence between (b) and (d).
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experimental data should include additional constraints to ensure convergence. An
example of a useful restrictive condition is the shrinkwrap algorithm (Marchesini
et al., ����), which has been shown to be successful with nanoparticle reconstructions
from similar experimental data (cf. §�.�.�), some of which is presented below.

7.2.4 Current work on nanoparticle reconstruction based

on outcomes discussed in the thesis

A number of further experiments were carried out as a result of the techniquemethod-
ology developed in this thesis. �ese experiments were based on our outcomes and
con�rmations of the suitability of source characteristics and experimental parameters
such as beam size, X-ray energy and scan ranges, as well as sample particulars such
as thickness, Cu concentration and preparation procedures. Ongoing related work at
Monash University includes further development of nanoparticle image reconstruc-
tion from RSMs collected from similar and identical samples to those used herein.
Some promising reconstruction results are shown in Figures �.� (Pelliccia et al., ����).
We will discuss these results in outline only as they do not form part of the author’s
contribution to the technique.

(a) Reconstructed modal nanoparticles
from sample R�.

(b) Reconstructed modal nanoparticle
from sample R�.

F����� �.�: Reconstructed nanoparticles from experimental RSMs. Both Al-
�.�wt% Cu samples were � �.��mm thick along the beam, arti�cially aged at ���°
for �.� hours. �e microstructure is shown in the transmission electron micrograph
in Figure �.�. �e reconstruction results are relatively consistent for the two samples
that were prepared identically but were in slightly di�erent orientations. Data from
Pelliccia et al. (����) used with permission.

�ese nanoparticles were reconstructed using a combination of the hybrid input
output (HIO) algorithm used in this thesis and the error reduction (ER) algorithm,
as well as a dynamic support (the shrinkwrap algorithm) (see §�.�.� for details).
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�e spatial resolution in the reconstructions was �� nm (Figure �.�), which strongly
a�ected the thickness of the reconstructed nanoparticles.

In our exploration of the threshold of nanoparticle detectability in these types of
samples (§�.�), we discussed that a thinner sample is bene�cial due to less attenuation
by the Al matrix, while a higher number of nanoparticles would, naturally, result in
a stronger signal. Hence the Al-�.�wt% Cu sample with a thickness of � �.��mm
along the direction of X-ray beam propagation, which were used for the experiments
discussed by Pelliccia et al. (����), provided a su�ciently high nanoparticle number
density (due to the high concentration of Cu), while beam attenuation was decreased
in comparison to our thicker samples. �ese samples were aged at ���° for �.� hours
resulting in the microstructure shown in the transmission electron micrographs in
Figure �.�. �e beam size was set to �.��×�.��mm� (v×h), which is larger than most
of the beam sizes used in §�.�, which also enhanced the signal strength.

(a) (b)

F����� �.�: <���>α zone axis transmission electron micrograph of Al-�.�wt%
Cu aged at ���° for �.� hours. �e dimensions of the reconstructed nanoparticles
in Figure �.� are in good agreement with those shown here. TEM was carried out on
a Philips CM�� instrument operated at ��� keV.

Repeated attempts to reconstruct nanoparticles using the shrinkwrap algorithm,
starting with random phase distributions, resulted in very similar reconstructions.
�e consistent convergence of the reconstructed nanoparticle shape lends credibility
to the reconstruction despite our demonstrated sensitivity to nanoparticle orienta-
tion in both simulation and experimental data. �e reproducibility and consistency
shows that despite the non unique nature of the reconstructions, which require a
priori knowledge about the sample to interpret appropriately, these results are very
promising.
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An interesting question remains, which concerns the contribution to the di�rac-
tion pattern of nanoparticles signi�cantly larger that the majority of nanoparticles
in the ensemble. �e reconstructions from simulated Fraunhofer di�raction pat-
terns of normally distributed polydisperse Al�Cu nanoparticles in §�.�.� showed that
the reconstructed nanoparticle pro�le was asymmetric with a tail-like e�ect (Figure
�.��). However, the nanoparticle distributions are naturally closer to Boltzmann
distribution curves than a true Gaussian distribution, wherein the modal and average
nanoparticle diameters are no longer the same. It would thus be interesting to sim-
ulate other polydisperse systems (including Boltzmann distributions and bimodal
distributions) in addition to the normally distributed ones as presented in this work,
in order to more con�dently interpret the nanoparticle reconstruction results from
future experimental data.

7.2.5 Retrospective considerations regarding the samples

We showed in this thesis that relatively quantitative information can be obtained
about the nanoparticle ensemble in a sample representative of the bulk material,
relatively quickly (on the order of ∼�minutes). �us the technique developed in this
thesis could be supplementary to other nanoparticle characterisation techniques. For
example transmission electron microscopy may provide some information about
the microstructure; our technique may then be implemented to analyse, on the
bulk material scale, the embedded weakly di�racting nanoparticle ensemble. It can
even be used for in situ, real-time nanoparticle growth studies, although it requires
optimisation for each particular nanoparticle system.

In §�.� and §�.� we discussed how the alignment of the nanoparticles with respect
to the di�raction plane a�ects the di�raction patterns. We assumed that one set
of nanoparticles were positioned with their faces consistently perpendicular to the
optical axis and discussed rotation about the optical axis. It was shown in simulations
that from two orientations with a known relative angle we could calculate the mean
nanoparticle diameter and orientation of the sample (provided the ensemble was not
too polydisperse) from the di�raction pro�le along themonochromator pseudo streak.
We also discussed the possible contributions to the misalignment of the nanoparticles
during sample preparation. �is alignment problem could be overcome by using a
sample holder with at least two degrees of freedom: rotation about the xs and zs axes,
i.e. the vertical sample axis and the optical axis, preferably automated and with high
precision.

Further experiments and simulations are also needed to establish more quanti-
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tatively the relationship between di�raction signal (due to size and number density
of nanoparticles) and overall thickness of the sample. Secondly, in hindsight, the
number of degrees of freedom (parameters) in the microstructure of Al-Cu alloys
proved too high even for the rigorous, quantitative feasibility studies presented herein.
Even such a relatively �simple˝ light metal alloy does not have a guaranteed embedded
nanoparticle shape or size distribution, with unnecessary complexities of nanoparticle
nucleation and kinetics. If a monodisperse, well characterised ensemble of nano-
precipitates was available, it would be a more suitable candidate for quantitative
development of the technique. However, it is precisely the lack of a characterisation
method that could ensure or con�rm the designed characteristics of a bulk material
sample that inspired and instigated the research in the �rst place. A well characterised
�D nanoscale grid could be a good candidate, however in order to validate the tech-
nique’s ability to characterise ensembles of polydisperse nanoparticles, the previous
argument still stands.

In order to investigate real time, in situ nucleation and growth of precipitates in
complex samples, an accurate model of the dynamic changes in the sample needs
to be formulated. For example, in Al-Cu alloys, when the Cu is in supersaturated
solid solution (and assumed to be homogeneous), optically the refractive index of the
sample is a weighted mixture of the two elements. In essence, as the nanoparticles
begin to nucleate, the crystal lattices of clusters and earliest forms of precipitates (pure
Cu) are well aligned with the Al matrix, and are thus surrounded by lattice strain
that extend much further into the lattice than the particle’s size. �e lattice strain
can be modelled as a variation in the electron density, making the early precipitates
continuous rather than discrete �D volumes with Cu refractive index, in the simula-
tions. As the nanoprecipitates grow, at some not strictly de�ned stage, their empirical
composition becomes Al�Cu, which would need to be included in the simulations.
Eventually, the experimental approach could be extended to in situ, real-time investi-
gations of the e�ects of stress/pressure on materials, which also signi�cantly a�ect
the microstructure (by preferential growth directions, for example).

7.3 Summary

A critical review of the limitations of current nanoscale imaging techniques was
presented with a view to highlight the lack of a technique that is capable, alone, of
non-destructive, high resolution characterisation of materials with embedded en-
sembles of weakly di�racting nanoparticles. �e emerging analyser based, reciprocal
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space mapping technique presented has been shown to be capable of reconstructions
of nanoparticles representative of the ensemble with nanometer scale resolution.
�e essential details of the experimental setup, theoretical approach to simulations
and preparation of samples were presented. �e technique, though early in its de-
velopment, boasts the capability of in situ investigations of nanoparticle formation
and early stages of nanoparticle growth. �e technique is also readily extendible to
incoherent sources, with the potential to make high resolution, bulk material analysis
with laboratory X-ray sources readily achievable.
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